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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Need for Study 

The black religious quartet singing tradition, a vital part of the tradition known as 

black gospel music, 1 has received increased attention from music scholars in recent years. 

This research has primarily concentrated on the areas of history and musicology. 2 When 

music outside the cla.-,sical tradition, jazz in particular, has been the subject of analysis, 

the focus has generally been more on instrumental than vocal performance. The focus of 

this study is the analysis of a performance tradition that, although influenced by 

instrumental jazz, is a vocal art, one that presents some unique challenges for the 

analytical process. For example, the addition of words raises questions related to text

painting such as, how is the music composed or arranged to reflect the meaning of the 

text? Also, how text, with its subtle variances in vowel and consonant sounds, relates to 

tone color must be taken into account. And in black religious quartet singing, nonsense 

syllables are sometimes used as vehicles for creating specific rhythmic nuances. "Blue 

notes"-pitches that lie outside the confines of the Western notational system-are also 

prevalent. Another motivation for an analytical study of this music is the hope that more 

interest in the art form may be encouraged, especially in the United States where it 

originated. Black religious quartets historically have been well received in Europe, 

enjoying a popularity and professional standing that has rarely been equaled in the United 

States. A case in point is the Golden Gate Quartet, considered one of the most popular 

1Kerill Leslie Rubman, "From 'Jubi lee' to 'Gospel' in Black Male Quartet 
Si nging" (M.A. thesis, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1980), 1. 

2Ray Allen, Si~ging_in the Spirit: Af ri<?an-American Sacred Quartets in New York 
City (Philadelphia: Umvers1ty of Pennsylvama Press, 1991), 9. 

1 



black religious quartets of the 1930s and 1940s.3 When their popularity and audience 

began to diminish in America, they took up residence in Europe where their careers 

continue to thrive today.4 Samuel Carroll Buchanan writes, "In 1984 the group celebrated 

its fiftieth anniversary with a tour of over two hundred fifty performances! "5 In 

discussing why the Golden Gate Quartet's music remains popular in Europe, Buchanan 

further states: 

Their recordings are used in schools to teach an aspect of American 
culture. Hence, when the group performs in the big European cathedrals 
(70 percent of their work) for fifteen hundred to two thousand people, 
approximately 60 percent of their audiences are teenagers. In this way their 
music is perpetuated ... This recognition is not available in the United 
States.6 

Historical Background 

James Weldon Johnson, in the preface to his 1940 collection of Negro spirituals, 

makes the following observation about quartet singing: 

Pick up four colored boys or young men anywhere and the chances are 
ninety out of a hundred that you have a quartet. Let one of them sing the 
melody and the others will naturall)_' find the parts: I_ndeed, it may be said 
that all male Negro youth of the Umted States 1s divided into quartets. 7 

While the remark may be an overstatement, it does offer testimony to the widespread 

popularity of the black religious quartet singing tradition in the early part of the twentieth 

century. 

3 Ray Funk and Stephen K. Peeples, boo~let from Jubilation! Great Gospel 
Performances, Volume One: Black Gospel, (Rhino R2 70288, 1992), 7. 

4Samuel Carroll Buchanan, "A Critical Analysis of Style in Four Black Jubilee 
Quartets in the United States" (Ph.D. Diss., New York University, 1987), 191-%. 

5Ibid. 
6Ibid., 15. 
7 James Weldon Johnson, ed., The Books of American Negro Spirituals (New 

York: Viking Press, 1940), 35. 
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A definitive date of origin is not known, although Buchanan suggests that quartet 

singing became popular through the minstrel shows of the 1800s, in which blacks as well 

as whites participated. 8 Near the end of the nineteenth century, quartet singing was further 

promulgated by southern black institutions such as Fisk University, Hampton University, 

Tuskegee Institute and Utica Institute. 9 The singers from these schools were often 

formally trained and did concert tours to raise money for their institutions. 10 

In the 1920s, it was the untrained, community-based black religious quartets that 

captured the attention of recording companies. 11 It is the style of these early recorded 

groups and their successors that is the focus of this dissertation. The earliest two styles 

thrived concurrently from about 1920 to 1950. One of these is the folk style, 12 which 

originated in Jefferson County, Alabama. The cities of Bessemer, Birmingham and 

Fairfield were important centers of quartet development in this region. 
13 

The other early school of black religious quartet singing is the jubilee style. Its 

center of development was the Tidewater area of Virginia and North Carolina. 14 

In the 1950s, the gospel style succeeded the folk and jubilee styles of quartet 

singing. It was more universal in scope, not Jinked to any particular geographical region. 

It is during this period that black religious quartet singing reached its peak in popularity. 15 

8Buchanan, 38. 
9 Allen, 2. 
10Jbid. 
11 Ibid., 3. 
12The terms folk, jubilee and gospel to descri_be style periods come from Anthony 

Heil but, The Gospel Sound: Good News and Bad Times (New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 197 1), 76-79. 

13Horace Clarence Boyer, How S~e~t the Sound: The Golden Age of Gospel 
(Washington, D.C.: Elliott & Clark Pubhshmg, 1995), 31. See also Doug Seroff, "Old
Time Black Gospel Quartet Contests," Black Music Research Journal 10, no. l (Spring 
1990): 27. 
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...... ·;;;, 
,...;. ,..,..., ___ ..,_.,..,....,.,... .... 

Finall y, the 1970s marked the beginning of the contemporary gospel style, taking 

its name from the current mainstream style or gospel music, which it has assimilated. 16 

This style continues to thrive alongside a more recent trend of development herein 

designated neo-jubilee. 

Parameters of Study 

Three of the four style periods mentioned above-folk, jubilee and gospel- are 

discussed in detail in the chapters that follow, including complete analyses of 

representative musical works. The contemporary gospel style is not examined, as 

developments primarily in the areas of lead singing and instrumental accompaniment 

characterize this style; instruments essentially replace group singing as the primary source 

of accompaniment for the lead singer. 17 For this reason it lies outside the scope of this 

study, which examines group singing that is a cappella or harmonically independent of the 

otherwise light rhythm accompaniment. 

In addition to the folk,jubilee and gospel styles, this study also examines the 

recent neo-jubilee trend. (The term "trend" serves to distinguish it from established 

styles.) Because the neo-jubilee trend is so recent, and the sample of groups and 

performances so small, established patterns of development are not yet conclusive. It is a 

significant trend, however, because it continues to build upon threads of harmonic 

development established in the earlier style periods. 

14This region comprised the fol_lowing counties: Charles City, Middlesex, 
Mathews, King and Queen, Kmg Wilham, Richmond, and Lancaster. See Buchanan, 75. 

15 Allen, 7. 
16For a description of contemporary gospel music see Allen, 7- 8. 
17Rubman, 100- 101. 
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There arc five characteristics that di stinguish the black reli gious quartet singing 

tradition from related styles such as barbershop, male chorus, doo wop, jubilee-style 

chorus, 
18 

and vocal jazz. They arc: ( I ) a common source for song selecti on- primaril y 

spirituals and gospel songs; 19 (2) vocal arrangements which stand rhythmicall y and 

harmonicall y independent of instrumental accompaniment;20 (3) a vocal group of four to 

six singcrs ;2 1 (4) vocal arrangements based harmonically on prior performances (when 

using songs previously performed by other groups) ;22 and (5) individual voice parts that 

arc free to perform melodic variations in repeated sections of a song. 23 

18For a description of the jubilee-style chorus see Bernice Johnson Reagon, ed. , 
We' II Understand it Better By and By: Pioneering Afn can Amen can Gospel Composers 
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, c. 1992) , 12. 

19 Anthony Heil but, li ner notes from All of My Appointed Time, Stash ST-114, 
1978. 

2°Kip Lomeli, Happy in the Service of the Lord (Urbana & Chicago: Universi ty 
of Il li nois Press, 1988), 4. 

2 1 Ironically, many quartets have traditionally contained more than four voices. 
This suggests that the term 'quartet" refers to the number of voice parts as opposed to the 
actual number of group members. See Lomeli , 4 . 

22Dr. Reagon states that her research revealed no significant structural differences 
in various quartet arrangements of a given song. Th_e a~alysis of two versions of "Mary 
Don't You Weep" in thi s dissertation supports her f mdmgs. Bernice Johnson Reagon, 
interview by author, 16 March 1995, telephone conversation. 

23The. analyses in the foll owing ~hapters show that these rn_elodic vari~ttions al tcr 
local harmonies but generall y do not aff ect the large-scale harmonic design of a 
performance. 
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For example, most barbershop quartet performances contain most of the 

characteristics listed, but they draw on a different body of songs. Another comparison 

could be with many black church-oriented male choruses, which share a common 

repertoire with black religious quartets. However, these choruses contain more than four 

to six voices, requiring more than one voice to a part. This inhibits the spontaneous 

melodic freedom within individual voice parts, which, as listed above, is characteristic of 

the quartet tradition. 

For the purposes of this investigation, the term "traditional quartet voice parts" 

refers to the four-part texture composed of first tenor, second tenor, baritone and bass in 

close-position voicing. Most often, an inner voice (second tenor or baritone) supplies the 

melody. As demonstrated throughout this study, this fundamental four-voice texture can 

be augmented to include as many as two additional lead parts or as many as four tenor 

parts. 24 

A final note relates to the issue of objectivity in this study. The piece representing 

the neo-jubilee trend is a performance by the vocal group TAKE 6, which formed in 

1980. Though the release date for this recorded performance is 1988, it is part of TAKE 

6' s original repertoire from 1980. 25 Currently a singer, arranger and co-producer in 

TAKE 6, the author's association with the group began in 1985, well after the 

24Many quartet performances in the gospel style u~ilize two lead singers 
accompanied by traditional quartet voic~ parts. Representing t~e neo-ju~ilee tr~nd, some 
perfonnances by the group TAKE 6 utJhze one lead accompamed by a five-voice 
texture- three tenors, ban tone and bass. 

25The 1988 recording is accepted as TAKE 6' s first p~ofessional recording. 
However, the group recorded much of the san:ie m_atenal previou~ly under a different 
name for Legacy Records. "~arY'.' (~aly2:ed i!1 this _dissertation) 1s included in this earlier 
recording, which predates this wnter s affI_hatJon ~1,~h the group. See Mehnda Joiner, 
"TAKE 6, O~kwood G~·oup,!s on the T~p m Music, ,,Huntsv_1lle (~la.) 1)mes, 22 January 
1989; and Bnan Mansfield, TAKE 5 with TAKE 6, Nashville Night Life [1988], 18-
20. 
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establishment or the original repertoire. 26 Consequently, his involvement in the musical 

arranging process began with material that postdates the 1988 recording. 

Methodologv 

There is no consensus among scholars concerning the number of style periods that 

make up the black religious quartet singing tradition. While one writer separates the 

tradition into only two styli stic epochs,27 another distinguishes five. 28 In another instance, 

two writers identify the earliest recorded black religious quartet style as folk, but offer 

conflicting descriptions of the style. 29 Finally, present developments in the genre rarely 

receive any recognition at all. 

Through applying various analytical procedures to black religious quartet 

performances, thi s dissertation identifies sal ient features that serve to define style periods 

of the genre. These f catures are traced through the genre as threads of development 

including: use of meter and rhythm, call-and-response techniques, functi on of the bass 

voice, chord structures and use of added dissonance, number and function of voice parts, 

and variation techniques in repetiti ve song structures. 

Additionally, this study cxmnines the influence or big band music on the 

development or black religious quartet singing. The course of development in quartet 

singing is strikingly similar to that of big band music and is observable in the threads or 

development li sted above. For instance, the way the bass instrument moved from pul sing 

26 Robert K. Oermann, "Take 6 Takes Flight in Harmony," Nashville Tennessean, 
12 March 1989. 

27Reagon, 14. 
28H. Wiley Hitchcock and Stanley Sadie, eds. New Grove Dictionary of American 

Music (New York: Grove' s Dictionaries of Music, 1986), s.v. "Gospel Music: Black 
Gospel Music," by Horace Clarence Boyer. 

29Ibid. See also Hei lbut, The Gospel Sound, 76-77. 
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on the strong beats or the measure in Dixieland jazz to "walking" patterns in the Swing 

Era, paralleled the development of bass singing in black religious quartet performances. 

Also, swing eighth notes, repeating riff patterns30 as a form of call-and-response, chord 

voicings, andjaz:t.-stylc dissonances in quartet singing, followed the same trend of 

development as in big band music. Accordingly , parallels in the development of ooth 

genres arc a theme throughout thi s examination. 

The analytical procedures employed include traditional tonal theory,3 1 which 

serves to identify chord constructs and surface harmonic progressions. Because this style 

or music is heavily jazz-influenced, jazz theory is also employed. 3 2 Jazz chord symbol s 

are often employed in conjunction with traditional roman numeral analysi s to identify jazz

style dissonances such as ninth, eleventh, thirteenth and added sixth chords. 33 

Schenkerian analysis is useful in identifying large-scale harmonic designs in quartet 

performances. 34 It also aids in identifying the function of ambiguous sonorities resulting 

from blue notes and incomplete chord structures. 

Each of chapters II through IV examines a different style of black religious quartet 

singing-folk,jubilee and gospel respectively. A different performance is used to 

30A riff is a short melody, usually two or four measures long, that repeats over 
changing harmonies. See Gunther Schuller, Early Jazz (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1968), 48-50. 

31 Edward Al dwell and Carl Schachter, Harmony and Voice Leading, 2 vol s. 
(New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978-79). 

32Stey~ Sample, An Approach to Mainstream Jazz and Pop Harmony (Santa 
Barbara, CahL: Kmko' s Pubhshmg Group, 1986). See also Steven Strunk, "The 
Harmony of Early Bop: A Layered Approach," Journal of Jazz Studies VI/I (Fall/Winter 
1979): 4-53. 

3 3Thc added sixth chord is an apparent seventh chord that occurs when the si xth 
above the root is added to a basic~ chord. The added sixth dissonance occurs most often 
over tonic and subdominant harmony in black religious quartet performances. For more 
on the added sixth chord and other apparent seventh chords see Aldwell and Schachter, 
vol. 2, 79-82. 
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represent each style and serves as a model to iden ti fy salient characteristics of the 

respective style periods. Following are the three representative works selec ted for analysis 

a long wi th the respective a rtists and dates or performance: 

Folk 

" I' m Praying Humble" -Mitchell' s Chri stian S ingers ( 1937)35 

Jubilee 

"One Day When the Lord Will Call Me"- Southern Sons (1942)3 6 

Gospel 

"Mary Don' t You Weep" - Swan Sil vertones ( 1959)3 7 

Because no single quartet performance can give a complete pic ture of a style, musical 

examples from other recordings supplement the three performances li sted above, 

supporting the proposed patterns of development in the style periods. 

below: 

Chapter V examines a performance from the recent trend or development listed 

Neo-Jubilee 

"Mary"- TAKE 6 ( 1988)38 

34Allen Forte and Steven E. Gilbert, Introduction to Schenkerian Analysis (New 
York: Norton, 1982). See Also Allen Forte, The American Popular Ballad or the Golden 
Era, 1924-1950 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995). 

1994. 

3 5Gospcl Vol. 2/Gospel Quartets/ 1921-1942, Fremeaux & Associes FA 026, 

36Ibid. 
3 7 Jubi lation! Great Gospel Performances, Volume One: Black Gospel , Rhino 

R270288, l 992. 
3 8T AKE 6, T AKE 6, Reprise 9 25670-2, 1988. This selecti on is a different 

performance of the same pi <::ce recorded by the Swan Sil vertones in the gospel style 
despite the shortened song title. 
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Since many quartet compositions performed today date back at least as far as the 

beginning of the 1900s, this dissertation is a study in the development of music 

arranging, not composition. A case in point would be the two performances of "Mary 

Don't You Weep," examined in this study. Their dates are 1959 and 1988, and they 

represent the gospel style and nco-jubilce trend respectively. 39 

Transcriptions 

Black religious quartet singing is primarily an oral tradition. This is mainly 

because most of the performers in this genre have no formal music training. Allen gives 

the following personal account of the learning process of untrained or community-based 

quartets: 

While the learning and rearranging process is complex, patterns do 
emerge. First, the song leader introduces the song to the group through a 
tape-recorded version, or simply by singing the basic melody through 
several times. The leader continues to sing while the background singers 
gradually fall in behind. The chorus and verses are repeated several times 
until everyone becomes familiar with the song's basic melodic, harmonic, 
and rhythmic framework. At th is point the singing stops, and the members 
start making decisions about where the song will be pitched and which 
background singers will sing which harmony parts (high tenor, tenor, 
background lead, baritone, bass, etc.). This process is exhausting and 
time consuming; the group may run through a song a number of times, 
with different members switching parts, until they reach a satisfactory 
configuration. 40 

Because published scores for quartet arrangements arc rare or in most cases non-

existent, transcriptions of performances from extant recordings must serve as the primary 

source material for study and analysis. Complete transcriptions (by the author) of the 

primary pieces selected as representatives of the three style periods and recent trend arc 

39 An even earlier recording by the Utica Jubilee Singers dates back to 1928. This 
suggests that the same fundamental harmonic structure may exist throughout several style 
periods. See Allen, 25. 

40 Ibid., 56. 
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presented in the appendix lo this discussion. Additionally, transcriptions or short musical 

examples that supplement the discussion appear directly in the text. 

There were certain limitations in transcribing the performances for this stud y. 

First, as Buchanan al so found , regional dialects and the "snatching" or words, 

particularly idiomatic of the jubilee style, rendered the text at times incoherent. 4 1 

Additionally, in some cases, the inferior recording quality (one performance was recorded 

as early as 1926) further complicated the process. The use or blue notes, or what at least 

one writer refers to as "approximate pilch,"42 is commonplace in thi s style of music and 

cannot be accurately portrayed in standard Western music notation. As Eileen Southern 

observed , the most common blue note in a Negro folk melody based on a major scale is 

lowered scale degree 7. 43 Other common blue notes in the pieces analyzed for this paper 

arc lowered scale degrees 3 and 5. 

Blue notes are notated three ways in the accompanying transcriptions: ( l) as a 

pitch lowered or raised a semitone (which is often borrowed from the parallel minor 

mode), (2) as a pitch lowered or raised less than a semitone to an approximate pitch, and 

(3) as a pitch lowered or raised a semitone that is further altered to an approximate pitch. 

The first instance employs conventional notation. For example, lowered scale degree 3 is 

an El, in the key or C major, as shown in the first note of example l. l. In the second and 

41
Snatching refers lo articulating words and syllables with as short a duration as 

possible, "'Y_hich sometimes inyolves omitting ending consonants. The device creates a 
staccato eflect, which mtens1ftes the underlymg rhythmic pulse of the music and 
heightens the effect of syncopation. See Buchanan, 127. 

42
Douglas A. Lee, "The Quiet Revolutionary in Black American Music: An Essay

Review," Black Music Research Journal 12, no. 2 (Fall 1992): 224. 
4 3

Eilecn Southern, The Music of Black Americans: A History, 2d ed. (New York: 
Norton, 1983), 191. Scale degrees are given as numbers with carets throughout this 
dissertation. 
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third instances, also shown in example 1.1, an arrow accompanies the no te indicating that 

it is lowered or raised microtonally. 

Example l. I: Notation of Blue Notes 

! ! 
d 

C major: 

There are also rhythmic and melodic nuances that result from the preaching style 

of the lead vocalist, particularly in the gospel style. This technique is more akin lo 

speaking than singing at times, and is indicated in the transcriptions with grace notes and 

indefinite pitch notation.44 

Three of the primary pieces transcribed, "One Day When the Lord Will Call me," 

"Mary Don't You Weep" and "Mary," are performed in jazz swing feel. As such, eighth 

notes are executed with more time allotted to the first of every two consecutive eighth 

notes (i.e., like a triplet). In jazz, these are referred to as "swing eighths."-15 

"Mary Don't You Weep," as performed by the Swan Silvertones, employs 

rhythm accompaniment (not shown in the transcription) . In the recording of this 

performance, the use of electric guitar, bass guitar and drums sometimes made it difficult 

to ascertain the voice parts clearly. For instance, although the vocal bass part is 

independent of the instrumental bass, the lines of both parts sometimes intersect and 

coincide melodically, creating a challenge in differentiating one from the other. 

44For the indefinite pitch symbol used by jazz and popular music arrangers, see 
Don Sebesky, T he Contemporarv Arranger, rev. ed. (Sherman Oaks, Calif.: Alfred 
Publi shing Co., 1984), 177- 79. 
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In all cases , every effort was made to render transcriptions accuratel y. However, 

for the reasons mentioned and the more general interpreti ve subtleti es and anomalies that 

can never be captured in print, a cassette recording of the four primary pieces anal y:t.cd 

accompanies this dissertation. 

Finally, references to specific pitches are made according to standard international 

acoustical terminology where numerical superscripts designate the octave of a pitch . The 

octave number refers to pitches from a given C to the Ba major seventh above it, as 

illustrated in the fol lowing diagram: 

c i c 2 c3 c4 c s c 6 c 1 
8'"' - - -, 

~ 
~ ~ 

115>; Q 41 Q 

~ ~ 
gvb _ _J 

45Mark Gridley, Robert Maxham and Robert Hoff, "Three Approaches to 
Defining Jazz," The Musical Quarterly 73, no. 4 ( 1989): 520-21. 
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CHAPTER II 

''I'M PRAYING HUMBLE" 

Characteristics of Folk Style 

ln the 1920s, recording companies such as Columbia, Victor and Okeh began to 

focus heavily on black religious quartets from two geographical regions in the United 

States: Jefferson County, Alabama and the Tidewater Virginia area. 1 The two centers of 

quartet activity differed significantly in style: Jefferson County quartets made up the folk 

style, while the Tidewater groups belonged to the jubilee style. 2 Though these southern 

regions marked two centers of activi ty, black religious quartets thrived in other parts or 

the United States owing, in part, to the northerly migration of African-Americans arter 

World War 1.3 Radio, recordings, and concerts by traveling singing groups also 

contributed to the proliferation of quartet singing throughout the nation. 4 Subsequently, 

they generally aligned themselves stylistically with one of the two prevailing schools. 

More attention in research has been devoted to the jubilee style than to the folk 

style of quartet singing,5 and thi s research has presented broad generalities that do not 

draw clear lines of distinction between the two styles. For instance, Buchanan includes 

Mitchell's Christian Singers - a group presented here as a leading proponent or the folk 

style-in his analysis of four "jubilee" quartets. 6 Heil but concurs with Buchanan, 

describing their performances as "a more rugged version of jubilee spirituals."7 

1 Allen, 3. See also Reagon, 14. 
2 Reagon , 14. 
3 Allen, 3. 
4 Boyer, How Sweet the Sound, 47. 
5See, for example, Rubman' s thesis and Buchanan's dissertation. 
6 Buchanan, 81- 88. 
7 Heilbut, 77. 
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The analyses in this investigation present a different interpretation, outlining 

di stinct stylistic differences between folk- and jubilee-style performances. Characteri sti cs 

of the folk style include part-singing that is less developed than in the jubilee style, often 

exhibiting chord structures that lack thirds, roots or both. Generally, the bass voice 

moves rhythmically with the other voice parts but is often nonfunctional. Authentic 

cadences are often incomplete or avoided. Added dissonance is generally limited to 

seventh chords, and there is generous use of blue notes, which creates melodic variety in 

repeated sections of music within individual voice parts. Also, a two-beat-per-measure 

rhythmic feel is commonplace in folk-style quartet performances. 

As previously stated, black religious quartet singing was not limited to Jefferson 

County, Alabama, or Tidewater, Virginia, as evidenced by Mitchell's Christian Singers, 

who originated in Kinston, North Carolina in 1931. 8 One observer described their style as 

"a fascinating transitional stage in the evolution of harmony. "9 Their performance of "I' 111 

Praying Humble" distinctly portrays the above characteristics and stands in clear contrast 

to the other styles presented in this dissertation. 

Number and Function of Voice Parts 

Most folk-style quartets consist of four singers, who adhere strictly to traditional 

quartet voice-part assignments. Generally, the second tenor carries the melody, as in 

Mitchell's Christian Singers' performance of "I'm Praying Humble." Only two of the 

groups examined for this study contained more than four singers. One of these is the 

Wright Brothers of Dallas, Texas. 10 The other is the Famous Blue Jay Singers, who 

8Buchanan, 82, 84. 
9Ibid. , 87. 
10Jean Buzelin, booklet from q?spel: Vol. 2/Gospel Quartets/1921-1942, trans. 

Don Waterhouse, Fremeaux & Assoc1es FA 026, 1994. 
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originated in Brighton, Alabama in 1923. 11 Both were five-member groups that adhered 

to the traditional four-voice texture, requiring one member to double another voice part. 12 

In the late 1940s, the Famous Blue Jay Singers adapted their style to 

accommodate a five-voice texture. In this format, a lead singer stood apart from, and was 

accompanied by, the remaining voice parts , which maintained the traditional four-voice 

structure. This change proved to be a major stylistic adjustment that anticipated the gospel 

style or the 1950s and 1960s. 13 

Formal Structure 

"I'm Praying Humble," as performed by Mitchells' Christian Singers, follows 

one of the most common song patterns found in spirituals-the verse-chorus format. 14 It 

also employs the most common arrangement of the verse-chorus format in quartet 

performances-harmonized group singing in the chorus and a call-and-response pattern in 

the verse. 15 However, an added transition section (T) represents a departure from 

convention. Thus, instead of the usual alternation of verse (V) and chorus (C) , the form 

of "I'm Praying Humble" is: 

CVcTCVcTCVc 

Each capital letter in the diagram represents a sixteen-measure section of music. 

The phrase structure of the chorus is a parallel period, comprising two identical eight

measure phrases. One eight-measure phrase is a half chorus, designated in the diagram 

110pal Louis Nations, booklet from Glad I Found the Lord: Chicago Gospel 
1937-1957 , Heritage HT CD 08, 1991. 

12Lomell, 4. 
13Boyer, How Sweet the Sound, 99-101. 
14Southern, 188. 
15Rubman, 44. 
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with the lower case c. In all the verses (V), the music remains the same while the text 

varies. The transition (T) represents the departure from convention referred to earlier. 16 

As the following discussion demonstrates, this addition to the traditional verse-chorus 

format creates contrast in the texture, and provides an overall sense of structural balance. 

Meter and Rhythm 

At the beginning of the 1900s, New Orleans Dixieland jazz emphasized every beat 

of the measure.17 Also, eighth notes were played "straight" (i.e., with even distribution). 

In the 1920s, Chicago Style Dixieland, which emphasized a two-beat feel, became 

popular. 18 With the full arrival of the Swing Era in the 1930s came a return to the four

beat feel and the new employment of swing eighths (i.e., uneven di stribution of eighth 

r:-3--:i 
notes). Thus, the rhythm .D was executed more like J 1'. 19 

This pattern of rhythmic development occurs loosely in the development of black 

religious quartet singing, clearly showing the influence of instrumental jazz. The folk 

style shows a predilection for the two-beat feel associated with Chicago Style Dixieland, 

marked by cut-time meter in the examples presented in thi s chapter. Additionally, eighth 

notes are generally sung straight. These features can be observed in example 2.1, which 

shows the opening chorus of "I'm Praying Humble." 

16For the purposes <?f this discussion of "I'm Praying Humble," the term 
"transition" serves to descnbe the section of music added to the verse-chorus format. 

17Tanner and Gerow, 43--44. 
18Ibid., 56. 
19Samuel A. Floyd, Jr., The Power of Black Music (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1995), 122. 
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Example 2. 1: "I'm Praying Humble," Chorus 

Tenor 1 
Tenor 2 

d= ul6 Lawd_ I'm pray - in' 
1

hum - ble 
:a. 2 

r i H-- Y 
Lawd bum - bl c_ cbil' 

* Baritone 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Bass 

./ I I 

4 

' 

Al,: I 

4 6 7 

bum -ble just be - cause 'dcm bells 

~l 

IVfg - 3 u 
9 ~ - ble ~ 10 11 

(Vt-) -I 

r r ~ i H._______.y 
Lawd hum - ble_ 

I _ _,,,,,_, l j l ~ 

I (ID \Jl.2) 

15 

'dcm bells done 

~ 

I7 - 6 - 5 IV1g - 3 12 I6 
(Vt-) 

(ID '--t~) 
8 

I'm pray -in' 

r 

I6 1g-s 

I 
12 

I 
cbil' 

I 
T -

16 Well you'll 

rung 

1g-s 

* The third of the tonic chord ( C in the_ key of 1-b major) is consistently performed as a 
blue note (lowered) throughout the baritone voice part. 
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Another trait commonly found in folk-style performances is a steady pulse, 

interrupted by a ritard or a slower, free-moving section of music. This is not a fixed rule 

and does not occur in "I'm Praying Humble." Therefore, choruses of two additional 

performances appear in examples 2.2 and 2.3 that clearly show this feature. In example 

2.2, the final four measures (measures 13- 16) are slower and contain several pauses. In 

example 2.3, a 6/4 measure with a ritard (measure 6) interrupts the second half of the 

chorus. These are not arbitrary tempo changes and pauses; rather, they serve a harmonic 

purpose to be discussed later. Note also that the time signature for both examples is cut 

time, reflecting the two-beat feel of the folk style, and the even distribution of eighth notes 

is characteri stic. 
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Example 2. 2: "Climbing Jacob's Ladder," Bessemer Sunset Four (1930)20 

St eady pulse 

Tenor l 
Tenor 2 

?J_cl imb_ ing) 3 4 

Baritone 
Bass 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

E: 

5 ( !_am) --

IV 
&I_ am) 

--
--

V 

I 

am 

am 

~ limb -ing) 

r r 
climb - ing 

(cl imb_jng) 
1~ 

--
cl imb- ing 

Slowly nnd freely ~ 
13 14 r.,;... 

Oh 

I 
- 5 

20oospel Quartets/1921-1942. 

20 

rHH 

7 8 

Ja -cob's lad 

I(S) 
11 12 

rMH 
Ja - cob's lad 

1 r.'\ 

dc r 

r 

r 
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Exam ple 2. 3 : " I Dreamed or the Judgment Morni ng," Dunham Jubilee Singers ( 1930)2 1 

Tenor I 
Tenor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
82 

St cud y pu lsc 

IV 

r il .- - - -

(o h_ \;./ 
rnounl _ ain ) 

IV H7- 5 

Call -and-Response 

3 

·1 
II, 

4 

( now they) 
child -rcn 

Many scholars have identified African song structures as the source or the call

and-response technique used in American music and particularly in African-American 

music.22 In its most basic form, a lead singer alternates with a group by singing a line 

("call ") to which the group responds ("response"). The verse of ''I'm Praying Humble" 

provides a lucid example of thi s technique, shown in example 2.4. 

21 Ibid. 
22 Floyd , 44. See also Schuller, 27 ; and Southern , 188. 
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Example 2. 4: "I'm Praying Humble," Verse 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Well you' ll sec be - fore 16 17- - ~1g~-

\} 

... t (praise_ ) 

Al,: I 
de ........_ 

oh pra ise_ 

re -Ii 
26 

gion 
2 

... t (praise - ) 

soul been 
29 -

22 

stand- in' 

Well \.VC'vc 

de Lawd 

(]]) 
'--...:__J 

and 
2 

32 

de Lawd I'm 
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In example 2.4, the second tenor, who carries the melody throughou t "I' m Praying 

Humble," supplies a two-measure call that alternates with a two-measure response by the 

rest of the group. 23 This basic form of the call-and-response technique is most common in 

the folk style, and can be observed in performances by several groups incl uding the 

Birmingham Jubi lee Singers, Dunham Jubilee Singers, Famous Blue Jay Singers, 

Heavenly Gospel Singers, the Cotton Belt Quartet and others. 2 4 

In 1928, the Si lver Leaf Quartet of Norfolk introduced a variation of the call-and

response technique to the black religious quartet format. This technique set a lead vocalist 

(usually the second tenor) apart from the remaining voices, whjch supplied a repeating 

rhythmic pattern or riff as accompaniment. Example 2.5 shows the "clanka lanka" riff, 

so-named for nonsense syllables that it employed. 

23 Note the similar structure used in the chorus of "Climbing Jacob's Ladder" 
(example 2.2). However, there the length of the constituent parts of the call-and-response 
pattern is considerably shorter-two beats respectively (111 measures 1-2, 5---6 and 9- 10). 

24Performances by these quartets and others, illustrating their use of call -and
response, can be heard on Gospel Quartets/I 921-1942. 
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Example 2. 5: "Sleep On, Mother," Second Verse, Silver Leaf Quartet of Norfolk 
( 1928)25 

Lead 

Tenor l 

Baritone 
Bass 

L 

Tl 

A: I 
8 

please 

Ian -ka Ian -ka Ian -ka Ia n- ka lan - ka Ia n- ka 

Bl 
B2 

I 

(Ian _ka) Ian-lea Ian - ka Ian _ ka 

2ssil ver Leaf Quartette of Norfolk ( 1928-1931), Document Records DOCD-
5352, 1995. 
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L 

Tl 

Bl 
82 

L 

Tl 

Bl 
82 

-_;.~-- --- .., __ 

li1n- ka Ian- ka Ian- ka Ian - ka 
Ian _ ka Ian -ka 

I 

14 

me on my jour - (a) -ney_ homc 

Ian- ka Ian- ka 
(lan _ka) Ian _ka 

vs ---- - - ~ 

Spir - it 

la n - ka la n - ka 
Ian - ka 

IV 

15 16 

Ian- ka Ian- ka lank 
Ian -ka 

I 

o 0 uidc :, 

Ian- ka Ian- ka 
Jan - ka 

In example 2.5, a prominent lead part alone provides the melody and text. The remaining 

voice parts are relegated to the clanka lanka accompaniment figure. The di stinction 

between lead and background parts is maintained throughout the performance. 

The development or the clanka lanka technique spans all the quartet styles 

discussed in this study. The Silver Lear Quartet or Norfolk , who introduced the 

technique, is one or the earliest identified jubilee-style quartets. However, it was most 

25 



popular among folk-style quartets in its seminal years of development. 26 As shown in 

example 2.5, the Silver Leaf Quartet used the textual pattern "lanka Janka lanka." The 

Famous Blue Jay Singers were the first folk-style group to adopt the technique in their 

1931 version of "Sleep On, Mother," altering the pattern to "clanka Janka Janka. "27 The 

distinction between lead and group, encouraged by the clanka Ianka riff, foreshadowed 

the gospel style of the 1950s and 1960s, when a fifth voice was added to maintain the 

traditional four-voice structure as accompaniment for a prominent lead vocalist. 

Bass Voice 

Perhaps the most striking feature of "I'm Praying Humble" is the lack of a 

functional bass line through most of the chorus and verse. As a rule, the bass doubles the 

first tenor voice an octave below in parallel motion, as shown in example 2.6. Note that 

the bass and first tenor break away from parallelism at the ends of phrases, such as on the 

word "rung" in measure 7. 

2Gs roff lists thirteen vocal groups that employed the clanka Janka riff between the 
ears 

1
92t1950. Of the thirteen, seven are fol~-style quartets, three are Jubilee and three 

y I See booklet from Birmingham QuaitetAnthology, Clanka Lanka CL 
are gospe . 
144,001/002, 1980. 

27The title "Sleep On, Mother" was changed to ''.Clanka Lanka" in the Famsus 
Blue Jay Singers performance. Subsequently, the techmque became known as the clanka 

lanka" riff. 
26 
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Example 2. 6: Nonfunctional Bass in Chorus 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

hum - hie 

Al,: I 

just be - ca use 'dem bells 

~l 

IV,g 12 
(vS:) 

done ( run g) 

One consequence of this nonfunctional bass is a lack of root-position chords. The analytic 

reduction of the chorus (example 2.7) shows several chords in inversion reflected in the 

roman numeral analysis below the staff. 

27 
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Example 2. 7: Three-Voice Reduction of Chorus 

"' 
13 I i 

I ,__ 

' . 
-I ~. 

~ V U ::: -
I ,~~I I ' \ 

~ fr ~ ..,.. _,_ 
- ~ 

r 

~ V 

' ' ' ' 

,._ 

., 

28 

I~ 
( ]l ~= ) 

/ / 

' 

I.!) 

T~) 

T6-b 
3 

/ f,, 

i 9 ~ (:t) 

r-, .-
" " 
1 1----

' + 

--·-



Because the bass and first tenor represent a doubling of the same part at the 

octave, the part-writing of the chorus, essentially, is a three-voice structure, as shown in 

example 2.7. Parenthesized notes are implied notes not literally present or registrally 

displaced in the performance, as in the case of the parenthesized EJ,4 at the end of measure 

1. (Tonic harmony, which governs measures 1-2, determines this implied note. 

Additionally, the descending lead-in line of the second tenor part in measures 0-1 outlines 

the tonic triad with EJ,4 prominently displayed at the beginning of the line and in the 

uppermost position.) This principle also applies to the implied EJ,
4 in measures 9-10 and 

11-12. The implied C3 in the bass clef at measures 7- 8 and 15-16 represents the logical 

continuation of the bass part's voice leading in the three-voice texture. C3 is literally 

present as C4 in the first tenor voice of the performance (see measures 7-8 and 15-16 of 

example 2.1), but for the sake of continuity this upper voice is transferred to the lower 

. . 1 ? 7 2s register m examp e -· . 

The nonfunctional bass also results in incomplete chords, observed in the verse or 

''I'm Praying Humble." Like the reduction of the chorus, the reduction of the verse 

(example 2.8) removes the first tenor part to reveal a three-voice structure. Additionally, 

ex,unple 2.8 imposes a rhythmic reduction on the verse, removing syncopated figures and 

repeated notes and providing a clearer picture of the harmonic structure for analytical 

purposes. 

2sFor more on implied notes see Forte and Gilbert, 119-23. 
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Example 2. 8: Three-Voice Rhythmic Reduction of Verse 
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The call-and-response pattern, which effectively sets off the second tenor from the 

homophony of the remaining voices in the verse, thins out the three-voice texture even 

more. Thus, example 2.8 shows the texture reduced, at times, to two voice parts, as in 

measures 19, 23 and the beginning of 24. The resulting ambiguous harmonies, owing to 

incomplete chord structures (see beat 3 of measure 23 and the downbeat of measure 24), 

ultimately support the arpeggiation of tonic harmony. 

When examining the original voice parts in the verse (i.e. , reinserting the first 

tenor), the part-writing bears a striking resemblance to parallel organum of the ninth 

century in which an accompanying voice moves at a fourth or fifth below an establi shed 

melody. In parallel organum, one or both of these voices can also be doubled at various 

intervals. 29 In measures 22-24 of the verse (example 2.9), the bass occasionally moves at 

a fourth below the baritone while the first tenor duplicates the bass an octave above. 

Example 2. 9: Parallelism in Verse 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Ah: 

22 

oh 

I 

2 .,.....,., 

praise_ de Law<l,__ _______ _ 

(U 
~ 

IN) I 

Raised scale degree 4 (D~ in the key of Al, major) is also reminiscent of thi s early music, 

suggesting the lydian church mode in measure 24. 

29Donald Jay Grout and Claude V. Palisca, A History of Western Music, 3d ed. 
(New York: Norton, 1980), 81. 
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None of the folk-style quartets examined by this writer show a nonfunctional bass 

part through an entire performance, and "I'm Praying Humble" is no exception. In 

contrast to the parallelism in the chorus and verse, the transition section counters wi th the 

full sound of well-developed four-part harmony. The bass and first tenor voices break 

from parallel motion, and for the first time in the perfo1mance there are four independent 

voices in the texture. The bass consistently provides chord roots, as shown in the 

reduction of example 2.10. 

A nonfunctional bass part for entire sections of a performance, as in the case of 

'Tm Praying Humble," is the exception rather than the rule in the folk style, and is unique 

to performances by Mitchell's Christian Singers. 30 What is more common is a functional 

bass line with short nonfunctional digressions interspersed throughout the performance, 

as in example 2.11, sung by a different group. 

3°For other examples of nonfunctional bass parts in performances by Mitchell' s 
Christian Singers listen to "Them Bones" fr(?m Gospel Quartets/1921-1942; and "You 
See the Sign of Judgment" from Negro Spmtuals/Gospel Songs/1926-1942, Fremeaux 
& Associes FA 008, 1993. 
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Example 2. 10: Rhythmic Reduction of Transi tion 
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Example 2. 11 : "Climbing Jacob's Ladder," Bessemer Sunset Four (1930)3 1 

Tenor 1 
Tenor 2 

B,u-itone 
Bass 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Steady pulse 

p _ am) -- 7J.climb_ ing) 

climb -ing 

E: I 

5 ( ]_am) -- ~ limb-ing) 7 

r r --
am climb - ing Ja - cob's 

--
IV I(S) 

&I_ am) 

--
(climb_jng) 

~ 11 

-- --
am climb - ing Ja - cob's lad 

V 
Slowly and freely ~ 

13 14 I':"\ l )':'\ 

I(S) 

Oh 

I 5 

3 1Gospel Quartets/1921- 1942. 
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Returning to the excerpt from "Climbing Jacob' s Ladder" (exam ple 2. 11 ), the bass moves 

in pcu-allel octaves at the end of the first three systems or music (bracketed in measures 4, 

8 and 12). This kind or occasional nonf"unctionality in bass parts can be observed in 

several folk-style performances by prominent quartets such as Second Zion Four, 

Heavenly Gospel Singers and in early performances by the Di xie Humrningbirds.32 

Finally, bass parts or the folk tradition generally move homopho11ically with the 

other voice parts . " I' m Praying Humble," as well as the other performances discussed in 

this chapter, clearl y illustrates this feature. This characteristic makes the 1·01k sty le the 

most homophonic style in the black religious quartet tradition. 

Chord Structures and Added Dissonance 

Chords are often incomplete in the fo lk style for two reasons: the first, previously 

discussed, is the result of an occasionall y nonfunctional bass line; folk-style quartets tend 

as well to avoid au thentic cadences by using incomplete chords. There are no complete 

authenti c cadences in ''I' m Praying Humble." Example 2.12a shows an incomplete 

cadence from "I' m Praying Humble." Incomplete cadences from previors performances 

are also shown (examples 2.12b and c). 

32 Listen, fo!" example, to "Praise _Him Shini n~ Angels" (Second Zion Four), 
"Walk 111 the Light' (Heavenly Gospel Smgers) and' I Looked dow n the Line" (Dix ie 
Hummingbirds) from Gospel Quartets/1921- 1942. 
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__ .., .. --........... - _ .... --- .. .... __,____ ·-

Example 2. 12: Incomplete Authentic Cadences33 

(a) "I'm Praying Humble" 

14 
Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Ab: I IV1~ - 3 

(b) "Climbing Jacob's Ladder" 

Tl 
T2 

Slowly and freely ~ 
13 14 ~ 

15 

12 I6 
(VS=) 

1~ 

r 

16 Wel l 

rung 

I 

Oh 
mm _____ _ 

Bl 
B2 

E: I 

33Examples 2.lla-c are from Gospel Quartets 1921-1942. 
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(c) "I Dreamed of the Judgment Morning" 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

A:IV (oh_ 'v 
mount - ain) 

ivs- ,7-5 

r ~tfi 
prayed the prom - isc late 

too 

II, 

In each case of example 2.12, the chords preceding the cadence are complete (containing 

at least roots and thirds) and progress according to traditional part-writing rules. Also, the 

bass is functional throughout examples 2.12b and c, consistently providing chord roots. 

In example 2. 12a, a cadential 3 chord preceded by dominant preparation creates 

momentum toward an authentic cadence. However, resolution of the cadential 3 chord is 

avoided by an arpeggiation of tonic harmony (in the bass voice) in measure 15. Similar 

harmonic motion toward an authentic cadence occurs in example 2.12b, but the cadential S 

resolves to an ambiguous chord before progressing to tonic. The cadence in example 

2.12c is even more incomplete. The chord that arrives on beat 3 of measure 7 resembles a 

cadential S but lacks a third. This ambiguous sonority then progresses directly to tonic in 

measure 8. Ambiguous authentic cadences are a curious, yet identifying, characteristic of 

the folk style. 

The lowered seventh is the only added dissonance that appears regularly in folk

style quartet arrangements. Its most common position is over the subdominant chord, as 

in the three excerpts of example 2.12. In each instance, its purpose is twofold: (1) to 

evoke a blue quality by borrowing from the parallel minor mode and (2) to embellish the 
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firth above the subdominant. Accordingly, Cl,4 in the baritone part of example 2.12a 

(measure 14) is the seventh of the subdominant chord in the key of Ab. It is also lowered 

scale degree 3, borrowed from the key of Al, minor. Note however, that it skips down to 

Al,3, the fifth of the subdominant, thereby decorating the latter note with a consonant skip. 

Something similar occurs in measures 14 and 6 of examples 2.12b and 2.12c 

respectively. However, an additional folk-style feature accompanies the embelli shing 

seventh in the latter two examples (2.12b and 2.12c) - a pause or change to a slower 

tempo. This feature was identified earlier in this chapter as a common folk-styl e trait that 

serves a harmonic purpose. Folk-style quartets tend to highlight the seventh over 

subdominant harmony with a pause, ritard or change to a slower tempo. Also, the 

embellishment occurs most often in the baritone voice. 34 

The seventh dissonance over dominant and tonic harmony also occurs in folk

style performances, although less frequently. The transition section of "I'm Praying 

Humble" (see example 2.10) shows the baritone part moving back and forth between El,3 

(the fifth) and Gl,3 (the seventh) over tonic harmony (Al,) by step or skip. This motion 

effectively embellishes the fifth of tonic harmony over a twelve-measure section of music. 

Accordingly, example 2.13 is a harmonic reduction of the transition section showing the 

large-scale consonant skip that embellishes the fifth. 

34For more folk-sty le examples of the embellishing seventh over subdominant 
harmony,_ listen to "Lead Me to the Rock" and "Handwriting on the Wall" (Heavenlr, 
Gospel Smgers) from Gospel Quartets/1921-1942; "You See the Sign of Judgment ' 
~Mitchell'~ Christi~~ Singers) fr?m Negro Sh_irituals/Gosp~I Songs/ 1926--1942; and 
God Don t Like It (Belmont Silvertone Ju !lee Smgers) from Belmont Silvertone 

Jubilee Singers/Southern Wonder Quartet (1939/40), Document Records DOCD-5371 , 
1995. 
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Example 2. 13 : I b n n u ni c Rcd uct1<111, Ii ·1 1 <111•,1\ 1 m 

Tl 
T 2 

Bl 
82 

/ .. r I 

I \' 

54 55 

I -

jo Ip 
__/v' 

~ I 

56 

J J 11 

f ,~ f 11 

I 

The e\arn i nali <l ll u l rccmLkd I< 11 f-- -sl : k i )Grformances uncovered one piece that is a 

no table e\cepl! on Lo many lul k-sl ) le c lu r<1 ,·1c·11 , tics. It is mentioned here for two reasons. 

F irst, i L contains harm onic lca turcc, 11J:11 p1 l l tc 11L I luture developments in the black religious 

quartet Lradi tion . Second , the rccu rd i 111:-' , l l I Ii 1·, I 1 ,rward-pointing performance occurred 

quite earl y durin g Lhe l o lk -sly lc peri l Kl. I i \ ,111111le 2.14 shows the chorus of thi s 1926 

performance. 

One slri kin g l eaturc abu ul til e jK ' ti < ll !l1.1 1ll;e in example 2.14 is its total commitment 

to the minm mode (C minor). T he c1\ n 11 ill' i 1n111g majority of folk-style performances are 

in the major mode and contai 11 ,i gcncmw, ;111 11 ,u 11t of blue notes borrowed from the 

parallel minor mode. A lso, th e l clu 1- l>c,il I t·c l p,·1 measure is a departure from the two-beat 

!"eel normall y associated \\'i th Id k-sty lc pn l 1 ,, 111:mccs. Another exceptional feature is a 

tull y runctional bass and the cc insistent l lSl' c >I c. 11mplete chords, including a complete 

authen ti c cadence tha t is p1ep,11n ! by a11 ,ippl 1c·cl dominant seventh chord (measures 6--8). 

There i s al so consistent use el l tl 1c c1Lklcd s1 \ l h ,·l1ord (measures l , 2 and 5), an extremely 

rare dissonance 111 the l o lk sty le 
1

' 

_ 
3 5 !n thi s study , the li gu1n l bass l l11 t iw :1dded s~xth chord is pla~ed within_ 

quo tation marks (as 111 C\,unplc 2. 1-1) tu d1 q1 11 Ftt1sh 1t from a chord 111 ltrst 111vcrs1on. Sec 
A ldwel l and Schachln, \ o l. 2 , 7()~X2 
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Example 2. 14: "Go Down, Moses," Cotton Belt Quartet (1926)36 

Tenor 1 
Tenor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Slow and dclibcrntc 
I 2 

Go down Mo - ses 

g: I " 16 
" IV "IV6

" 

5 6 

I " 16 
" 

7 

3 

'way 

V 

= = ttir 
C t 'Jl .,,, 

4 

i i 
(E _gypt) landV 

8 

I 

Still another exception in this performance is the use of instrumental 

accompaniment and unusual instrumentation (not shown in example 2.14). "Go Down, 

Moses" employs very prominent and dramatic pipe organ and chimes accompaniment. 

This unusual combination of voice and instmments occurred at a time when most quartets 

were either a cappella or accompanied by an unobtrusive guitar. Perhaps the prominent 

organ accompaniment influenced the unprecedented harmonies of the vocal arrangement; 

that is, the vocal parts may have been derived from the chord voicings of the organ 

accompaniment. 

36Gospel Quartets/1921- 1942. 
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Variation Techniques 

The repetitious nature of the verse-chorus format encourages melodic variation 

within individual voice parts. Example 2.15 shows how the approach to the final note of 

the chorus varies throughout "I'm Praying Humble" on the word "rung." 

Example 2. 15: Melodic Variation 

bells done 

\;.I 

In two of the choruses, the phrase ending for the baritone alternates between approach by 

step (measure 15) and by skip (measure 39). The diminutions in these first two instances 

combine in the final chorus (measure 152) to create a consonant skip filled in with an 

incomplete neighbor tone. 

Blue notes abound within individual voice parts of folk-style performances. (They 

occur comparatively less frequently in jubilee-style performances, where more emphasis 

is placed on group vocal blend.) Example 2.16 shows the use of blue note variation at the 

beginning of the chorus in the second tenor part. 
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Example 2. 16: Nondiatonic Melodic Variation 

(a) 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 

(b) 

r 
I'm pray - in' 

B2 ,~- ~~~-- ~-;-- ~ 1---,--

When the second tenor's lead-in motive to the chorus is harmonized, as in measure 56 of 

example 2.16a, scale degree 4 (DI, in the key of Al, major) is diatonic (on the word 

"pray-"). Yet, when the lead-in motive is not harmonized, as in measure 8 of example 

2.16b, 4 is raised microtonally (indicated with an upward arrow) creating nondiatonic 

melodic variation. 

Mitchell's Christian Singers' use of blue notes was particularly effective. 

Apparently, they surpassed other folk-style quartets in this, as hinted at in the following 

account: 

... Here is a European harmony- the harmony of the hymn-with 
the dew still on it. The transitionals to the final chord with what Fanny 
Kemble would have described as their extraordinary wild and 
unaccountable slurs, ?ips, slides, and loops, bring excJamations of delight 
from modern academic musicians who have tned and failed to notate 
them. 37 

In another example of their use of blue notes, the third of the tonic triad (C in A~ major) is 

consistently lowered in the baritone voice part throughout the entire performance of "I'm 

Praying Humble" (see example 2.1). When sustained for two or more beats, this note is 

in a constant state of motion. The lowered C4 appears to sl ide upward toward diatonic C4 

3 7Buchanan, 87. 
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bul does nol reach it before the chord changes. This is indicated wilh a hanging glissando 

marking as in measure 2 of example 2.17. 

Example 2. 17: Lowered Scale Degree 3 in Motion 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

hum - blc 

2 3 

hum -

Example 2.18 shows part of a performance by another quartet, which further 

illuslrates the high degree of blue notes in folk-style pe1formances. 

Example 2. 18: Use of Blue Notes in "I Dreamed of the Judgment Morning"3 8 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

A: IV (now they) 
chi ld- rcn 

Most of the blue notes in example 2.18 occur in the second tenor voice part, which carries 

the melody. Note how scale degree 4 (Din the key of A) in measure 2 slides downward 

to an approximate pitch. Also, the downbeats of measures 3 and 4 in the second tenor 

represent varying blue notes. (04 on the downbeat of measure 4 is lower than the Cq4 in 

measure 3, as indicated by the downward pointing arrow.) Note that both blue notes slide 

38Gospel Quartets 1921-1942. For the full chorus see example 2.3. 
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upward to approximate pitches. Also, the baritone' s A 3 , which accompanies the second 

tenor's 0 4 on the downbeat of measure 4, simultaneously slides in the opposite direction 

to an approximate pitch. 

It seems plausible that Mitchel I's Christian Singers' use of blue notes balanced 

their use of a nonfunctional bass part. Recall that their use of nonfunctional ba'>s parts 

was greater than the norm for other quartets in the folk style. If it is plausible that frequent 

use of a nonfunctional bass, which often creates motion in parallel octaves between outer 

voices, can create less-sonorous chord structures, then one might imagine that Mitchell' s 

Christian Singers' special use of blue notes provided a tonal richness that compensated 

for the bareness of this parallelism. Perhaps this explains why a Mitchell's Christian 

Singers performance does not lack fullness of sound and why they are one of the most 

memorable groups from the folk-style tradition.
39 

Other Structural Features 

Text-painting devices strengthen the structural coherence of "I'm Praying 

Humble." One such device occurs at the end of the transition section, where there is an 

implied cadential progression, as shown in example 2.19. 

39Buzelin, booklet from Gospel Quartets/1921-1942. 
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Example 2. 19: Text-Painting in Transition 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

5 3 54 55 

Lawd 

don e 

I 

Because the bass sings chord roots throughout the transition, it is clear what chords are 

represented when the upper voices drop out at measure 52. Thus, the transition creates a 

context that strongly suggests the continuation of chord roots. Because this is the 

strongest authentic cadential movement by the bass in the piece (further strengthened by 

dominant preparation), it evokes a strong sense of finality at this point in the performance. 

This sense or finality and completeness is heightened by the sentiment of the 

accompanying text, which exclaims, "Lawd he never stopped his work until his work 

was done" (example 2.19). 

Another instance of text-painting occurs when the idea of running faster and 

faster, intimated by the text of the transition, is captured by an increase in the number or 

words in the transition. Accordingly, both the chorus and the transition are sixteen 

measures in length. The transition contains forty words: 

Now you can watch the sun and see how he run, 
Don't never let it catch you with your works undone. 
Oman Joshua was de son o' Nun, 
Lawd he never stopped his work until his work was done. 

The chorus in comparison contains only twenty-eight words. Covering the same space 

brings about a slower pacing of the text: 
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Lawd I'm prayin' humble Lawd humble chil,' 
Humble just because dem bells done rung. 
Lawd I'm prayin' humble Lawd humble chi! ,' 
Humble just because dem bells done rung. 

The three verses, sixteen measures each, also show a gradual increase of words as 

the song progresses. The first verse contains a total of thirty-two words. The second and 

third verses contain thirty-four and thirty-five words respectively. Accompanying this 

gradual increase in the pacing of the text is a gradual increase in tempo throughout the 

performance-"running faster and faster." These devices may or may not be consciously 

executed by the performer but the result is the same-a heightened sense or the meaning 

of the words and strengthening of the piece's structural integrity. 

Summary 

The folk style represents one of two early prominent periods of professionally 

recorded black religious quartets that thrived from about 1920 to 1950. Folk-style quartet 

performances rarely deviate from the verse-chorus formal structure. Though "I'm Praying 

Humble," performed by Mitchell's Christian Singers, is based on this structure, an added 

section of music augments the verse-chorus pattern. This added section, called a 

transition, provides textural contrast in the performance and contains the only implication 

of a IV - V -I cadence when the bass sings the roots of these chords unaccompanied (see 

example 2.19). 

The verse of "I'm Praying Humble" uses the most basic form or call-and

response, where a lead singer alternates with the remaining voices in singing phrases. 

This basic form of the call-and-response pattern is the most common one in folk-style 

performances. As an alternative, some folk-style performances employ the clanka lanka 

riff, which points ahead to the gospel quartet style. The technique undergoes further 

development in the jubilee and gospel styles of quartet singing. 
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Folk-style performances generally employ a two-beat rhythmic pulse marked by 

cut-time meter, as in "I'm Praying Humble." Eighth notes are also evenl y distributed, a 

characteristic that changes when the swing feel of jazz exerts its influence on later 

quartets. 

Folk-style perfonnances adhere strictly to traditional quartet voice parts, as most 

quartets contain four singers - one to a part. The texture is highly homophonic, since all 

voices generally follow the rhythm of the melody (usually sung by the second tenor). 

The bass is often nonfunctional in "I'm Praying Humble," moving in parallel 

octaves with the first tenor. This minimizes the occurrence of root-posi tion chords, and at 

times creates incomplete or ambiguous chord structures. Finally, folk-style performances 

often weaken authentic cadences with incomplete chords, or avoid them altogether. 

The seventh is the only added dissonance employed regularly in the folk style. It 

occurs most often as a blue note in subdominant harmony and as a substitute for, or 

embellishment of, the fifth of the chord. Many performances highlight the embellishing 

seventh figure with a slower tempo or a pause in the music. 

Finally, the repetitive verse-chorus format creates the opportunity for variation, 

which helps sustain musical interest and heighten emotional intensity. Though melodic 

variation within individual voice parts is universal throughout the black religious quartet 

tradi tion, the use of blue notes as a form of melodic variation is particularly characteristic 

of the folk style, as demonstrated in "I'm Praying Humble." 
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CHAPTER III 

"ONE DAY WHEN THE LORD WILL CALL ME" 

Characteristics of Jubilee Style 

While the folk style was thriving in the 1920s and 1930s, mainly in Jefferson 

County, Alabama, groups from the Tidewater Virginia area were developing a different 

approach to black religious quartet singing- the jubilee style. The two styles have 

fundamental characteristics in common such as traditional quartet part-writing, songs 

based on the verse-chorus format, and a penchant for performances in a two-beat feel. 

However, jubilee-style performances, due to the influence of jazz and barbershop music, 

show more consistent use of complete chords and dissonant harmonies. 

Ironically, a group outside the black religious quarte~ tradition-the Mills 

Brothers, who performed four-part arrangements of popular songs of the day-was the 

styli stic catalyst for major developments in the jubilee style. Early in the 1930s, it was 

instrumentally derived techniques of this group that jubilee quartets copied, such as 

imitation horn sounds, riff patterns, a lead singer taking on the persona of an instrumental 

soloist and a pump bass. 1 Additionally, jubilee quartets adopted the Mills Brothers' use of 

added dissonance, particularly the added sixth chord. 

The influence of barbershop music effected more use of dominant and minor 

seventh chords, applied dominants, and mode borrowing chords such as l,VI. Other 

characteristics of the jubilee style include snatched words for staccato effect,2 circle-of

fifth progressions, and a more consistently functional bass part. Finally, although 

1 Pump bass is a technique ~e~ived from Chicag_o Style Dixieland where the bass 
voice pulses m a manner charactenst1c of a tuba, or stnng bass, on the strong beats of the 
measure. 

2For a description of "snatching" see note 41 in Chapter I. 
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authentic cadences are occasionally incomplete, they are more consistently complete than 

in the folk tradition. 

The Golden Gate Quartet from Norfolk, Virginia was the most popular group of 

the jubilee stylc,3 and admittedly modeled their style after the Mills Brothers.4 

Subsequently, they were the first black religious quartet to use the instrumentally derived 

techniques introduced by the Mills Brothers. The Southern Sons originated in Newark, 

New Jersey in 1935. Though based outside the Tidewater Virginia area, their vocal style 

derived, in a very real sense, from the Golden Gate Quartet. 5 One writer describes them 

as "perhaps the most immaculate group of all. "6 Their performance of "One Day When the 

Lord Will Call Me" provides cogent examples of jubilee-style characteristics. 

Additionally, as a five-member group, the texture occasionally expands to five parts, 

foreshadowing the subsequent gospel style of quartet singing. 

Formal Structure 

As in the folk style, the verse-chorus structure is dominant in the jubilee style of 

quartet singing, although it is frequently modified to include a recitative-style 

introduction. This added section is different in character from the rest of the piece. It is 

slow, free moving and generally contains a different text and melody from the rest of the 

piece. The recitative-style introduction had been an established technique in the more 

general category of black gospel music and was thus adopted by the quartet tradition. 

Following is Horace C. Boyer' s description of what became known as the recitative-and-

3Rubman, 40. 
4Buzelin, booklet from Gospel Quartets/1921-1942. 
5The vocal arrangemen~s and bl~n~ of the Southern Sons were very close to that 

of the Golden Gate Quartet owmg to WIiham Langford who sang with both groups 
successively. See Ray Funk, The Sol;lthern Sons on Trumpet, booklet from Southern 
Sons Quartette, I Love the Lord, P-Vme PCD-2186, 1991. 

6B uzelin, booklet from Gospel Quartets/ 1921-1942. 
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aria category of gospel songs (the term, of course, derives from the classical music 

tradition): 

Recitative-and-aria songs always come in two or three different tempos. 
Normally, the first part is in a very slow, nonpulsed tempo. Unlike gospel 
ballads, which have a slow but rhythmic pulse, these songs are rendered 
in a chanted reciting style ... the singer has the opportunity to decorate the 
tones, alter the rhythm, and hold tones to reveal the true meaning of the 
lyric. The composition moves to the next section and to another tempo
the joyous part. 7 

With the addition of the recitative-style introduction to the verse-chorus format, 

the formal design of "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me" is: 

I V C 1 V C 1 V C 1 C2 C2 C3 

"I" in the diagram represents the introduction. There are three verses (V), each with a 

different text. Cl, C2 and C3 represent three variations of the chorus. In contrast to the 

verses, the variation among the choruses is musical and not textual. Cl is the standard 

chorus and occurs after each verse for a total of three times. C2 stands for the 

"instrumental chorus," so-called because the voices imitate the sound of real instruments. 

This section occurs twice, consecutively, and contains an alternate melody added to the 

original four voice parts, creating a five-voice texture. C3 represents the final chorus. A 

jazz-influenced tag ending distinguishes it from the other choruses. All but one of the 

sections of "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me" consist of sixteen-measure periods. 

The tag effectively extends the final chorus to eighteen measures. Also, a short vamp, in 

the jazz tradition, precedes the first of the two occurrences of the instrumental chorus. The 

background voices establish a riff pattern in the vamp that accompanies an added lead 

voice throughout the instrumental chorus. 

7Reagon, 220-24. 
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Chord Structures and Added Dissonance 

In addition to recitative-style introductions,jubilee quarte ts sometimes close 

performances in the recitative style. These recitative-style introductions and endings often 

showcase barbershop-style devices. One such device occurs in the openi ng four measures 

or "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me," shown in example 3.1. 

Example 3. 1: The Swipe 

Tenorl 
Tenor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

(one day) 

F: 

One day when the Lord will ca ll __ me 

(one 

I 

The baritone carries the melody for the first twelve measures of the introduction, marked 

by pick-up notes to each four-measure group as in example 3.1. In measure 3, the 

baritone's melody descends chromatically through Dl,
3

• A chord borrowed from the 

parallel minor key of F minor, ~VI, supports the chromatic Dl,
3

• The !,VI chord is common 

in barbershop music and, in this instance, occurs in the context of a popular barbershop 

device called the swipe. The two chords of measure 3 are a textbook example of the 

definition of a swipe: "A progression of two or more chords sung on a single word or 

syllable[;] a characteristic feature of the barbershop style of music. "
8 

Additionally, swipes 

often employ dominant seventh chords, and the singers often execute them with a 

glissando effect (i.e., each singer slides from his respective pitch in one chord to his pitch 

sBurt Szabo and Dave _Stevens, eds., Barbershop Arrangin~ Manual (Kenosha, 
Wis.: Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber S op Quartet Singing in 
America, Inc., 1980), 448. 
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in the next chord). A slur marks the swipe on the word "call" in measure 3 (example 3.1) . 

Swipes also occur in measures 11 and 14 of the introduction. 

The aforementioned dominant seventh chords that are often associated with 

swipes are called "barbershop sevenths." The Barbershop Arranging Manual defines them 

as "a four-part chord of dominant seventh quality which may be used on any pitch of the 

chromatic scale. "9 
It often occurs as an applied dominant chord, as in measure 7 of the 

introduction (example 3.2). 

Example 3. 2: The Barbershop Seventh 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

5 

One day when theLord will call me 

day) 

t 
F: V 

by my name, __ _ 

(one 

' --

In measure 7, the labeling of the barbershop seventh chord is m1 
'--" V, as it functions as 

part of an applied dominant progression that begins in measure 5. It also substitutes for 

V '--" V, providing a half-step approach to V in the key of F major. Jazz theorists call this 

common occurrence a tritone substitution because the ~oot of the HI7 is a tritone away 

from V V the chord for which it substitutes. 10 
..._,, ' 

9Ibid., 11- 12. 
10Sample, 68. 
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Examples of recitative-style introductions and endings with the aforementioned 

barbershop-style characteri stics abound in the jubilee style. Example 3.3 provides another 

instance. 

Example 3. 3: "No Hiding Place," Norfolk Jubilee Quartet (1938) 1 1 

Tenor 1 
Tenor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

F: 

5 

Slowly wit h Rubato 
I 

I ainl got time 

I 
s lower 

' 6 

my home's o- ve r 

I 

2 3 

I ainl got time to 

7 II 8 

you -we ll 

4 

tar - ry Oh 

y1 

As is customary in recitative-style introductions, the text in example 3.3 is different from 

the rest of the piece (not shown in the example) . A barbershop swipe accompani es the 

bass' entrance at measure 6. Also, the swipe characteristically employs a barbershop 

seventh, functioning in this instance as Ildom1. These barbershop characteri stics are 

particularly expressive, in this instance, for two reasons. First, a change in the number of 

11 Gospel Songs 1926-1942. 
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voice parts occurs with the execution of the swipe, as the bass does not enter until 

measure 6. Second, a change in tempo accompanies the swipe at measure 6. 12 

Authentic cadences are sometimes incomplete injubilee-style performances, as 

was also observed in the folk style. However, they do not result from incomplete chords, 

as in the folk style, but rather, from incomplete harmonic progressions. In such cases, 

there is often harmonic motion toward an authentic cadence where V '-.AV by-passes 

resolution to V and progresses directly to I, creating an applied dominant-to-tonic 

authentic cadence, as shown in example 3.4. 

Example 3. 4: Applied Dominant-to-Tonic Authentic Cadence, "I Hope I May Join the 
Band," Norfolk Jubilee Quartet (1921) 13 

Bl 
B2 

heav - e n Lord_ 

Ah: IV 

\;.I 
And I_ 

hope I may join_ the band the band the band 

\;.I 

VI (V'--" ) I I 

The fermata in measure 28 of example 3.4 highlights the barbershop seventh, which 

progresses directly to tonic. Note also that it is part of a swipe (indicated by the slur 

preceding the f ermata) that further emphasizes the barbershop seventh. Measures 29_
31 

12More examples of barbers~oi:,charac!e1}stics in recitative-style introductions and 
endings can be heard to good effect m ~assa s m the Cold Cold Ground" and "OJ' Man 
Mose" from The Golden Gate Quart~~' Birth of a Lege!}d: Their Early Years 1937 

1939 Blue Moon BMCD 3015, 1995; and I Hope I May Jorn the Band" (Norfolk Jubilee ' 
Quartet) from Gospel Quartets/1921-1942. 

13 Gospel Quartets/1921-1942. 
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represent tonic harmony prolonged by l,VI in measure 30. The ~VI is, in turn, embellished 

by V, which serves as its lower neighbor. 14 

The applied dominant- to-tonic authentic cadence is unique to the jubilee style, 

resulting from the high occurrence of applied dominant chords in the form of barbershop 

sevenths. The intervallic construction of the V7
.__,, Vin a dominant-to-tonic authentic 

cadence is the same as IIdom 7, but its function is different. IIdom 7 derives from ~11°1, the 

common-tone diminished seventh chord that is an embellishment of I. 15 Example 3.5 

shows the origin of Ildom7
• 

Example 3. 5: Origin of IIdom 7 

#II07 I Ildom7 I 
becomes 

Example 3 .5 shows how m01 becomes Ildom7 by altering one chord tone (the 

root). As an embellishment of tonic harmony, m01
, and therefore Ildom 7, serves a 

neighboring, rather than cadential, function. In comparison, V.__,,V functions as dominant 

preparation for an authentic cadence. 16 When Vis not present, the authentic cadence is 

incomplete creating the applied dominant-to-tonic authentic cadence. 

14The Vat the end of measure_ 2~ is in th~ service of the l,VI that follows and 
should not be misconstrued as cadential m function. 

15Strunk, 12-15. See also Aldwell and Schachter, vol. 2, 198-201. 
16Jbid. Measu_res 6-7 of example 3.3_ show a 0 7 c~ord functioning as an 

embellishment of tome harmony and as dommant preparation successively. 
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In "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me," the final cadence of the introduction 

appears, at a glance, to be an applied dominant-to-tonic authentic cadence. Closer 

examination shows that it is an instance of harmonic retrogression, 17 outlined in example 

3.6. In example 3 .6c, the short upper beam in the bass part outlines a short chain of bass 

fifths at the cadence point. 18 Harmonic retrogression effectively disjoints the chain of 

fifths and consequently an authentic cadence, indicated by the reversed arrow in the 

roman numeral analysis at measure 14. 

The tonic chord on beat 3 of measure 14, at first look (example 3.6d) , appears to 

be the resolution for the prominent dominant seventh chord on the downbeat of measure 

14. However, the foreground sketch (example 3.6c) interprets the tonic chord as an 

embellishment of the applied dominant chord that follows. The "real" final tonic comes in 

measure 15. Thus, the large-scale progression in measures 14-15 is V-I, as shown in 

example 3.6b. 

. . 
17

Retrogression \s ha~·mo~icy!·ogressi~n throD:gh the,~ircle of fifths in the opposite 
direction. Another term 1s back-1elatmg apphed dommants. See Aldwell and Schachter 
vol. 2, 103. ' 

18
The notion of beaming chains of bass fifths in Schenkerian analysis comes from 

Forte, 17. 
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Example 3. 6: Graphic Analysis of Introduction 

(a..) 

-, 
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As previously discussed, incomplete authentic cadences in the jubilee style result 

more from missing chords (e.g., the dominant-to-tonic authentic cadence) than from 

incomplete chords. Example 3.7 shows an exception, where the final authentic cadence of 

a jubilee-style performance is incomplete as a result of incomplete chord structures. 

Example 3. 7: "You Better Let that Liar Alone," Silver Leaf Quartet (1928) 19 

Tenor 1 
Tenor2 

Baritone 
Bass 

C: 

Slowly with Rubato l 

- r I1 bet - tcr let 

J 

I 

4 

Ii - ar lone _ _ 

IV V7 V 
'-A '-A 0) 

Several features of example 3.7 suggest the implied bass notes in measures 3-4 (in 

parentheses). First, the circle-of-fifths progression in measures 1-3 creates strong motion 

toward an authentic cadence, marked by the arrival of the cadential V2 on the downbeat of 

measure 3. Second, the chord at the end of measure 3 repeats on the downbeat of measure 

4 suggesting that suspensions are in operation across the barline. Third, the sudden 

parallelism between outer voices at measure 3 suggests that bass note F3 on beat 3 is 

nonfunctional; the parenthesized 0 2 is a functional alternative. Finally, thi s performance 

was recorded early in the jubilee period when an undeveloped bass part would have been 

more likely. As discussed later in this chapter, major jubilee-style characteristics 

developed in the early 1930s and beyond, which was after the recording of this piece. 

19Silver Leaf Quartette of Norfolk (1928--1931). 
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Several barbershop-style characteristics are al so present in example 3.7. As the 

slurs indicate, swipes occur in measures 1, 3 and 4. Also, a barbershop seventh occurs 

within a swipe on beat 4 of measure 1. This also occurs in "One Day When the Lord Will 

Call Mc" at the end of the introduction. 20 Note how the swipe in example 3.8 progresses 

from I to V7
,.__,, Von the word "to" (measure 14). This swipe is particularly expressive 

because of the large melodic leap in the first tenor part. 

Example 3. 8: Final Cadence of Introduction 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

an -S WC(__ 

F: VI7I 

to _ _ 

to_ 

..._...' 
\;.I 

my name 

I (V7
"-") I 

16 

(oh Lord one 

t r r r 

In addition to more liberal use of dominant sevenths, the added sixth chord 

evolved into a regularly employed sonority in the jubilee style. The Mills Brothers, who 

were as much an influence as barbershop music, frequently employed the added sixth 

chord, as shown in example 3.9. 

20Th B' b . 'h Arranging Manual is replete with examples of swipes 
e ar eis op s b and Stevens 328-40. containing barbershop sevenths. See za O ' 
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Example 3. 9: "Swing Is the Thing," Third Chorus, Mills Brothers (1 936)2 1 

Medium swing 

Tenor 1 
1 2 3 4 

Tenor 2 

The whole world is say - in' that swing 

Baritone 
Bass r t t 

Ah: " 16 " 

5 6 7 8 Tl 
T2 

jazz in' that swing IS 

Bl 
B2 

t t r t t r r " I6 " 1v·1 
(V) 

The baritone, who intones F3 almost exclusively, supplies the sixth dissonance in place or 

the fifth above the root in measures 1-2 and 5---6. 

Jubilee quartets initially used the added sixth chord sparingly, most often for 

dramatic effect at the close of a performance or at a prominent cadence point wi thi 
11 

a 

performance. Its only occurrence in "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me" is in the 

climactic ending of the piece, shown in example 3.10. 

21 The Mills Brothers, Past CD 7049, 1994. 
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lixample 3. 10: "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me," Final Phrase 

TI 159 160 

T2 

Ris - iug He just - i - fied freed me for - ev - e r 

Bl 
82 

t r t 
F: I y7 1v11 

'-" 

TI 161 [62 163 164 165 

T2 

O ne day! 

BI ~-
82 

" I6 " VI7 v'-" " 16 " 
(burn) 

The Southern Sons' use of the added sixth chord is unique, in that an added fifth voice 

supplies the sixth in measures 161 and 165 (example 3.10) . The expanded texture 

combines with the added dissonance to heighten emotional intensity for a climactic 

ending. Other factors contribute to the climax as well, such as the switch to higher 

position chord voicings and rhythmic augmentation in the final six measures. Also, the 

final cadence is the only fully functional authentic cadence in the piece; there are no 

missing chord members, avoidance of the dominant chord or harmonic retrogression. 

As noted, the added sixth chord in a five-voice texture is exceptional in the jubilee 

style. Example 3.11 shows it in the more common four-voice settings. 
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Example 3 . 11 : The Added Sixth Chord in Jubilee-Style Performances22 

(a) 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

(b) 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

(c) 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

F: y1 
'--"' 

y7 " 16 " 

9 - 8 - 7 
V3 - 1 = 1 I 

El,: I VI7 y1 " I6 " 

In example 3.1 la, the sixth is added to the final tonic chord in root position. In the second 

measure of example 3.11 b, the added sixth occurs in the form of a 9-8 suspension over a 

22
The three excerpts are taken respective!y from "Stalin Wasn't Stallin' "(Golde 

Gate Quartet) from The Gospel Sound, Columbia G 31086, 1994; "Didn't It Rain" n 
(0l'orfolk Jubilee Quartet) and "He Knows Just How Much We Can Bear" (Selah Jubilee 
Singers) from Gospel Quartets/1921-1942. 
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cadential ~chord.Example 3.1 lc illustrates the sixth as substitute for the fifth at the 

cadence. 

The jubilee period ended in the early 1950s with the last American recordings of 

two of its most representative quartets-the Golden Gate Quartet and the Southern 

Sons.
23 

The final years of the period saw increased use of seventh chords (including 

apparent seventh chords such as the added sixth chord), as in the performance presented 

in example 3.12. The harmony of measures 1-4 (example 3.12) is a succession of 

apparent seventh chords, alternating between inversions of the added sixth chord and 

l,VIdom7
. 

24 Also, harmonic progression in measures 3-4 is a repeat of that in measures 1-

2 with the voice parts shifted down one position. Additionally, measures 7-8 show 

another instance of an incomplete cadence. Note the Vt which, according to traditional 

part-writing rules should resolve to Vt In this case, the chord positions are reversed 
' ' 

recalling the similar technique of harmonic retrogression. 

23The Golden Gate Quartet's final Ame1:ican !·eleas~ was on Okeh Records in 
1952. They moved to France in 1959 and are still qmte active. See B_uchanan, 99-100. 
The Southern Sons' last recording was released on Excello Records rn 1954. Shortly 
thereafter, they disbanded. See Ray Funk, The Southern Sons on Trumpet. 

. 
24Jncreased used of apparent seventh c~or9s (particularly added sixth chords) in 

!.ate Jubilee performances can also be observed m Lover Come Back to Me" and 
Careless Love" from Golden Gate Quartet, Gold~n Years (1949- 1952), FD Music 

152142, 1993; and "David and Goliath" from Jubilee 4, GreatestSpirit11als, Quicksilver 
QSCD-1026, n.d. 
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Example 3. 12: "My God Is a Mighty Man," Southern Sons (1950)25 

Tenor 1 
Tenor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Medium swing 

6 

E: "H" 

My God 

I 

6 

" I:t " 

is a might - y man He rules the seas and all 

Bass Voice 

of the land 

The bass voice is more consistently functional in the jubilee style than in the folk 

style. One reason for this is the influence of barbershop music, as observed in the 

introduction of "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me." Barbershop characteristics such 

as the !,VI, the barbershop seventh and the swipe all contribute to more use of complete 

chords and, consequently, functional bass parts. 

25Southern Sons Quartette. I Love the Lord. P-Vine (Trumpet Records) PCD--
2186, 1991. 
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The influence of big band jazz is another reason for more functional bass parts in 

the jubilee style. Specifically, Chicago Style Dixieland from the 1920s provided the 

rhythmic model (example 3.13) that jubilee-style bass singers emulated and labeled 

" pump bass. "26 

.!;_xample 3. 13: Chicago Style Dixieland27 

B~ B~ 
fl I > > > > 

Guitar . .: I .: :. I 

._y 

I L > > > > 
n . 

Piano .. • • • • 
~ .. 

.: •• V •• .: I n • : . -
• • 

String Bass • • V •• .: r :. :. r 
I n • 

> > > > 
) I ) I ) I ) I 

Drums -. 
I I I ~ I ~ I ~ 

Example 3 .13 is a simplified model of Chicago Style Dixieland, showing the string bass 

pulsing on the strong beats of the measure and emphasizing chord roots on the downbeat 

of every measure. Thus, the Di xieland influence is most significant because it consistently 

emphasizes chord roots. 

The Mills Brothers were the first vocal quartet of any style to adopt the pump bass 

technique and employ it in the manner shown in example 3. 14. 

26Buchanan, 100, 108. 
27Transcription copied from Tanner and Gerow, 57. 
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~ample 3. 14: "Swing Is the Thing," First Chorus, Mills Brothers (1936) 28 

Medium swing 

Tenor I 2 3 4 

Tenor 2 

The - in' that swing thing the - er some- one string 'cause 

Baritone i 
Bass 

Al,: 

• Last Time To Coda. I. I 2. 
TI 6 7 8 9 

T2 

jazz bands are play -in' that swing is the thing Some_ 
we've got the fcv -er to swing 

BI 
B2 

I r I I r I " 16 " " I? " (1v11) V I 

'1 

TI Finel 1 13 14 

T2 
,9, 

The trum - pets blow - in' and ob what sound 
arc 

~J 
a 

BI 

the 

: / I 

B2 . ~· ,, 

t t r 71 rt I 
I v...__ __,-, IVn 

TI 16 17 18 D.S. al Coda 

T2 

whole world is go - in' a -round and a -round So 

B1 ~J ~1 
B2 

I t y1 y1 
~ 

28
The Mills Brothers. 
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Not only does the bass singer for the Mills Brothers emulate the rhythm and contour or 

the Chicago Style Dixieland bass, but he also imitates the sound of a tuba, utilizing the 

syllable "boom" and a rounded tone quality. 29 The tuba influence comes from the New 

Orleans Dixieland style (example 3.15), which preceded Chicago Style Dixieland. 

fuample 3. 15: New Orleans Dixieland3 0 

C C 
Banjo 

11 

, 
- , 

u ,- , -

I I I I 

Tuba ... .. 
~ ~ - - -

I I I I I I I I 
Drums ~· ~· 

I I I I I I I I 

As shown in example 3.15, the tuba pulses on every beat of the measure. This 

characteristic was discarded by vocal quartets. Thus, the Mills Brothers combined the 

tuba sound or New Orleans Dixieland with the rhythm of the Chicago Style Dixieland 

string bass. J 1 

29
Several writers acknowledge the influ~nce of th~ tuba on the Mills Brothers and 

8ubsequently on jubilee-style quartets. See, for instance, hner notes from The Mills 
brothers_, Famous Barber Shop Ballads, Decca OLP 5051, _1949; Peter .A. Grendysa, 
OOklet from The Golden Gate Quartet, Swing Down, Chanot, Columbia/Legacy CK 47131, 1991; and Buchanan, 108. 

30
Transcription copied from Tanner and Gerow, 57. 

3 
31

To observ~ the i~fluence of Dixieland jazz on jubilee quartets listen to Jazz Vol. 
~- Sm1thsoman Folkways Records 02803, 1992. 
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With one major difference, the Golden Gate Quartet was the first jubilee-style 

quartet to employ the pump bass technique, following the lead of the Mills Brothers. The 

bass singer for the Mills Brothers tended to "pump" throughout an entire performance. In 

comparison, the Golden Gate Quartet, and the jubilee quartets that followed, reserved the 

pump bass technique for certain sections of the performance. The instrumental chorus of 

"One Day When the Lord Will Cal l Me" (example 3.16) shows an effective use of the 

pump bass technique, showcasing pulsing on the strong beats of the measure, 

emphasizing chord roots and employing the syllable "bum" (a variant of the tuba

simulated "boom"). 

In the folk style, the bass generally sings rhythmically with the upper voice parts 

throughout a performance with occasional lead-ins and fill-ins. The jubilee-style bass, on 

the other hand, often begins in rhythmic sync with the other voices and then switches to 

the pump bass technique at a prescribed point in the performance. Such is the case in 

"One Day When the Lord Will Call Me." Prior to the instrumental chorus, the rhythm of 

the voice parts is relatively uniform. 
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Exam I 3 · - Pe . 16: Pump Bass m Instrumental Chorus 

TI 
T2 

l J3 l 15 

.. -; ;·.-~-

·-- .--

mm - bah mm - bah mm -bah etc - - - - - - - - - -

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

BI 
B2 

TI 
T2 

BI 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

bum 

F: I 

11 8 

y1 

mm - bah 

119 

131 

I I6 (II 
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Meter and Rhythm 

As previously observed, the folk style is characterized by tempo changes, pauses 

and ri tards within sections of music. In jubilee-style performances, once a steady pulse is 

eStabJished, the rhythmic momentum rarely abates. Conversely, recitative-style 

introductions and endings are common in the jubilee style but not in the folk style. In 

"One Day When the Lord Will Call Me," the recitative-style introduction employs a four

beat feel while the pulsed sections use a two-beat feel. This is generally the case in 

performances that utilize the recitative-and-aria style format. 32 

The employment of swing eighths also distinguishes the jubilee from the folk 

stYle. This rhythmic feature is a significant development in black religious quartet singing, 

Which recalls the transition from Dixieland to Swing in instrumental jazz. To emphasize 

this feel, many jubilee quartets added nonsense syllables that coincided with the latter note 

of the swing eighth figure as in the chorus of "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me" 

(example 3.17). 

~: Swing Eighths 

Tl 
T2 

43 

freed 

freed me fo r - ev - er 

me for - cv 

45 J J 

One day He's com - in' on o' dat 

., 
a- one day 

32For more recitative-and-aria style performances in the jubilee tradition listen to "I 
!;-lope I May Join the Band" (Norfolk Jubilee Quartet) from Gospel Quartets/1921-1942; 
. No Hiding Place" (Norfolk Jubilee Quartet) from GosEel Songs/1926--1942; "M?ssa' s 
1n the Cold Cold Ground" and "01' Man Mose" from T e Golden Gate Quartet, Bmh of a 
~; and "Look A way into Heaven" from Golden Gate Quartet, Golden Years. 
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At the end of measure 44, the bass part adds the syllable "a" as a swing eighth pick-up 

note to the beginning of the word "one." Likewise, at the end of measure 46, all the voice 

parts add the syllable "o" to the dialect-inflected "dal." These added eighth notes, which 

occur throughout the performance, serve to emphasize the swing feel and heighten the 

sense of forward motion. 

Another feature that works in combination with swing eighths and nonsense 

syllables to affect, is the use of snatched words. When applied to swing eighths and 

syncopated figures, snatching creates a percussive effect that further intensifies the 

rhythmic nature of a given performance. The Southern Sons use this technique to good 

effect in "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me." The Golden Gate Quartet, the 

originators of the technique, was also quite adept at snatching.33 A member of the quartet 

once described the technique: 

What we tried to create was what I used to call "vocal percussion." It was 
just like a drum but it had notes to it, it had lyrics to it you see. And you 
had different beats, you had different accents. Like a bunch of guys 
beating a tom-tom somewhere, and that's what it had to sound like. It all 
had to be done sharply and together, along with the harmony, and we sang 
simple chords. We were trying to sing chords that sounded good to the 
ear.~4 

The use of riff patterns, a technique borrowed from big band music, is also a 

significant rhythmic feature of the jubilee style. The process by which big bands learn 

riff-style arrangements (also called head arrangements) is also descriptive of riff patterns 

in jubilee-style performances, thus verifying the influence of the former on the latter. A 

former Count Basie band member describes the learning process: 

Basie would start out and vamp a Ii ttle, set a tempo, and call out, "That's 
it!" He'd set a rhythm for the saxes first, and Earl Warren would pick that 

. 
33

The Golden Gate Quartet uses snatching consistently on the double-compact disc 
r1ecordmg Golden Gate Quartet, Gospel 1937-1941, Fremeaux & Associes FA 00? 
992. -, 

34Grendysa, 6. 
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up and lead the saxes. Then he'd set one for the bones and we'd pick that 
up. Now it's our rhythm against theirs. The third rhythm would be for the 
trumpets. 35 

Inherent in the above description is the notion of texture developed by the layering of 

rhythmic or riff patterns to create a riff-style arrangement, as shown in example 3.18. 

fu.ample 3. 18: "One O'Clock Jump," Count Basie Band (1937)36 

4 Saxes 

3 Trumpets 

3 Trombones 

As With the pump bass technique, the Mills Brothers were first to imitate this layered 

structure with voices, which was then infused into the jubilee tradition. To compare, 

example 3.19 returns to the Mills Brothers' performance of "Swing Is the Thing" to show 

their groundbreaking use of riff patterns. The baritone carries the melody, and set against 

the rhythm of the melody is the following two-measure rhythmic pattern in the first and 

second tenor parts: II: ;,/j". I* ,;/).Q) =I. A third rhythmic pattern is the pump 

bass that pulses on the strong beats of the measure. 

Further support for big band music as the basis for riffs is the way jubilee quartets 

imitate the sound of big band instruments. This was another innovation of the Mills 

35
Floyd, 167-68. 

36
Transcription copied from Ban;y K~r~feld, .ed. New qrove Dictionary of Jazz 

(~on~on: Ma~m1llan; New York: Groves D1ct10n<:1nc:s of Music, _1988), s. v. "Riff," b J. 
Biadtord Robmson. For a recorded performance of this example listen to Count Basie y 
Q!Q.Manuscripts: Broadcast Transcriptions 1944-45, Music & Arts CD-884, 1995. ' 
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Brothers. 37 In example 3.19, the tenors imitate the sound of trumpets with harmon 

mutes. 38 This is accomplished by singing with the hands cupped over the mouth. 39 

Additionally, the bass employs the pump bass technique, imitating the sound of a tuba, 

and the baritone sings the melody. 

Once adopted by jubilee quartets, many textural variations in riff patterns were 

used, utilizing many combinations of imitated instruments. Example 3.20 shows one such 

variation in the instrumental chorus of "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me." 

37Liner notes from Famous Barber Shop Ballads. 
38Mutes for brass inst~uments like the trumpet, are devices that are inserted into 

the bell of the instrument, which affect volume ~nd tone color. The harmon or wa-wa 
mute for trumpets and trombones 1s popular Ill Jazz. For more on various mutes for brass 
and their effects see Samuel Adler, The Study of Orchestration, (New York: Norton 
1982), 250- 53. ' 

39Liner notes from Famous Barber Shop Ballads. 
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Example 3. 19: "Swing Is the Thing," First Chorus (1936)40 

Tenor 1 
Tenor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

Medium swing 

The 

·1 

2 

t) 
w ole world is say 

one pull a lev 

, r, 

3 

-in' that swing 
- er some- one 

is the 
pull a 

t t 
Ah: " 16 " IV'7 

r 
Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Last Time To Coda~ l. 
6 7 8 

jazz bands are play -in' that swing is the thing Some 
we've got the fev -er to 

, r , 
" I6 " "I~"------

4 

thing the 
string 'cause 

t r 
~ 

I 2. 
9 

swing swing_ 

TI 
T2 

Fine11 12 13 14 

Bl 
B2 

TI 
T2 

BI 
B2 

whole 

~1 

t y7 ---

& 

The trum - in' and oh what sound 
a 

7, r , 
v'-----------

16 17 18 

world is go in' a - round and a -round 

.-')V1 --------
40The Mills Brothers. 
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lixample 3. 20: Instrumental Chorus 

L 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

l 13 114 J 15 

mm - bah mm - bah mm-bah mm -bah 

116 

etc. - - - - - - - - - -

bum 

t - t 
etc. - - - - - _ r _ ---- r r 

L 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

F: I 

117 

and He 

t r r 

11 8 119 120 

loved me died I-le saved me bur -

t r r r r 
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L 

Tl 
T2 

BI 
B2 

L 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

L 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

icd II e 

I r I 

[25 

ing He 

I 
I 

129 

day He's 

I 

---""' ..,--! -- - ___ .-- - - - --

122 123 124 

126 127 128 

just - i - ficd freed rne for cv - er One 

I I 
IV 

130 131 132 

com- in' on dat glor - i - ous day _ _ 
Lived 

, r r 
(II V) I 

Three of the voice parts (Tl, T2 and Bl) establish a two-measure riff pattern. The 

nonsense syllables they sing, "mm-bah," are onomatopoetic, simulating the sound of big 

band brass manipulated by wa-wa mutes. An added fifth voice (L) provides the text of the 
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chorus in the context of an alternate melody. This melody takes on the character of a jazz 

solo. It is based on an F pentatonic scale, which is completely spelled out in the opening 

six notes. No doubt this contributes to its improvised quality, as jazz artists often use 

pentatonic scales as an improvisational tool. 41 The bass in example 3.20 supplies a third 

rhythmic layer in this riff pattern with the pump bass technique. The bass uses the syllabic 

"b um," capturing the feel and sound of a tuba. 

Example 3.21 presents another textural variation of the instrumental riff style, this 

time by the Golden Gate Quartet, the first jubilee-style quartet to adopt the technique. As 

in the previous two examples, example 3.21 shows a three-layer riff pattern. The second 

tenor assumes the role of jazz soloist, improvising an alternate melody while imitating a 

trumpet with a harmon mute. First tenor and baritone sing their normal harmony parts and 

Provide the text. The bass customarily pumps on the syllable "bum." 

St . 
41

Ramon Ricker, Pentatonic Scales for Jazz Improvisations (Lebanon Ind.: 
udio P/R, Inc., 1975), 1. ' 
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lixample 3 . 21: "Pure Religion, " Instrumental Chorus, Golden Gate Quartet (1938)4 2 

Tenor I 
*Tenor2 

Baritone 
** Bass 

TI 
T2 

B I 
82 

Tl 
T2 

BI 
82 

TI 
T2 

BI 
82 

E: 

5 

Medium swing 
I 

r r 

6 

r t r t 
The u a gon' need that 

I 
13 14 

* * * Imitate trumpet with har111011 mute 
lnwate plucked string bass 

4 2G ospel Quartets/1921-1942. 

2 3 4 

r Cr, =f 1 ~ Uiftf r --~= =-
pure re-Ii~ ha l - le- lu ha ! -~v 

7 

U, 
ha l - lc - lu f 

1 --

7 1 --

15 

r U'f 

78 

8 

lr1 
ha l - le - lu o h 

12 

Lord - -----+ 

Tl/ - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ 

16 

ha! - le - lu __ 

r r r-r 
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Call-and-Response 

Generally, the call-and-response technique provides textural contrast in the 

0th
erwise highly homophonic verse-chorus format associated with black religious quartet 

performances. In "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me," the instrumental-style riff 

substitutes for the call-and-response technique and is comparable to the clanka lanka riff 

of the folk style in this regard. Big band-style riffs derived from the call-and-response 

lechniqueinitially43 and this, of course, demonstrates the long-standing tradition of 

mutually borrowed ideas between instrumental and vocal genres. Then jubilee quartets 

borrowed the big bands' technique as a substitute for the original call -and-response. 

In "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me," the verse and standard chorus contain 

th
e same harmonic plan. Also, the second tenor's melody is fundamentally the same in 

both sections and there is no use of call-and-response. After three consecutive statements 

of the homogenous verse and chorus, the instrumental chorus containing the previously 

described instrumental riff pattern provides melodic, rhythmic, textural and timbral 

contrast. 

A vamp precedes the beginning of the instrumental chorus. Shown in example 

3
-22, it is significant for two reasons. 

43s chuller, 28. 
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~:Vamp 

Tl 
T2 

- ----· -_--; - - -
- ~::..-c--.:.~ • .,... .,......_.. ----- - ~. " - -----

mm - bah mm - bah mm- bah mm- bah etc. - - - - - - - - - -

BJ 
B2 

f r 
First, it establishes the two-measure riff pattern (measures 113-114) that will repeat 

th
roughout the section. Second, the vamp is yet another big band derived technique. As 

such, it serves the same purpose as in a big band arrangement-as an introduction or 

interlude before an improvised solo. As shown in example 3.22, the vamp of the riff 

Pattern continues for four measures before the start of the instrumental chorus. 44 

Though the instrumental-style riff developed from the call-and-response 

technique, it did not supplant this basic form in the jubilee style. Furthermore, because the 

10st
rumental riff style began with the Golden Gate Quartet in the 1930s, there were some 

jubilee quartets established well before then that never employed the technique. The most 

Popular of these earlier groups were the Silver Leal· Quartet, Norfolk Jubilee Quartet and 

th
e Selah Jubilee Singers. 45 Following is Doug Seroff s characterization of these groups: 

The classic straight gospel quartets ... ten~ed to de-emph~size rhythm in 
favor of masterfully rendered harmony, often showcased m extended 
chords, or moans. Occasionally, this emphasis on harmony manifested 
ll':lelf to the utter exclusion of rhythmic elements. 46 

v 
44

See example 3.20 for the entire instrumental chorus including the introductory amp. 

riff . 
45

The ~ilver Leaf Quartet o~iginated around 1919 and started a different trend of 
N patterns _with the clank_a !anka figure._See B(?yer, How Sweet the Soun~, 34. The 
arorfolk Jubilee Quartet ongmated sometime before 1921 and the Selah Jubilee Singers 

ound 1926. See Buchanan, 76-88. 
46

Seroff, 28. 
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The "narrative" style is another form of call-and-response that originated in the 

jubilee tradition. 47 Though performed almost exclusively by the Golden Gate Quartet, the 

popularity or this group and the influence of the narrative style on subsequent gospel-style 

quartets warrant an examination of its characteristics. A storytelling lead singer, 

accompanied by background voices in a riff pattern, characterizes this style. The 

lead/accompaniment structure distinguishes the narrative style from the layered approach 

of the instrumental riff style and recalls the clanka Janka riff style-perhaps its folk-style 

equivalent. Example 3.23 shows a portion of a Golden Gate Quartet performance that 

employs the narrative style. 

Old T ,
47

The te~t in the narrative style mos_t often relates a Bible story (usually from the 
estament) in a humorous and colloqmal manner. See Buchanan, 125. 
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~: "Noah," First Verse, Golden Gate Quartet (1939)48 

Lead 

Tenor I 

Baritone 
Bass 

L 

TI 

BI 
B2 

L 

TI 

B1 
B2 

J=1 12 

Chi ld - re n stop still __ 

Mm __ _ 

> 

Gh: > I 

5 

held thee - vii sin - ful man 
looked ' 

lis -ten me 
to - > 

7 

mm_ 

> 

> 

de - clared that 

3 4 

God down the bright - est sea be _ 
wa lked from -

8 

would des 
He 

-troy the land He 

spoke to No - ah No-ah stopped to say look- a here No - ah build an ark 
me 

48T 
he Golden Gate Quartet, Their Early Years 1937-1939. 
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L 

BI 
B2 

L 

Tl 

13 

want you build it big 
to 

17 

thir - ty high and fif -

- - ··-
_;-.;._-.....;::.,,...:..:------- ·- --- --- ·--· . 

14 16 

and strong build it three hund- red cu - bits long 

20 

ty wide I want it to stand the rain - in'_ tide that's - a 
,,.-------- and 

and that's - a 

Along With a voice-part structure similar to that of the clanka Janka riff style, the narrative 
st

Yle contributes several innovations in the development of black religious quartet singing. 

For one, the melody is conversational and improvisatory. In example 3.23, the 

conversational quality manifests itself in the way the melody centers around a single pitch 

(tonic note Gl, 3
), and simulates the inflections of speech with melodic contouring. Notice 

th
e way some four-measure groups conclude with downward motion (measures 4, 8 and 

12
), recalling the natural fall or cadence of the speaking voice that occurs in conversation. 

Occasionally the downward motion complements a symbolic rise in the speaking voice as 

in the second four-measure group, which employs the following text: 

Beheld the evil looked' sinful man, 
Declared that He would destroy the land. 
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The melody that corresponds to this couplet ascends to a peak on the word "man" in 

measure 6. In response, the concluding line of the couplet ends with a descent lo "land" 

(measure 8)- the rhyming counterpart of "man." The melody is also improvisatory, as its 

rhythm and contour never repeat verbatim. 

Another innovation of the narrative style is limited harmonic progression, which 

encourages melodic improvisation by the lead singer. In "Noah" (example 3.23), a single 

chord (the tonic), sung by the background voices, comprises the harmony for the entire 

performance. 49 The single chord combines with the unchanging rhythm of the 

accompanying riff pattern to create the feeling of suspended motion. It is the 

improvisatory lead singer who sustains musical interest. 

The feeling of suspended motion is intensified by the extended length of the 

Verses in "Noah." Instead of the traditional eight- or sixteen-measure period structure, the 

verse in example 3.23 is twenty measures. A second verse (not shown in example 3.23) 

is thirty-six measures. so Extended formal structures, limited harmonic progressions, riff 

patterns and an improvisatory lead all point ahead to the gospel period where these 

features become commonplace and combine to form the gospel-style vamp. 51 

Number and Function of Voice Parts 

Developments such as the narrative style or the instrumental riff style did not 

affect the number of voice parts in the quartets of the jubilee style. Like folk quartets, 

49
The syncopated F chord in the riff pattern is in the service of the tonic GI, chord. 

anct "S 
5
°For more examples of the narrative style listen to "Golden Gate Gospel Train" 

fo. L amps~n" from The Golden Gate Quartet: Their Early Years 1937-1939; and "Run 
1 a ong Time" and "Noah Had a Hammer" from Jubilee 4, Greatest Spirituals. 

the S . 
51

Resea\~~ for this study uncovered a narrative-style performance titled "Book of 
2l 1 even Seals from.The Prewar G~spel Story:_ 1902-1944, Best o( Gospel Records 
st 'le ?95, ~hat was attributed to the D1x1e Hummingbirds. Close scrutmy of the phr~smg 
P6int ~nd timbre of the lead, blend of the group vocals, and other related charactenst1cs 

0 the Golden Gate Quartet as the more likely artist in this performance. 
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inost jubilee quartets consisted of four singers, who adhered to traditional quartet voice 

pans. Only two or the better known groups contained more than four singers-the Selah 

Jubilee Singers and the Southern Sons. The Selah Jubilee Singers consisted of si x 

singers,
52 

while the Southern Sons included from four to six singers. 53 Like the Southern 

Sons, the Selah Jubilee Singers originated in the northern region of the United States but 

had strong ties to the Tidewater area. 54 Their roster included two former Norfolk Jubilee 

Quartet members and a former Golden Gate Quartet member. 55 Both groups adhered to 

th
e traditional four-part texture, which required voices to either lay out or double a voice 

part. 5G 

In "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me," the Southern Sons break with 

convention, twice expanding to a five-voice texture. Each time, the added fifth voice 

asSumes a different function and foreshadows future developments in the genre. First, the 

added v · l d · db · d. · al o1ce provides an improvised alternate me o y accompame y tra 1t1ow quartet 

Parts. Example 3.24 shows the added voice in this role in the opening four measures of 

the inst nrmental chorus. 

528 
oyer, How Sweet the Sound, 163 . 

53T 
Whe th he Sou~hern Sons consisted offive members when they recorded "One Day 
and Fu ke Lord Will Cal l Me." See Buzelm, booklet from Gospel Quartets/1921-1942; 

n , The Southern Sons on Trumpet. 
548 

oyer, How Sweet the Sound, 163. 
55Ib.d · I ., 164. 
5GL ornell, 4. 
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Exam I 3 · · · ~: Fifth Voice as Lead 

L 
11 8 l 19 120 

and He loved me di ed He saved me bur -

mm - bah mm - bah mm-bah etc. - - - - - - - - - -
mm -bah 

F: I 

This function of the fifth voice part foreshadows the gospel style, where a prominent lead 

part accompanied by traditional quartet parts is a consistent and salient feature. 

The other function assumed by the added fifth voice is as a chord member, as 
sho · 
' Wn Ill example 3.25. 

Exa 1 
~: Fifth Voice as Chord Member 

Tl 162 164 165 

T2 

Cy 
BI 
B2 

" I6 " VI7 v'--" a " I6 " (bum) 

In 
th

e climactic ending of "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me," the added voice part 

Provides the added sixth in measures 161 and 166. In measure 162, the added voice 

repe ts. 
a ' Its note (D

4
) as do all the upper voices. D4 continues as common tone in measure 
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163, doubling the second tenor part, and moves down by step to C4 in measure 164 to 

double the root of the dominant chord. This notion of supplementing an original four-part 

arrangement with added notes prefigures the more recent neo-jubilee trend of quartet 

singing exploited by the group TAKE 6. In the neo-jubilee trend, TAKE 6 consistently 

adds notes to a pre-existing four-part arrangement, expanding the texture to six or more 

parts. 

Variation Techniques 

As in the folk style, variation in the jubilee style occurs in the form of melodic 

nuances that may occasionally alter local harmonies but do not affect the large-scale 

harmonic structure. 

In "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me," the verse and chorus contain the same 

hcu·monic plan. Subsequently, the baritone part occasionally creates melodic variation in 

th
e second phrase of this repetitive structure. The variations add musical interest, 

sometimes altering local harmonies as in example 3.26. 

~: Melodic Variation in Baritone Part 

(a) 

Je - sus came fo1th to be born of a v1r gin 

( - gin, - gin and 

I IV M 
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(b) 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

(c) 

way 

oh Lord in 
V7 

I 
thank God then ns 

V7 I 

ns_ ing He 

I 
just - i -
y7 

'--A 

cv - e r 
me 

me for - ev 
t 

rvt7 

In 
th

e three instances of example 3.26, harmonic progression begins with a dominant 

seventh chord in the key of F major. It then moves from tonic to subdominant via an 

applied dominant. The melodic line of the baritone is the same in examples 3.26a and 

a- one 

3
·
26

b, F-B-D-DI,. However, the voice-leading of the baritone part transfers to the 

Uppermost position in measures 41-42 of example 3.26b, signaled by the large ascending 

leap of the three upper voices at the beginning of measure 41 and a complementary 

desce d' 
n ing leap at measure 43. This form of variation, through part displacement, can 

also b b , . . . 
e O served m performances by the Mills Brothers, whose work, of course, greatly 

inf! llenced jubilee-style groups. 57 Another common type of melodic variation occurs in 

57 

''Swin I Compa1:e, t:?r instance, the firs_t chorus from the Mills Brothers performance of 
leadin ~ s the ~hmg ( e~ample 3.14) w1 th the th1rd choru~ ( example_ 3.9). The voice 

g of the first tenor m example 3.14 moves to the baritone pos1t1on m example 3.9. 
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example 3.26c where the baritone' s voice leading is the same as that in example 3.26b. 

However, in example 3.26c, the baritone line stops one note short, ending on D3 rather 

than DI 3 · ' - the diatonic, rather than lowered, third of the chord. Consequently, the local 

harmony changes from a minor seventh chord in measure 44 to a dominant seventh chord 

In measure 76. 

Summary 

One of the most notable developments in the jubilee style of quartet singing is the 

influence of barbershop music. This influence manifests itself in increased use of seventh 

chords (most notably barbershop sevenths), swipes and J,VI. Most often, these 

barbershop-style characteristics occur in recitative-style introductions and endings, as 

observed in "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me" and other examples cited in this 

chapter. 

The influence of big band jazz caused an increase in the use of added di ssonance. 

Apparent seventh chords (the added sixth chord in particular) occurred sparingly initially, 

but With more frequency near the end of the jubilee period. In the 1930s, well over a 

decade after the start of the jubilee period, the Golden Gate Quartet began to employ 

another big band technique- the instrumental riff style, which included layered riff 

Patterns, imitation horn sounds, improvised passages in the style of a jazz soloist and a 

PUmp bass. Although it did not supplant the normative call-and-response technique, the 

1
nstrumental riff style became a viable alternative as in "One Day When the Lord Will Call 

Me." In addition, swing eighths became common in jubilee-style performances. Further, 

in "One Day When the Lord Wi ll Call Me," a jazz vamp introduces the riff-style 

Inst rumental chorus. 
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The narrative style, especially popular in Golden Gate Quartet performances, is to 
th

e jubilee style what the clanka Janka riff is to the folk style. It represents development of 
th

e call-and-response technique and, like the clanka Janka 1iff, promotes a prominent lead 

singer wh· h . . 
, Ic portends the gospel style of quartet srngmg. 

The influence of jazz and barbershop music encouraged more consistent use of 

complete chords than in the concurrent folk style. However, authentic cadences are often 

similarly incomplete, although more from the avoidance of the dominant chord than from 

tncomplet h d · · · d · · h · e c or s. This results 111 a pattern of applied ommant-to-tomc aut enttc 

cadence , "O 
s. ne Day When the Lord Will Call Me" shows another common 

characteristic-harmonic retrogression at cadence points, where the components of a 

complete authentic cadence are present but not in normal sequence. Thus, V,_,,V- V - I 

becomes V - V._.,, V - I. 

As in the folk style, a four-voice texture is typical in the jubilee style. "One Day 

When the Lord Will Call Me" is exceptional, twice expanding to a five-voice texture. Each 
t' . 
une, It foreshadows future developments in the quartet tradition. In the instrumental 

chorus, an added fifth voice improvises a solo over the traditional four-voice texture, 

Which ad b ., . · · · 1 · 1 Th d. f h um tates the pnmary v01ce-part structure of the gospe sty e. e en mg o t e 

Piece sh · h d b b · h ows another use of the added fifth voice. It becomes a c or mem er y e1t er 

supplying added dissonance or doubling a chord member. This points ahead to the neo-

jubilee t d . . . . 
ren of usmg five- and six-part chord structures. 
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CHAPTER IV 

"MARY DON'T YOU WEEP" 

Characteristics of Gospel Style 

.. .. -~-

T he gospel period or quarte t singing in the 1950s and 1960s evolved from the 

convergence and continued development o r folk- and jubilee-style characteristics. For 

ins tance, gospel quartet performances make generous use o r blue notes, and sevenths are 

the only regularl y employed di ssonance, as in the folk style. There is also, as in the folk 

s tyle, less use o r barbershop-style devices and less timbral variety (e.g., imitation horn 

so unds). Conversely, the gospel style makes more consistent use of the complete chord 

s tructures typi cal o f the jubilee style . And though the bass voice utili zes the rhythmic 

pattern o f the pump bass technique less frequentl y, it continues to emulate the sound of a 

tuba. 

Perhaps the most significant development of the gospel period is the shift o r 

emphasis from group to lead singing. Both the folk style clanka Janka riff and the jubilee 

narrati ve style were antecedents of this development. The shift of emphasis led to 

consis tent use of more than four voice parts, since quartets began adding a firth voice to 

maintain a four-voice structure as accompaniment to a prominent lead singer. 1 Further, it 

became common to have more than one lead singer in a performance, a practice that 

occasio nall y expanded the number of voice parts to as many as six. 2 

Meter is ano ther thread that continues to develop in the gospel style. A four-beat 

feel per measure replaces the two-beat feel of the folk and jubilee styles; it is marked by a 

1 Boyer, How Sweet the Sound, 97. 
2 Ibid. 
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change fro . . . . . 
m cut tune to common time. Also, a nascent walking bass emphasizes every 

beat of th , , . · . 
e mcasme m the new common-time meter. 

The gospel-style vamp represents continued development of call-and-response. 

Essentially, it is an intensification of the use of 1iff patterns, providing a repetitive 

fra111 ewo k . . . . . . 
r over which a promment lead vocal 1mprov1ses melodically and textually. 

Furthenn h 
ore, t e vamp extends the formal structure, whose length is generally controlled 

by 
th

e lead. The vamp also brings about a rise in the emotional pitch of a performance. 

The Swan Silvertones originated in West Virginia with the name Four Harmony 

Kings Sh 1 . . 
· ort Y after relocating to Knoxville, Tennessee m the early 1940s, their name 

ch . 
anged twice, first to the Silvertone Singers, and then to the Swan Silvertone Singers. 3 

As th · . · 
eu discography shows, a final modification in the name led to the Swan Silvertones. 

As the center · t· · · · · t· f "M D 't Y piece o · analysis m this chapter, their per ormance o · ary on ou 

Weep" clearly captures the essence of the gospel style. Recorded in 1959, it is their most 

Popul e>,· t· = per ormance. 4 

Transitional Style 

The Swan Silvertones, like many groups of the gospel period, began as what one 
Writ 

er calls a "quasi-jubilee quartet. "5 The jubilee style of the Golden Gate Quartet was a 

l11ajor inn ·1b · · "S f ·h uence on these early gospel-style quartets. As He1 ut notes, ome o t e 

hardest [i h . . ·h . • . . ,,6 Th . , .e., ard-lrne] gospel quartets consider the Gates t eir 1avontes. 1s 
transi ti . . 

onal style, which was most prevalent during the years 1946-50, featured JUbiiee-

3

Boyer, How Sweet the Sound, 175-76. 
4Ibid., 177. 
5

Rubman, 89-91. 
6
Heil but, 77. 
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SlyJ c characte · , · . , . . . . . . 
nsl1cs, but with an evolving prominent lead srnger. Example 4.11s an 

exce · -1Pt from a · · . 
quas1-Jubllee-style performance. 

fumoj(' d I. "w· . , . . 
51)7
~· Ill the Circle Be Unbroken,' Third Verse, Swan Sllvertones (ca. 1946-

lead 

Tenor 1 
Tenor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

L 

Medium Swing 

Sleep on moth - e r 

13ah bah 

F: 
Boom 

I 

5 

1v~7 

2 3 1 

sleep on_ moth - er 

bah bah bah etc. 

etc. 

I y7 

is no ori
7

S~an Silve~tone Singers, Gospel Soul, King Blues KBGCD--468, 1993. There 
docu111e~:~al date of recor~ing listed for this performance. !-f ow~ver, R~bman (~9) 
Years 194(5 that the Swan SJ!vertones recorded fortr songs for King Records dmrng the 
this Period. to 1951. "Will the Circle Be Unbroken' appears to have been recorded dunng 
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L 
9 

10 1 

you 
ment 

V r r r 
' 

This example of the quasi-jubilee style exhibits several jubilee-style features. For 
0ne · 

, It em l . . . . . 
h P oys the mstrumental riff style, with the two tenors and bantone 1m1tatmg 

oms With h . . 
t e syllable "bah." They are also in a two-measure repeatmg rhythmic pattern 

While the b . 
. ass employs the characteristic "boom" syllable ma pump bass pattern. Cut-

time 
meter a d h n t e consistent use of complete chords also recalls the jubilee style. 

On the other hand, the emphatic preaching style of the lead, including a wide 
dynan,· 

•11~~1· . . .. 
ch 1mbral range, high degree of mehsma, 1mprov1sed melody and text-all 

aracterist. . 
Ic m the gospel style - are not yet dominant. In addition, this performance 
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does not include the characteristic gospel-style vamp in which the background voices 

vamp on one or two chords while the lead improvises in a preaching manner. However, 

some new gospel-style features that are present in example 4.1 include a prominent lead 

Vocal with a generous use of blue notes. Another feature is a consistent five-voice texture 

that is maintained throughout the performance. 

In another quasi-jubilee-style performance, Rubman identifies the recitative-and

aria song style, common in the jubilee style, in combination with newer gospel-style 

characteristics: 

a 

In "All Alone" the group uses two other approaches. The verse is 
sung in barbershop-style blended harmony, without rhythm, with pauses 
to emphasize individual chords. In the chorus, Claude Jeter and, later, 
~olomon Womack exhibit "gospel"-style lead singing, improvising vocal 
flights with snatches of the lyrics as the group sings the chorus in a steady 
rhythm. Underneath, Henry Bossard adds bass runs. 8 

Formal Strncture 

The formal design of "Mary Don't You Weep" reflects the significance of vamps 

in the gospel period. In overall proportion, the vamp is nearly half of the entire 

Performance-thirty-four of the eighty measures of music. It consists of two sections, an 

opening (Val) and a closing vamp (Va2). The chorus (C) is a sixteen-measure period that 

repeats once in the performance. A single verse (V) repeats the music of the chorus, but 

Wi th a different text. The diagram below represents the formal structure of "Mary Don't 

Y Ot1 Weep": 

CC V Val Va2 

quasi- · 
8

~ubm.an, 91. For another example or a popular gospel-sty!~ quartet that began as 
Stash JSUT!lee listen to "Well, Well, Well" (Soul Stirrers) from All of My Appomted Time, 

-114, 1978. 
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Like the music, the text is highly repetitive in "Mary Don't You Weep. "The 

second phr· , - f ·h -
ase O t c verse 1s the same as the latter half of the chorus. However, the verse 

is truncat d f . 
e oui measures by an early entrance of the vamp (Val). The text of the chorus 

and verse ( . h - - . . . . . . 
wit out the truncation) 1s presented below. The Imes rn 1taltcs mark the 

repetition: 

Chorus: 0 Mary don't you weep, O Martha don't you moan; 
0 Mary don't you weep, 0 Martha don't you moan. 
0 Mary don't you. weep, down in the Red Sea,· 
0 Mary don' L you. weep, 0 Martha don't you moan. 

Verse: If I could, surely would; 
Stand on the rock Moses stood. 

0 Mary don't you 'weep, down in the Red Sea; 
0 Mary don't you weep, 0 Martha don't you moan. 

The highly repetitive structure of the music and text applies only to the 

back gr . . . . . 
ounct voices, which provide a static backdrop for the lead vocal performance. As 

th
e focal point of the performance, the lead is varied both melodically and textually 

th 
roughout the song and is in a constant call-and-response pattern with the remaining 

Voices. 

Number and Function of Voice Parts 

As previously noted, the gospel period of quartet singing featured lead singing 
and 

downplayed group singing. Rubman observes that "Back-up vocal parts were sung 
s f-' o ter . t· . _ d l , . _ · - ,,9 · · or they now served as decorative effects rather than chor a accompaniments. 

To allow the lead to improvise freely while maintaining complete and consistent four-part 
ha 

rl1lony, a fifth voice part became a permanent addition to the structure of gospel quartet 

Perfonna , , . ' W " 
nces. Such 1s the case in "Mary Don t You eep. 

9

Rubman, 96. 
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Along with a high degree of blue notes, several additional features mark the 

prominence of the lead vocal in the gospel style. Example 4.2 presents three striking 
r 
eatures from the lead vocal performance of "Mary Don't You Weep" commonly observed 

10 the gospel style. 

-B.ilino!P 4 "· p . · . 
~- mmmcnt Features of Lead Vocal Performance 

(a) l-Ialf-Sung/Spoken Notes 

24 25 

home? __ 
but list - en Pha - raoh's ar_niy 

O Ma- ry don~ you 

bum ' 3 ba ba buni 

B: I 
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(b) Chanting 

51 

0 Ma- ry don~ you 

"/ 

IV 17 
bum bum ba bum 

n-----,7 

Lt 

M- a- r,l!.__ yeah yeah 
yeah 

Ma - r)c__ I'll be your 

0 Ma - ry don'(ou weep OMa -ry don~you 

bum bum ba bum 

lV'7 
don~ you weep 

r·, rvn 
ba 3ba bum 

rr----• 7 

1'he 
Use Of h alf-sun Conv g notes ( example 4.2a) gives the lead vocal performance a 
ersac Iona! and. . . . . 

gasp 1mprov1satory feel and demonstrates the timbral variety common in 

el-sty! elead 
vocal performances. 
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Example 4 ?b 'h . , . , . . . 
,, ·- s ows a technique borrowed from black preaching known as 
chanting. »1 o Th . . . 

is technique heavily emphasizes one note, called the "reciting tone." As 
8how · 

n in exam le ? . . . . . . 
P 4--b, tome note B3 serves as recilmg tone. The followmg quotat10n 

des · en bes h OWch · 
anting became employed by gospel singers: 

preache?~spel singers and comP?sers .... have_a keen ear fo'. the black 
singin , s music, and have ass1milated his spmtuals mto their respective 
form~ stYles and songs. The raw spirituals are themselves too folklorish 
cream 

O 
~rn gospel co?1posers, so what they have don~ is to skim_ off the 

remains \.the pr~?cher s musical and textual crop, Jeavmg the folkish 
ex.em 1 or the foolish" who preach the gospel. The sermonettes, 
are in~i ~, and guttu_ral hack which have become styhsh m moder~ gospel 
music bf putab!e evidence t~at singers and composers re~p royalties for the 
antebelJ ack PI_e~chers ongmated and have p~rpetuated si_nce the creation of 
evid - um spmtuals. By the same token, this volume offers strong 
prec:~ce that "rural blues preaching" (particularly praying) may h~ve 
have ~d rural blues crooning, and that "rhythm and blues preachmg" may 
rhyth~ :Ceded rhyt~m and blues singing. _Aret~a Franklin's gospel_ and 
Whe and blues smgmg style as a case m pomt, was probably 1mt1ated 

n as a h·1 ' Prank! . ,~. 1 d she li stened to her father, the renowned Rev. C. L. 
In SJ "h . · 11 ' ng 1s sermons on Sunday mornmgs. 

The meJis · · · · hi in
1 

matJc passages m example 4.2c further illustrate the hlg y 
Provisat . 

P . OJ Y nature of lead vocal performances and their virtuosic tendency in the gospel 
erioct. 

Ch- . Example 4.3 presents another gospel-style performm1ce exhibiting the three 
aJacterist· , . 

1cs Jl!u t . · s rated m exmnple 4.2. 

j:, I () 

reach Jon M· . . . , ~ (\Vest IchaeJ Spencer, Sacred Symphony: The Chanted Sermon of the Black 
1,Ib· Port, Conn. : Greenwood Press, 1987), 2. 

Id., XIV. 
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101

[" LI '). "Ch1·1·s t1· r , A b"J ,, E d" o· . H . b" d 5 12 ~- ctn s . utomo I e, n rng, 1x1e ummrng 1r s (19 7) 

Lead 

'fenor 1 
'fenor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

L 

C: 

Medium Swing 
I 

oh 

2 

ch ris - tians 

u 

3 

press on your 

3 

star -ters ,start au-to - mo -
and your 

u 
Boom -a boom ·1 bo I -, boom . a om -a 

uu 
boom - a boom-a boom - a etc. 

boom-a 

r 
boom 

·,~r ·,~ r ;~r i~ 
ba - boom ba - boom ba - boom ba 

12J . , . . . 1992. --.!!.Q!h!tionl Great Gospel Performances, Vol. 1: Black Gospel, Rhino R2 70288, 
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L 9 

and 1101 wor __ ried a-oout park - in' 
I'm my 

L 4~ 

sccSav - ior to you prayeL_ 

T1 my face fa cL know_ 

T2 

PrLJ 
is your 

131 -- n 
132 

i i p r ipf ---r 
:;uooom t7 

ooom ..a 
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L 
17 

T1 I':\ 
T2 

ers Ii 
r r 

-cense faith mg wheel 

B1 1 
B2 

r 
(I(S) 

\;,I 

1v~1 I IV I 

As in "M ary Don't You Weep," the lead vocal performance in example 4.3 shows an 

abundance of blue notes (indicated with arrows) and hanging glissandi . Also, scale 

degrees 3 and 7 are often lowered to their minor-scale equivalents. Additionally, note the 

half-sung n t . h . . C . . o es In measures 4 and 8, the heavy emp as1s on tome note as rec1t1ng tone 

through . . . 
out and the melisma that spans more than an octave In measure 16. 

To further illustrate the respective functions of group and lead in "Mary Don't You 

\Veep" . 
' examples 4.4 and 4.5 present graphic analyses of the group parts and the lead 

VocaJ i . . . 
Inprov1sat1on for companson. 
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~pie 4. 4: Graphic Analysis of Chorus, Background Voice Parts 

H 

t: 
'~-~ H H 

(I.) 0-
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,:, 
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:::s +- H 1-1 
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I 
VJ 

~ ...... r-

0 
...Q -L) 
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0 
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~) VJ ·-~ -~ t:: ,-=c-
~ 

\ ) 
pl 
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~ ...-... 
(j 
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~ ~- II 
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~ ~- ~ ~~ ~ 'r 
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In exam I- 4 
Pe .4, the second tenor supplies the melody/fundamental line for the 

background . . 
voices. There 1s no descent of the fundamental line as well as no 

accompan . 
Ymg bass arpeggiation. There are, however, four references to V -I movement. 

In each instance RI · 1·1 · h V · , an 1s agged in the bass of example 4.4c and labeled wit m 

Parenthesis. 

Example 4.5 clarifies the significance of the flagged F#' s from example 4.4. When 

analyzing the lead vocal improvisation with the bass, two of the RI' s (in measures 8 and 

16) are . . . 
part of the bass arpeggiation of the fundamental structure. As shown m example 

4.s, the fund- . . A A A • • . 

amental structure projects an interrupted 3- 2-1. ProJect1on of the 

fundamental 1 · . . . . . . 
me m the lead vocal perlormance and not in the background v01ce parts 

further ill , - . . ' " 
ustJ ates the prominence of the lead in "Mary Don t You Weep. 

Another significant innovation of the gospel style of quartet singing is the 

crnpJoyment of a second lead singer, which occasionally expands the vocal texture to six 

Voices i "M 
n ary Don't You Weep" (example 4.6). With the addition of the second lead, 

exam 
pie 4·6 exhibits a tripartite vocal texture. The second lead serves as a timbral foil for 

the first I -. . .. 
ead. As shown in example 4.6, it is in a higher tess1tura than the lirst. Also, the 

second I . , . . . . . . .. . 
ead is sung m falsetto as opposed to the raspy and guttural quality of the t1rst 

Ieact. Th - , . . . . . . . 
e backdrop for the opposing leads 1s trad1t10nal quartet voice parts, servmg, 

ColJectiv J ,, . . . . _ . 
e Y, as a third layer m the vocal texture. This three-layer vocal structure 1ecalls the 

instru01 . . . . . 
. ental nff style from the jubilee tradition. The two structures differ iundamentally 
In th . 

at emphasis is on lead vocal parts in the gospel period as opposed to layered riff 

Patterns i th . . . . 
n e instrumental nff style. 13 

13F 

Canaan L or ~nother example of a two-lead quartet performance listen to "I.' m Bound for 
l937_ 195a7

nd Wamous Blue Jay Singers) from Glad I Found the Lord: Chicago Gospel 
~, Heritage HT CD 08, 1992. 
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~llDIP <'1 r:;.. . . 
~- Second Lead Voice Part 

77 

Ma_ ry __ 

yeah_ Lord_ Y 

t 
0 Ma- ry don't you weep 0 Ma - ry don't you 

t ~ 

bum 
t 

don't you wee p bum ba bum 

B: J >7 I"l rv·1 n 1,7 

Meter and Rhythm 

Accompanying the change from a two-beat feel to a four-beat feel was more 

e111Phasis O · . . . 
n swmg eighth notes. These changes paralleled developments m big band 

lllUsic Whe . . - . . . . 
Ie emphas1zmg four beats to the measure m the Swmg Era replaced the two-

beat e111 fr ,. , . . . . . 
P asis of Chicago Style D1x1eland. These changes m meter and rhythm were 

reflected i . . . . . 
n the repertoires of gospel-style quartets, which were generally adapted from 

three 
sources: Negro spirituals, earlier quartet perfonnances and newly created gospel 

songs. 14 

14A ll 
en, 36, 60, 232. See also Boyer, How Sweet the Sound, 153. 
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The Sw,m Silvcrtoncs version or "Mary Don't You Weep" is an example or the 

1 i rs t source, a Negro spiritual. To show the change in rhythmic pulse, example 4 .7 

p resents the o ri gi nal lune and the Swan Silverlones adaptation. 

Example 4. 7: Gospel-Style Adaptation of a Negro Spiritual 

(a) () M» ry yo u weep you 1noun, 
don't don't 

l~t '"11111 
~lf uu 2 ~ r € r I 

!\ 7 

B: I (IV~) Vt~ 

Pha -raoh 's a r - my got dro\vn (d)cd 
5 6 

1~:111"'" r tFtr r I r F 
IV (II6) I VI 

(b) 0 Ma -ry you weep 
don't 

1 

l~l 111"@11 " t 

') 

I UU fr -
B: I 

weep 

6 r I E t -
0 Ma - ry you 

don't 
weep 

10? I E t -
I 

O Ma - ry you 

r:"'~, l t r- t_i!Ig 
I (I~) 

weep 

14 

I r t 
IV"7 

-

0 Ma- ry you weep you mo urn 
don't do n't 

3E 
I uu 4€ 

I r p f 
(U) I 

0 M»ry you weep 

7~ 
don't 8 

t-" E E I F -I " !\ 7 

VS ~ I 

0 Mar - th a you moah-
don't ,- "\. 

It I U U F t -
O Ma r - tha you n1oan 

don't 8 \ u u IE 
7 

it r -
I 

down in the Red Sea 

ll t LJ r lb 
\t I 

IV'7 

O Mar -tha you moan 
don't 

15 

It I 
16 

tr U I F 
I 
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The chorus of the original tune at example 4.7a is eight measures long. It is generally 

performed at a bright tempo in cut time, with even distribution or eighth notes. 15 

Following standard practice for quartet singing, the second tenor supplies the 

melody in the background voices or the Swan Silvertoncs performance. Example 4.7b 

shows the second tenor's melody alone. The rests following each two-measure group 

reflect the alternation of group and lead singing in a call -and-response pattern, which 

expands the chorus to twicethc length of the original chorus. A slower tempo, marked by 

the change in time signature, expands the chorus even more, and eighth notes are 

performed with the swing feel of jazz. 

Example 4.8 illustrates the adaptation of an earlier quartet performance, the second 

source of song material for gospel -style quartets, as mentioned above. 

15 For recorded examples of the original melody see Jim_my Wit~erspoon, Golden 
Gospel, Stereo Sounds SA-13, n.d.; Tennessee Ernie Ford ,,,S!ng a Spir!tual with Mc, 
Capital ST 1680, 1962; and "Pharaoh's Army Got Drowned from Norfolk Jazz and 
Jubilee Quartets-Vol. 3 (1925-1927), Document Records DOCD- 5383, 1995. 
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~UD!f' '1 Q. 

~ - Gospel-Style Adaptation of an Earlier Quartet Performance 16 

(a) 

leact 4 

Sing - in' 

Tenor I 

Won't you tone bell eas - y 

Baritone 
the 

Bass 

F: I 

L 
5 

7 8 

well ---- Sing_ in' 

T1 

_a-

Won't yon tone the bell cas __ y 

B1 
B2 

'G"T 
and "Well ~I the Bel!~ Easy" (<;}olden _Gate Quartet) from Gospel Quartets/I 921-1942; 

' ell , Well (SoulStmers)fromAllofMyApporntedT1me. 
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9 
10 L Jl 12 

h,~ 
we ll we ll 

T1 

Won't you tone the bell eas - y my 

I 
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(b) 

Tenor l 
Tenor 2 

Well well just tone it eas - y_ Well well well just tone it eas - y 
we ll 

Baritone 
Bass 

Well we ll well 

r r 
I 

just tone it eas- y J e - sus gon- na up my dy - in' bed 
make 

IV I (V2) 

Bx:ampJe 4.8· . , . . . . . 
. a is a Jubilee-style quartet performance set m cut time and performed at a very 
fast tem 
1' Po. Example 4.8b shows a gospel -style adaptation of it by the Soul Stirrers. 

hough 0 ne of th be ·. ·h S 1 S ·· d · · e e -tter-known gospel-style quartets, t e ou t1rrers a aptat1on 1s an 
arJy Perf , 

ormance from their quasi-jubilee years in the late 1940s. However, even a 
Perform 
, ance from the seminal years of the gospel style such as this shows a change to 
com1 . 

non-tune . 
meter and a more relaxed tempo. 

d Example 4.9 shows the third source from which gospel quartet performances 
erivect 

-newly created gospel songs. 
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fuamplc 4. 9: Gospel-Style Adaptation of a Newly Created Gospel Song 17 

(a) 

I must tell Jc sus ! I must tell Jc sus! ca n - not 

Df,: I IV (VD 

my 

I V6 g I V I 

V7 VI v~----~ I 

11
Transcription copi_ed from Elisha A. Hoffman, "I Must Tell Jesus," The New 

National Baftist Hymnal (Nashville: National Baptist Publishing Board, 1977), 232; and 
"I Must Tel Jesus" (Famous Blue Jay Singers) from Glad I Found the Lord. 
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(b) 

lead2 

lead I 

l'enor 

Bar· Itone 
Bass 

DI,: 

5 

can - not bear 

oh 

2 3 

Jc - sus well must tell Je - sus we ll 

Y cs I mtL5t tell Jc_ SUS yes I_ must tell_ 

Y cs I must tell Jc_ SUS yes I must tell 

IV 

6 7 

all these bur - dens a - lone __ 

I ca n - not beai:_ _ oh 

bear these bur - dens a-

(oh) 
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8 

Lt 

T' 

Bxa 

9 10 lJ 

well well He'll save and hea l 

in allmy dis ~rcss tress - tress_ oh, _____ _ 

He'll 

IV 

13 J 16 

Jc - SUS_ my Jc - sus a - lone 

yes J_j11ust tell Jc_ sus oh 

yes I must tell J e_ sus 

I VI7 
V 

IV6 

tell my Jc -sus a - lone 

r r 
I IV I 

me 

save and heal 

II7 

O'lpJe 4.9 sho . . . . . . 
ll1et ws the inventiveness of gospel quartets m adaptmg songs based on 

ers Oth er than c t . . co u time. Here, the Famous Blue Jay Smgers adapt a modern 
111Pos· · It1on . 

'published at present in many Protestant church hymnals, that is set in 
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compound triple meter (example 4.9a). The Famous Blue Jay Singers adaptation 

(example 4.9b) is in common time. 18 

Bass Voice 

Two characteristics of jubilee-style bass parts continued in the gospel style: the 

trend toward consistently functional bass parts and the retention of the tuba-simulated 

8Yllablc of the pump bass-"boom" (or sonic derivatives such as "bum" or "doom"). 

However, bass singers abandoned the rhythm of the pump bass technique. "Mary Don't 

You Weep" clearly illustrates these characteristics, as shown in example 4.10. 

Nar 
18

For a sim ilar adaptation see Lucie E. Ca~pbell, "Something Within/' The New 
~, 275. Severa_! quartet performances hav_e ad,!r,ted this_ hymn, . 
t\.1c&, ?ally set m 3/4, to 4/4. Compare for example the version entitled Something within 
Jllbi[ . ro11_1 Ihe Best of the Pilgrim Travelers, Specialty CDCHD 342, 1991: A recent neo
J 99Je-tiend performance can be heard on TAKE 6, So Much 2 Say, Repnse 9 25892-2, 
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Bx~ 
~-"M· · ctry Don' l You Weep," Opening Phrase 

1'enor 1 
1'enor 2 

13 . 
ar1tone 
Bass 

2 3 

0 Ma - ry you weep 
don~ 

B: 
bum 8 - >7 

I ( IS = D 

7 8 

... --
bum bum bum ba bum bum bum 

I 

1'he J 
arge-scaJe h- . . . . 

fun . armomc progression of example 4.101s I-IV-I, supported by 
ChonaJ 

movem t - . . grou . en In the bass v01ce. Note also that the bass follows each two-measure 
p With a fill-· . . 

•n figure that uses a tuba-sunulated syllable (measures 2, 4, 6 and 8). 

Along With . . 
trend the rhythmic change from a two-beat to a tour-beat feel came a new 

Of bas, ,· . 
w

00 
. s Singing, which imitated the walking bass style of boogie-woogie. B00gie-

g1e is 
a Percussiv · . . · 19 E 4. I 

1 
s e piano style that emphasizes walkmg bass ostmatos. xample 
hows th . . 

e particular ostinato copied by quartet bass singers. 

(
)\l ( 9 

'~~y~m~ . . . 
Ork: Oak p on .bo<?g•e-woogie see Eric Kriss, Barrel house and Boogie Piano 

ub1Icat1ons 1973). 
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~D)p,:'.L 11. B . . . 
~- oog1e-Woog1e Bass Ostmato20 

~J J J J J J1 ,P J1 JJ JJ 
C: "J6 ,, 

This deveJ . 
opment 10 gospel quartet singing is JX)rtentous because it again mirrors a pattern 

of dev I e opme . . . 
nt 10 big band music. Below, Floyd describes how boogie-woogie 

~~~~~ - - .. . . . .. 
b, the development ol Jazz, a descnpt1on that apphes equally to its role JO the 
l,tck reJi . 

gious quartet tradition: 

~-fit ~biogie-woogie] ( 1) influenced the change in jazz from a two-beat to 
oui- eat feel and (2) caused the eighth-note subdivisions of the beat to 

beinter - . . . . . rm nn . 
r-.~ pieted as uneven durat10ns moving trom .J.J.J.J to · · to 

- ;i r½ ' 
J )}J )} th I · · · h h 21 

, e ast comJOg to be known as swmg e1g t s. 

Since the boo · · · d · "M D 't Y W " g1e-woog1e bass Jme oes not occur m ary on · ou eep, 
ex::i-....,,1pJe 4.12 h . . . s ows the device JO a performance by another well -known gospel quartet-
the Dixie H . 

umm10gbirds. 

20-::--------
~0ndon: tanscrieion copied from Barry Kernfeld, ed. New Grove Dictionary of J~zz 
13 °ogie," bti~nil an; New York: Grove's Dictionaries o( Music, _1988), s.v. "Boogie . 

0o 1e Woo .au) Oliver. For recorded examples of boog1e-woog1e listen to Jazz Vol. 10: 
21 

le Jum and Kansas Cit , Smithsonian Folkways Records 02810, 1991. 
Floyd, 122. 
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~: "Christian's Automobile," Vamp, Dixie Hummingbirds (1957)22 

lead 
Medium Swing 
1 

2 3 3 

Tenor 1 
Tenor 2 

oh chris - tians press on your sta r - ters start a u- to - mo-
and your 

Baritone 
Bass 

l 

Boom -a boo bo C: J m -a boom -a om -a 

5 

uu 
boom-a boom-a boom - a etc. 

boom-a 

u 
6 

drive ou_ child rcn 

r ·1~r ,~ r ·1~r ,~ 
boom ba - boom ba - boom ba - boom ba -

Bx.ce 
Pt forth b . 

e roken octaves the boogie-woogie bass pattern m measures 1-5 of ex. , 
ample 4. 12 , , . . 

. . uses the same notes as in example 4.11. The broken octaves, of course, are 
ld10111 . 

atic to th . . . . . 
e piano, the medium for which the pattern was 1mt1aJJy conceived. The 

Perform 
ance in ex- I . . . 

. amp e 4.12 was executed with a swmg feel. Thus, the durations of each 
Pair of . 

eighth 
ex. notes employ the Jong-short pattern, described by Floyd above, and 

emplified b . 
Y the syllables in the boogie-woogie bass part - "boom-a." The longer 

22 

Jubiiatio r a 
~ · reat Gospel Performances, Vol. 1. 
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8Yllabie "boo ,, _ _ . . . . . 
. m co, 1 csponds to the longer durat10nal value ma palf of swmg eighths. 

Likewise "· ,, , 
' ct corresponds to the shorter note value. 23 

Chord Structures and Added Dissonance 

Fewer ch d,. . . 
or s and less added dissonance m the background vocal parts enhance 

the pr . 0 m1nen 1-- ce O · the lead vocal. Thus, gospel-style quartet performances show Jess use 
ot barbersho h . . - . 

P annony and Jazz-style dissonances. Except for the dommant seventh 
chorct ·h 

' t ere are h no c ords with added di ssonance in "Ma1y Don't You Weep." Moreover, 
thee t" 

n ire performance hinges on two sonorities-I and IV in the key of B major. The 
reduction i - . . 
. n example 4.13 shows the two-chord harmonic plan of the background voices 
in th e choru s. 

23 

f;?orma:ir,i~ore examples of the boogie-woogie bass_ line in gospel quartet . 
~; ''Jesu:s hsten to "Dig a Little Deeper" (Norfolk Smgers)_ from Glad I Fot_1nd_ the 
G _eat Gos /'1et the Woman at the Well" (Famous Blue Jay ~mgers) from Jubila~1~~! 

1
~t Gos el Perf-ormances Vol. I; and "My Rock" (Swan S1lvertones) from Jub1lal1on! 

Performances Vol. 2: More Black Gos el, Rhino R2 70289, 1992. 
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le 4 13 : Rhythmic Reduction or Chorus, Background Voice Parts 
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The basic harmonic structures in gospel -style performances accommodate, and 
even ~~ra. - . . . 
. ge, 1mp1ov1sat1on by the lead vocal. Thal gospel vamps occupied a 

s1g . -n1f icant . _ 
Part of lhe formal structure is proof of this notion. Accordingly, gospel vamps 

Were d · ev1sed , " . . _ . . 
as working sections" for the lead vocal- the pomts m the performance 

designed to s .. . . . . . . -
howcase the melodic, rhythmic, t1mbral and textual mterpolat10ns of the 

lead 24 

· Even the le th 1· · f h d' ·· J·- h I d . ng o · the vamp 1s extemporaneous, le t tot e 1scret1on o t e ea 
singer. 

ln"MaryD ' · · f h · on t You Weep," the openmg section o · t e vamp 1s a two-measure 
Pattern tak 

en from the chorus. Example 4.14 is a rhythmic reduction of the opening 
Va111p. 

~lea ,A. . 
~- Rhythmic Reduction of Opening Vamp 

B: lh (V) 
Hanno. 

nic progression in the opening vamp utilizes the only two sonorities of the entire 
Perfon 

11ance: I-IV. 

. A closing vamp extends the melodic idea of the opening vamp to the four-meaSure 
Pattern h sow . 

n In example 4.15 
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Example 4. 15: Rhythmic Reduction or Closing Vamp 

Tl 
T2 

BJ 
B2 

B: I"7 

6 1 

IV '7 Ih 

62 

I,7 
I, IV" 7 (V) 

Two measures are added to the beginning of the opening vamp (example 4.14) to produce 

the four-measure pattern of the closing vamp (example 4.15). However, the harmonic 

progression remains unchanged. Each two-measure group of the closing vamp progresses 

from I to IV . 

Example 4.16 presents the vamp from another gospel-style performance 

exhibiting a similarly limited harmonic structure supporting an improvisatory lead vocal. 
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~Pie <l. 
1 

c:. "Ch1·1· sr · ' A b'J "V o· · H · b. d (1957) 25 ~ - , ian s utomo I e, amp, 1x1e ummrng 1r s 

Leact 
Med ium Swing 
1 

2 3 3 

Tenor l 
Tenor 2 

oh chris . tians press on your star -ters ,5ta11 au· lo - mo-

Baritone 
Bass 

L 

25 

C· 
u 

Boom-a boom-a boom -a I boom . a 

and your 

uu 
boom - a boom -a boom · a 

boom -a 
etc. 

drive on_ child_ ren 

'~ii~ i '~i i~ 
boom ba. boom ba - boom ba - boom ba 

JubiJee r G . 
~reat Gospel Performances, Vol. l. 
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L 

and not wor ried a-bout 1rnrk - in' 
I'm - -- my 

L 

see Sav - ior to you prayeL_ 
my face fac t;_ know_ 

is your 

... n 
"/ r 'rf :;urm 

boom ~1 

This Varn . 
w·th pis even more harmonically restricted than that in "Mary Don't You Weep," 

I ha 
n11onic ,· . . . . . . 

lead. progression hm1ted to a srngle sononty-the tome chord-over which the 
1rnprovises. 26 

Cadence . h 
sty) sin t e gospel style are more complete than in the earlier folk and jubilee 

es Th · 
. IS is d · 

ue, In part, to more consistent use of complete chords. Moreover, there 

26 
Perr O For mo . . . . . . 

rrnances Ii ;e examr,Jes of hm1ted harmomc progressions supportrng promment lead 
s en to "I II Never Forget" (Dixie Hummingbirds) from The Gospel 
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a rc generally no "missing chords" at cadence points, as in the case or the applied 

dominant-to-tonic authen tic cadence in the jubilee style. 

However, plagal cadences occur more frequently than authentic cadences in the 

gospel style, as shown in the three instances of example 4.17. 

Example 4. 17: Plagal Cadences in Gospel-Style Performances 

(a) 

L2 

Ll 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

77 

y 

bum 

B: I~ 

78 ritard to end 79 

tell Mar - tha have moanno...rnore 
don\ to 

ritard to end 

0 Ma - ry you weep 
don\ 

,7 IV "7 

3 3 
ba bum ba ba bum 

ba 

80 

mm_ 

mm_ 

I 

Soun~, Columbia/Legacy C2K 57160, 1994; and "Well, Well , Well" (Soul Stirrers) f'rom 
All 01 My Appomted Time. 
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(b) 

C· 1•1 

(c) 

Db: I 

is.Dr driv - ers Ii -cense 

-- 1 
r r 

is your stee r -ing wheel 

J--J n 
r 
\:.I' 

(I"$) IVn I IV I 

16 

sus _ _ my Jc- sus a - lone 

VI7 
~ 

IV6 

tell my .Je,ms a - lone 

r r 
I IV I 

:~ail! Pie 4· 17 shows the final plagal cadence from "Mary Don' t You Weep" with plagal 
dences t· -zom · previously di scussed performances (see examples 4.3 and 4.9b). The 
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Pro111incn, 1· . - . , . . 
cc o plagal cadences results I rom the p1ommencc ol vam ps rn the gospel style. 

Because f h . . d . . . 0 t cir repetitious nature, gospel-style vamps ten to avoid domrnant chords that 

niight suggest a cadence point, thereby bringing closure to an otherwise indefinite 
re .. 

])eating pattern. Therefore, harmonic progressions such as I -IV in the vamp of "Mary 

Don' . . 
t You Weep" and the s tati c I in the vamp of "Chnstian's Automobile" (see example 

4-3) arc - . . · · 1-r .· .· very common. It is in thi s harmonic rrn!Jeu-e iectmg contrnued momentum-

that plag· I " 
a cadences became popular. 

Call-and-Response 

The clanka Janka riff pattern, previously identified as a form of call-and-response 

in the folk 't J · t I d v1·ce t·or a· n e - t · s Ye, developed as an accompammen a e meigen prominent lead 
Sin> . . 

gc, · As the lead singer became more prominent in the gospel penod of quartet singing, 

the clanka lanka riff continued to flouri sh and evolve. The following discussion examines 

how· 
IL developed in conjunction with other burgeoning threads of development. 

Example 4 . 18 presents the clanka Janka riff in an early form as performed by the 

Silver L-· . 
ea/ Quartet in 1928. 

Ex.a 
~: The Clanka Lanka Riff27 

A: I 

27
"S1eep On, Mother," Silver Leaf Quartette of Norfolk (1928-193 I). 
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In Per 
r onnances . 

employing the clanka Janka riff, the harmony may have changed, but the rhyth 
Ill and text r h 0 

t e one-measure pattern ( example 4. 18) generally remained constant. 

w· For comparison, example 4. 19 presents an updated version of the clanka Janka riff 
Ith gospel- . . .. stYle mod1f 1cations. 

~ · l 9
: Gospel-Style Developments of the Clanka Lanka Riff28 

1'1 
1'2 

GJ,· I 

The cJa 

nka Janka rifl pattern in example 4 19 shows increased textual variety with the ~d· · . 
ition of the" ,, . . 

00m syllable. Also this pattern employs swmg eighths compared to evenJ , 
Y Pllnctuat d . 

i e eighth notes in example 4. 18. Furthermore, example 4.19 shows an 
ncreas . 

ex e 
10 th

e number of voice parts accompanying the lead voice (not shown). Finally, 
ample4.19 ' . . . 

b shows a change from the two-beat rhythmic feel of earher styles to the four-
eat h r Yth · 

Illicfeel( k · · · t· h 1 
P . mar ed by common-time meter) that 1s charactenst1c o t e gospe 

er1od. 

A.cc0 d . 
Y r ing to Boyer, some quartets substituted the phrase "Oh my Lord-y, Lord-
, lord'' 

for the "O . 29 · 
" · 0 m-a lank-a, lank-a lank" employed m example 4. 19. Though 1t •vas ' 

a generic h 
P rase not necessarily related to the text of the lead vocal perfo1mance, the 

Vv 2s,,s . . . . . . 
arner A.1li~

nd1~g in the Safety Zone" from Fairfield Four, Standmg m the Safety Zone, 
29B ce WBD-4137, 1992. 

oyer, 1:fu._w Sweet the Sound, 95. 
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Use o· t· ,, 
real" . 

4 Woids represents a further development of the clanka Janka riff. Example 
-20sh OWs Oth 

er developments in the use of real words. 

E.x9ln 
~: Further Developments of the Clanka Lanka Riff30 

(a) 

1'1 
1'2 

I 

Ak I 3 3 

( IH I 'l rrn 
E.xa 
''s lllpJe 

4
·20 shows clanka Janka riffs from separate performances of the same song-

olllethi . 

8 ng Within Me." Example 4.20a shows a modification of the phrase identified by 
oyer. It . 

n truncates the number of syllables and emphasizes quarter notes instead of eighth 
Otes r-, 

. exam - . 
pie 4.20b shows yet another development. It uses words directly related to 

~,. 30« 
tY!e ''"' Sorneth · · · · · h · 

' t AKE: 6 ing Wlthrn Me," Best of the Pi lgrim Travelers; and "Something wit m 
' §Q__Much 2 Say. 
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the text or th , 
e song. Moreover, the words derive from the title of the song- "Something 

within Mc ,,3 1 

"Mary Don't You Weep" combines elements from the clanka Janka riff s tyle and a 
basic call- d 

an -response pallcrn. The background voice parts are in a call-and-response 
pattern With th . . . . 

c lead voice part throughout the performance. However, the vamp of "Mary 
Don't You W " . 

eep integrates elements or the danka /anka riff s tyle, as shown in example 
4.21. 

3 1E 

continuity i~ainple 4._20b is a performance from the neo-jubilee trend, presen_ted here fo,~ 
the neo-jub·I examining the development or the danka Janka riff. A formal d1scuss1on of 1 cc trend lakes place in chapter V. 
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~Pied '11. . 
~- Opem n g Vamp 

B: rr >7 rv·1 >7 

49 50 

He said Ma - ry trou- ble inthc land will be all ov -?Jt-er 

Weep 0 Ma - ry don\ you weep 

131 t t 132 -
., 

' bum bum ba bum bum bum ba 

rv·1 rr 17 rv·1 

like th 
e clanka _. . . " ' , (e Janka 11ff pattern m example 4.20b, the vamp of Mary Don t You Weep' 

XarnpJe 4.21) . . . . 
ct · _ exh1b1ts a repeatmg accompammental pattern that employs real words 
llecu 

Y related t h . . . cI O t e text of the lead vocal performance. However, 1t differs from the 

clnka Ianka riff . . . . . 
etc 10 that 1t repeats every two measures rnstead of every measure, which 

corn 
rnodates th b . l'h e as1c call-and-response relationship between lead and background. 

Us, lhe titular h 
P rase "O Mary Don't You Weep" is the "response" of the background 
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Voices,· 
n measu 4 · · 

re 5 ( example 4.2 l) and "He said Mary" is the "call" of the lead vrnce m 
n1easure 

46
, to Which the background voices respond again in measure 47. 

th While the lead engages the background voices in a call-and-response pattern 
roughout "M 

Wh ary Don't You Weep," a secondary call-and-response pattern commences 
en the seco d . . 

n lead enters rn the closrng vamp (example 4.22). 

~!~ti'"''"'· . 
~- Closing Vamp 

68 

ry I'll 

0 Ma- ry don~ you weep 

B: don't you 

I'( 
weep 

IV'7 

132 

be_ your rock 

·1 
bKba bum 

n 

69 

in wca.Ly land_ 
a 

M _ _ 

1, 7 

... 



- - *Wli,li 

70 -1.1.,- -.. 
L2 

ar _ y 

LI 

I bc_lieve heard 
don~ she you, 

Tl 
T? 

weep 0 Ma - ry you 
don't 

weep 

t .J 

., t "f 

bum bum ba bum don~ you weep ba3ba 

IV"7 1'7 11
·, iv '·7 

73 74 

yeah yeah yeah_ yea h 

3 
Ma_ ry __ 

3 3 

yeah_ Lord~ 

t 
0 Ma - rydon'(ou wee p 

t .J 

t t burn ba 

bum bum bum ba bum don't you wee p 

n ,7 1vn 1'7 I"l IV"7 
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131 
132 

Note howl 
t he lead engages lhe second lead in an actual dialogue in example 4.22. When 

he second lead excla1·1n "M " h d 1· h d f 69 h h 
llleasure 72 

s -ar-y, stretc e rom l e en o measure t roug 

. . '
th

e lead responds with "I don't believe she heard you, you better call her 
again. "Th 

. e second lead then cries out more emphatically, this time preceding "Mary" 
Wtth " 

Yeah, Yeah ye-th h'"Th. d' l . h . ·rr f th ' - c , yea . 1s 1a ogue transp1res overt e ongomg n · pattern o 
e ba k 

c ground · . . . . 
voices creating a mult1-d1mens10nal call-and-response pattern. 

Multi-dime · I · l I 
ns1ona call-and-response patterns are common m gospe -sty e Perforn-. 

•11ances th . 
at incorporate a second lead. Example 4.23 shows another example. 

f:Xaru l 
• . . 2 
· Mult1-D1mensional Call-and-Response3 

9 10 11 

well well He'Jl save and heal me 

in all my dis - tress tress -tress_ oh _____ _ 

He'll save and heal 

"""'-"" 
J•7 N II 

when h 
t e lead · . . d · 

a sings "mall my distress" beginning rn measure 8, the backgroun voices nswer. 

sa in measure 9 with the same text. Likewise, when the second lead intones "He' 11 
"eand 

heaJ me" beginning in measure 10, the background voices repeat the same text in 

3z,,1 _ _ _ 
Must Tell Jesus"(Famous Blue Jay Singers) from Glad I Found the Laid. 
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ineasur 
e11.rnth · · · . 

c midst of this call-and-response pattern, the first and second lead parts 
engag . 

e 1n aseco d . . 
n ary pattern m measure 9. The first lead repeats the latter syllable of the 

Word ''d· 
tstress" h . . . . 

on t e strong beats of the measure, while the second lead responds with 
''well" 

on the co- . 1 respond mg weak beats. 33 

Variation Techniques 

As in the folk a d · b.l J · · · · · d. ·d I · · n JU I ee sty es melodic vanat10n mm 1v1 ua voice parts 1s 
Co ' 

111rnon in the . . . . . 
si gospel style. Add1t1onally, with the emergence of the promment lead 

nger in th -
e gospel style there is a new dimension in variation techniques- textual 

Variation. Th. . . 
Is form of variation is apparent in the concluding phrases of the first three 

seer 
Ions of "M . , 

aiy Don t You Weep" presented in example 4.24. 

Bx:ain 
~le.::1 ""· T , . . . 
~- extual Vanat1on m Lead Vocal Performance 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Pharaoh's army they got drowned in the sea one day; 
But Jesus said Mary yo' little sister don't have to moan no more. 

(But listen) Pharaoh's army they got drowned in the sea one day; 
But I believe a man said Mary yo' little sister don't have to moan 
no more. 

(Because-a) Pharaoh's army, that's what the Bible said, 
got drowned in the sea one day; 
But I believe the man said Mary ... 

~fu . . . . .. 
. ree Instances of example 4.24 represent three vanat10ns of the text from the 

onginaJ Ne r . . . . . 
s . . g O spintual (see example 4.7a). The corresponding text from the ongmal 
P1r1tua1 is: 

Pharaoh' 
0 M s army got drowned 

aryd , ' 
1'ex:tu· on t you weep. 

aJ variac . . . . . 
th . Ion evolves through an additive process. Thi s 1s clearly illustrated m the way 

e first 1 · 
ine of t . t· . 1 . ext rom the original spiritual (presented above) expands progressive Y m 

33 

For another example of multi-dimensional call-and-response listen to "How I 
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the th 
ree instan - , . . . 

ces of example 4.24. The text m example 4.24a 1s from the end of the Op . 
ening ch 

r orus (measures 8-15) of lhe Swan Silvertones performance. Note how the 
irst lin - 1·. 

e 10m th · · . . . 
e ongmal text expands to mclude the words "they" and "m the sea one 

day ''E 
. XampJe 4 ?4b . . 

·- 1s from the second chorus (measures 23-31) and expands further. It 
adds the l . . 

ead-m phrase "but listen" to the beginning of the line. Example 4.24c is from the 
Verse ( 

measures 40 . . 
-45), which 1s truncated by an early entrance of the vamp. Here, the 

Phrase "th ., 

4 at s What the Bible said" replaces the word "they" from examples 4.24a and 
-24bin. 

an expansive gesture. And though the idea of a lead-in phrase is maintained from ex 
ample 4 24b . 

· ' the words are altered to "because-a" at the beginning of example 4.24c. 

N Example 4.24 also shows an expansion of the second line of text from the original 
egro s .. 

PintuaJ "o M . . . 
be . - ary don't you weep." Once expanded m example 4.24a, 1t 1s the 

ginning of th - . . . . 
th e hne that undergoes more vanatwn m examples 4.24b and 4.24c. Thus, 

e Phrase "B . . . ,, . 
ut Jesus said" in example 4.24a changes to "but I believe a man said m 

ex.a.in I 
p e 

4
-24b A b · 1 4 ?4c h " " ( I 

4 · more su tie change occurs m examp e ·- w ere a man examp e 
-24b) b 

ecomes "the man. ,,34 

Other Structural Features 

The text f "M ' h · d · · s O ary Don't You Weep" relates to the song s armomc es1gn m 
everaJ 

Ways. The text of the chorus is drawn from the two major divisions of the Bible
the Old 

and New Testaments. The first phrase of the chorus concerns "Mary and Martha," 
two ch 

aracters f 
rom the New Testament: 

~---------------------------
3 rom Swan Silvertones Love Lifted Me/My Rock CDCHD 340, 1991. y 4R. , ~ 

!Yr.°lt Know 
01 

bmore exam,rles of vai-iation in lead vocal performances listen to "Wha_t Do 
~-?,lit J~sus? and "Milky White Way" from Swan_ Silvertones, L?ve Lifted 
~ Spe · 'i Swmg Low Sweet Chariot" from The Soul Stirrers, Heaven 1s My 

oUJ St1·rrecia ty SPCD-7040-? 1993· and "Jesus Done Just What He Said" from The rs J - , , 
'~ Gave Me Water, Specialty SPCD-7031-2, 1992. 
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OMaryd , o Mar on, t you weep, 0 Martha don't you moan; 
1'h Y don t you weep, 0 Martha don't you moan. 3 5 

e second hr . .· . . . 
P ase inte1Jects references to the exodus of the Israelites from Egypt-a 

story f 
rom the Old Testament: 

(Pharaoh's army) 
OMaryd , 
0 M on t you weep down in the Red Sea· 

aryd ' ' ' 1'h on t you weep, 0 Martha don't you moan. 36 
e rn . 

Usie ca t . . . . . 
I . P ures the textual duality by using two sonont1es throughout the song-I and 
Vin the ke . . . . . 

b Y of B llla.Jor. This dual connection between words and music 1s strengthened 
y duality of . . . . 

. mode as well. Throughout the chorus, the tome chord associates with the 
rn<!Jor tnOd 

e. Conversely, the subdominant associates with the minor mode. The first 
tenor c . 

0 ns1stent1 dd " . . , 1 · 
Ya s 1,3 to the subdomrnant harmony creating IV as rn measures 5-6, 

Show . 
n in example 4.25. 

~le,1 "'c-. 
~- Mode Mixture 

B: rv~ 1 
bum bum bum ba 

The fu d . 
n amental structure of the lead and bass (see example 4.5) also depicts the 

duality 
of the t t · . · · · · fl · ·h h ·1· 1· ex With a structural rnterrupt10n. The rnterrupt10n re ects t es I to en1 . 

Phasis i h . . 
. n t e text from the New Testament (NT) theme to the Old Testament (OT) 
therne . 

at 
th

e beginning of the chorus' second phrase. The following diagram illustrates: 

3 5 

John 11: 19 

3GExod. 14:2~ff. 
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3-2113-2-1 
I-V I-V-I 

NT OT 

The lead singe · '. t h h . . . . . I 
I Llea s text muc t e same way a Jazz mus1c1an improvises a so o, 

ParticuJarJ . . 
Yin the vamp. At measures 65-69, shown in example 4.26, the lead improvises tw 

o reference 

Water ,, 
s to Water suggested by text from the chorus- "I' II be your bridge over deep 

. . . and "I'll 
be your rock in a weary land." 

~le,1 "le, 

~- Textual Development in Lead Vocal Performance 

~* 
Ma - ry -

., 

name Ma_ 
- ry I'll 

J> :J J 
66 ~ 4 J 

OJ JJJ JiJJs; iJ I 
I'll be your bridge deep if you in 

ov - er wat - er trust my 

68 

ly· 
be_ your rock in wcaL. y land_ 

a 

Both r 
eference , - · · bl' 'h d · th 

h 
s lepresent vanat1ons on a theme. The textual theme esta is e rn e 

C O . 
rus is "P . . . 

,, ' haraoh' s army, they got drowned in the sea one day." With the idea of 
Water", 

as the unifying element, the vamp returns to this theme in measures 65-67 
(exa111 

Pie 4 26) · · ·1· · · . · Wr th the phrase "I' 11 be your bndge over deep water 1 you ti ust rn my na 
111e Mary.,, 

The second reference to water is Jess overt. "I' II be your rock in a weary land" 
(111easu 

res 67-69 . . t· 
, example 4.26) refers to a "rock" in a desert that yielded a sprrng o 
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Wat -er Upon b . 
eing struck by lhe rcx:l of Moses lhe prophet. This reference comes from the 

same . 
scriptural , · , . . . . 

narrative as the drowning of Pharaoh' s army, but later m the story. 37 

Summary 

The most . ·1·· 
, . . ' sigm icant development of lhe gospel pericx:l of quartet singing was the 
Shift of e1 . ,· 
f nphasis from group singing to lead singing. This shift of emphasis was 
oreshad 

f owed by the clanka Janka riff style from the folk tradition and the narrative style 
rorn th . . 

e Jubilee tradition. Consequently, quartets added a fifth voice to maintain a 
con · sistent f, 

our-part structure as accompaniment for the new prominent lead singer. 

th An important thread of development that conlinued to evolve in the gospel style is 
e call-and- -

response lechnique. The intrcx:luction of gospel-style vamps represented 
continued 
r' . development of the technique, as shown in "Mary Don't You Weep. " Just as 
if[ Patt 

erns (such as the clanka Janka riff and instrumental-style riff) are a form of call
and-res 

PGnse gos I . 'ff . ' · ' pe vamps are composed of a repeating n as accompaniment 1or an 1111 . 
Prov1sin I . 

g ead singer. Also, "Mary Don't You Weep" employs a second lead (another ne,., 
1
. 

•v eat 
Ure of the gospel style), which creates a multi-dimensional call-and-response 

Pattern T 
· hus, call-and-response patterns occur simultaneously between lead and group, 

and lead 
and second lead. 

t. The influence of big band jazz is evident in the change from a two-beat rhythmic 
eer. 

d in earlier quartet s tyles to a four-beat rhythmic feel in the gospel styl e. This thread of 
evelo 

S. Pment runs parallel to the shift in big band jazz from a two-beat feel in Chicago 
tyJen· . 

IX.ieJand to , • b · · · E "M D 't Y W "a a 1our- eat feel m the Swmg ra. ary on ou eep, n 
adap . 

tation of . . . . . . 
· a Negro spmtual, reflects the change of feel wllh a change of mete1. And 

JUst · 
as SWin -. . . . . . . 

g eighths accompanied the change of feel m big band Jazz, likewise, swmg 

37 

Exact. 17:5-6. 
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eighths in the . , , . . . 
gospel-style adaptation of "Mary Don't You Weep" replace the evenly 

Punctuated . -
eighth notes of the original Negro spiritual. 

Another thread of development that has a parallel in the evolution of jazz is the 
deveJo 

Pment of the bas· , · J b · · · 1·1 d h t· b _ s voice. ust as oog1e-woog1e rn · uence a c ange rom a two-
eat feel to a f . . . . . . 

our-beat t eel rn Jazz, the use of boog1e-woog1e bass patterns effected the 
same cha -
n, nge of rhythmic feel in quartet music. Though not observed in "Mary Don't You 
vveep ,, 

' several -
quartet performances from the gospel period demonstrate the boogie

Woo · gie intl . 

I. uence. B00g1e-woogie bass lines represented the beginning of walking bass 
tne · 

s In quart t . . 
e singing-a trait that would be further developed in the recent neo-jubilee 

trend 

Chord str t · f h · · t· . uc ures rn the gospel style show a convergence o c aractenst1cs rom 
the ea I" 

r Ier folk and jubilee styles. On the one hand chords are complete (containing roots a , 
nd thirds) , . . . . . . 

most ot the time-a carry-over from the Jubilee style. On the other hand, the 
seve h . nt IS th . . 

e only regularly added dissonance, as in the folk style. Also, harmomc 
Progres . . 

Sion Is often restricted in gospel-style performances, particularly in vamps, which 
encoura e·. 

g s improvisation by the lead singer. "Mary Don't You Weep," uses two chords 
exclusiv 1 

e Y-I and IV. 

. Finally, lead singing is highly improvisatory in the gospel style, as saliently 
d1sp1 

ayed i "M . . · . 
n ary Don't You Weep." As a consequence, textual variation rn repeated 

~tio~ . . 
of music is a prominent characteristic of gospel-style performances, representmg 

cont· tnued d 
evelopment of variation techniques in the genre. 
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CHAPTERV 

"MARY" 

Characteristics of Neo-Jubilee Trend 

At present th · 
, ere 1s one vocal group from the black religious quartet singing trad· rtion · . 

l' A el1joying unprecedented success. To date, recorded performances of the group 
KE6have 

garnered seven Grammy awards. 1 Additionally, one of TAKE 6's five corn 
rnerciall 1 

Y re eased recordings has sold over a million units. Two other recordings 
have soJct 
b over 500,000 units. Along with the critical acclaim and mass appeal achieved 
Yl'Af<E6 s . . . . 

b ' cholarsh1p acknowledges their recent contnbut10n to the development of 
lack re1· . 

igious quartet singing with statements like the following: 

pe . . L~)fnell' s forecast for the future of gospel quartet singing is rather 
ce s~u~istic; he doubts that the genre will ever again approach its mid
as~ ~Iy apogee. Perhaps not, but the musical heritage of the quartet is 
po ~td by groups such as Take Six [i.e., TAKE 6] a~d the numer~:ms 
ind bar ensell.lbles whose artistic and cultural foundations are certamly 

e ted to this tradition. 2 

reco d 
1

The Gram · · · h · · • A. r ed mu . my award 1s regarded among ~he most prest1g10us oi:i01s given i_or a 
Prcademy of Real ~e:formance rel~ased m the Umted States. M_embers <?f the N_at10nal , 
th Ofession 1 _eco1d1J?-g Arts & Sciences (NARAS) elect the wmners of th~ award. T~ose 
re e Vo~ing ~s resp~ns!ble fo~ the cr~ation of commercially released recordmgs co~fnse 

cording embe!s, mcludmg performers, producers, arrangers, sound engmee1s and 
companies 

2 • 

CoIIe e ~il,I_ie Strong, review of Happy in the Service of the Lord, by Kip Lomeli , in 
Usie S m sium 36 (1996): 177-79. See also Reagon, 14; and Allen, 8. 
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. A lesser known group, the Breath of Life Quartet, is significant for their stylistic 
1nnuence 

on TAKE 6. 
3 

They began recording professionally thirteen years before TAKE 
6and th . 

eir Vocal aITangements represent a critical turning point in the harmonic 
deveJo 

Prnent of the genre. Innovations by TAKE 6 and the Breath of Life Quartet 
constitut 

ea trend of development that this writer designates neo-jubilee. 

As its name suggests, the most significant development of the neo-jubilee trend is 
the ret 

Urn of emphasis to group singing. Additionally, a new emphasis on jazz 
ha . 

rrnon1zati . . . 
. on combmes with the smooth well-blended group sound associated with 
JUbiJee-st l 

y e quartets. Thus, ninth, eleventh and thirteenth chords are commonplace, re 
Presentin , . . . . . 

g expansion of added dissonances established rn the Jubdee style (namely 
seve 

nths and . 
occasional use of the added sixth).4 

New developments in quartet singing continue to parallel developments in big 
ba d 

n jazz B · . . 
a · or instance, neo-jubilee performances regularly employ chord vo1crngs 
~~ - . . 

. With big bands of the Swing Era. Also, TAKE 6 often emulates the rhythmic 
interpia . . 

y among instrumental sections in big band jazz (i.e., trumpets, trombones, 
saxoph 
. ones and rhythm). And the boogie-woogie-style walking bass gives way to a more 

linear a . 
PProach Just as it did in the development of big band jazz. Thus, there are more 

Passing-t . 
one dissonances as bass lines anticipate and delay the arrival of the roots of 

Chords. 

I-Iarrnonic variation is prominent in the neo-jubilee trend, which can be seen as 
ft1rth 

~d~ci . . . . . . . 0 Pment of the melodic vanat1on common rn earlier styles. Thus, there are 

iireq in
3Mi~ Claude V. McKnight III, an original member of TAKE 6, ~estifi~s to the 

Uthor, 3 A nee of the Breath of Life Quartet. Claude V. McKmght III, rnterv1ew by 
4 ugust 1995, live interview, Nashville, Tenn. 

lo• s as t~r. ~helto~ Kilby, the vocal arrang~r for the Breath of Life Quartet, cites the Hi
Pnmary mfluence on the use of dissonance rn Breath of Life Quartet 
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111ore i , 
nstances r . . . . . . . 0 

melodic repetition m successive phrases of a song accompanied by Vary· 
Ing har · 

monic progressions. 

The Breath f L. r . . . · 
h O 

11 e Quartet adheres to the emphasis on group smgmg more stnctly 

t ¾TA.f<:E 6. TAKE6ot·t h · · b"l h h.b. . bl 
b en uses t e quasi-Ju I ee approac , ex 1 1tmg a a ance 
etw een grou 

P and lead emphasis. "Mary" is one such performance. Moreover, the 
arran . 

gement 1s b d 
y ase on the Swan Silvertones gospel -style performance of "Mary Don't 

ou Weep" . 
f examined in chapter IV. 5 Comparison of the two performances occurs 
requentJy thro . . . 

ughout this chapter to highlight recent neo-jubilee-trend charactenst1cs. 

Formal Structure 

In 
th

e earlier Swan Silvertones performance of"Mary Don't You Weep," there is 
Only 

o~~r B . 
b se. ecause of an elision with the vamp that follows, the verse 1s shortened 
y four measu . . 

res and never appears in its entirety. The verse (V) occurs twice m the more 
recent TAKE . . . 
the . . 

6 
performance, once in its entirety (a sixteen-measure penod) and once with 

elision. Al . . 
I· so, the TAKE 6 performance ends with an additional half chorus (c), the 
ast eight , 

i measures of a full chorus (C) . These exceptions aside, the TAKE 6 performance 
OIJows the st . . . . . . 

. ructure of the Swan Silvertones performance, mcludmg a vamp that contains 
an 0p . 

en1ng se f . 
f c Ion (Val) and a closing section (Va2). The diagram below represents the 
orrna1 d 

esign of "Mary": 

C C V V Val Va2 c 

~ Sh I gements Th--.--,-----.-------.------.----
e ton Kilb · I e_ H1-L? s was a vocal Jazz quartet popular m the 1950s an~ 1960s. 

5 Y II, Interview by author, 16 March 1995, telephone conversat10n. 
bon' t y In address1· · · · f h s s·1 t ' "M· th . . . ou We ,, ng quenes c<;:>ncerrung the_ influence o t e wan I ver ones . ary 
at at Its harm ~p, Mr. Mark Kibble the senior vocal arranger for TAKE 6, conflfmed 

1thor, 3 A onic structure is the basi~ for the TAKE 6 version. Mark Kibble, interview by 
ugust 1995, live interview, Nashville, Tenn. 
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Number and Function of Voice Parts 

a . TAKE 6 began as a four-member quartet (with a different name) and expanded to 
SIX-rne b 

rn er group. This evolution happened gradually, progressing from four to five 
rnernbe 

rs and th f . 
' en rom five to six members. 6 The early four-voice performances of 

TAKE 6 , 
show the d · · t · fl · · h · h · · 1 " irec rn uence of the Breath of Life Quartet, w 1c 1s stnct ya 1our-

mernber 
. group. Moreover, many of TAKE 6' s early performances were vocal 
arran 

gernents b . . . . 
orrowed from the repertoire of the Breath of Life Quartet. One such 

Perforn-. 
.. ,ance W'lS "If' w 7 f' 

c e Ever Needed the Lord Before." When TAKE 6 grew to a 1ve-
rnernber 

group, the added voice part supplied occasional dissonance in the performance 
much 1. Ike th · · . ,, 

e Jubilee-style performance of "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me by the 
Southern S , , . . . 

ons ( chapter III). However, TAKE 6' s use of the add1 t10nal voice part was 
more 
. Pervasive than in the earlier "One Day When the Lord Will Call Me," supplying 

d1s80 nance th . 
ioughout the performance as in example 5.1. 

. GT 
1nt . he 1n b , · · · , , I p· erv1ew8_ e~ ers of TAKE 6 have discussed t~e gro_up s C?ng!fs m ~evera . 10neer Pre~ee,_ for example, Bob Protzman, "Takmg It m Stnde, St. P,wl (Mmn.) 

7 Dis atch, 2 February 1989. 
Breath f L. 0 1fe Quartet, Spirituals, Chapel C- 5311, 1977. 
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~-T . . . · AKE 6, Early F1ve-Vo1ce Style8 

G:" J6,, 

'' bVIJ6,, 
._/ 

" blll6 
" IV V 

E:x:cept for t . . . 
he notes added rn the TAKE 6 performance (m parentheses), example 5.1 

shows th . 
e voice parts as originally performed by the Breath of Life Quartet. In this 

Se · 

CH 

Chon of th . . . . 
e performance, the fifth voice frequently provides the added sixth dissonance, 

recalling its , . . . . 
use rn the latter years of the Jubilee penod. 9 

. Upon expanding to a six-voice ensemble, TAKE 6 adopted two approaches to the 
tunctio 

n of Voice parts. "Mary" represents one approach, which recalls the transitional 
quasi · · 

--JUb1Iee sty! th d h' h f ' . e at eveloped into the gospel style. Int 1s approac , a 1ve-vo1ce 
texture, 

accompan · · I t· · "M " 1es a promrnent lead vocal. The lead voca per ormance m ary 

Perf'orm
8!~~ <'? member Mr. Mark Kibble was the newly added ~Jember in this . 

P~rjormect ;: . It We Ever l':feeded the Lord Befo'.e'.' was also the firs~ song ~fr. Ki~bl~ . 
Part onJy m Ith TAK~ 6. It 1s remarkable that he JOmed TAKE 6 and 1mprov1sed this fifth 

9 
oments before his debut with the group. Kibble, 1995. 

being actJ: tuniqu~ use of strict parallelism _in example 5.1 results in the sixth dissonance 
0 cho1ds other than the normative I and IV. 
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(example 5 2) . . . . . 
. · demonstraLes the conlmuat1on of prominent lead smgmg features 
introduced b . . . 

Y quas1-Jub1lee quartets and developed during the gospel period (chapter IV). 

~DIP., '"l. . 

~- Prom I nen t Features of the Lead Vocal 10 

(a) Chanting 

l 36 

well I'm gon - na put my foot 

Bh· I II 

IV 

. lOR 

listen to "M'r more examples of the use of a prom!nent lead in T 17.KE 6 p~rforman_ces, ,, 
from So ilky White Way" from TAKE 6 Rernse 9 25670-2; Something w1thm Me 
~b~; and "O Thou that Tellest from Handel's Messiah: A Soulful . 
use~' ~epnse _9 26980-2, 1992. See example_4.2 (chapter IV) to compare similar 

e features ma gospel-style lead vocal perlormance. 
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(b) B 
alf-Sung/Spoken Notes 

l 45 

Ma_ ry 

0 Ma - ry don\ you 

'----1 
IV I 

(c) Melis · 
matte Passages 

l 3 89 

O Ma-ry don~ you 

(doorn \.::::; 
b doo- rn doorn doom ba) 
a ba ba 

IV I 

The other approach to function of voice parts used by TAKE 6 is strictly jubilee, 
""her easix- · 
e Voice texture employs no prominent lead vocal part. Example 5.3 presents an 
:Xcerpt f 

rom another TAKE 6 performance illustrating this approach. 
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Ex· ~PIP.~~- . . . . 
~- 8tncUub1lee Approach 11 

1'4 

' t B1 ... 
Him Him 

B2 

' ·1 
oh glo ry 

A: I v'-"' 
1'1 
1'2 
1'3 

real - ly rea l - ly need Him m the morn - ing 

n n LJ n, 
Ill 

doom doom doom doom doom 

VI CH V '-"' 

Corn.pared t . . . . . 0 TAKE 6, the Breath of Life Quartet uses the stnct Jubilee approach 
excJu . 

SJVeJy. 

WC 

V '-"' 

t In some rare instances, TAKE 6 takes advantage of modern recording technology 
o create 
. Vocal textures that expand to as many as eight voice parts as in measures 72-74 

Of''~,. lYiary" 
(example 5.4). 

1 

'"If We Ever" from TAKE 6, TAKE 6. 
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Exam I ~1010' A. E" 
~- ight-VoiceTexture 12 

/ siug -in' 
Ma_ 

b 
Weep 

0 Ma- ry don~ you weep 

B1 - t t -
B2 

i r 
Bk IV 

I IV 

In ex 
ample 5 4 · · I . · 'it is not the accompanying group voice parts that expand the texture. 

nstead . 
, two voi ,_ . . . 

vo· ce parts are assigned to harmomze the melody of the lead. Thus, a f1ve-
1ce textu 

re serv · te es, essentially, as accompaniment for a more prominent three-voice 
Xture. 13 

Chord Structures and Added Dissonance 

Pick: As a thread of development, the use of added dissonance in the neo-jubilee trend 

s Up Where th . b. . . ct · e JU !lee style ended. As prev10usly demonstrated, the added sixth 
isso 

nance th . . . 
at occurs m late jubilee-style performances 1s generally absent from gospel-

12 
Voic - . TAKE6 . . . Pores In the uses :'11ult1track r~cordmg to recor~ VC?1ce parts ~eyond the numbe~ of 
Mu ~~re on 

1
group. This techmque 1s standard practice m prof ess10nal sound recordmg. 

~ 8 n nuitttrack recording see Neal Brighton, "Multitrack Recording," Electroruc 
Verctubbint" i (October 1992): 78-82; and Neal Brighton and Scott Wilkinson, 

I
. 1

3
r-- ' _jectromcMusician 9, no. 6 (June 1993): 72-76. 

tste rora h . . 
Of l !1 to "Let th0 {y.er TAKE 6 performance that expands to more than six voice parts 
''l'h Ife Quartet e ords" from _TAKE 6. For examples of expande~ v~ice parts in Breath 
I 9

7
~ Master p1.P~~formances listen to the begmnmg of "Ghetto quid and the end of 

· an from Breath of Life Quartet, Ghetto Child, Ultimate Records S7517, 
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SlyJe performances, which generally exhibit less use of dissonance. Example 5.5 shows 

the return of the add d . h d. . h . · 1 d d . 1 · 
. e s1xt JSsonance mt e neo-Jub1 ee tren compare to its ear 1er use 
in the jub·1 1 

ee style. The similarities between the two instances of example 5.5 are striking, 
gi Ven that th . . . 

ey were recorded nearly thirty years apart. Both rnstances show added sixth 
chords as , . . 

part of a succession of seventh chords. Also, both rnstances employ close-
Position v . ,· . . . . 

oicing of chords m mverswn. 

~: Comparison of Use of Added Dissonance in Jubilee Style and Neo-Jubilee 

(a) "M 
Y God Is a Mighty Man," Southern Sons (1950) 

Tenor 1 
Tenor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

Medium swing 

My God is a 

6 

E: "H " 

2 3 

6 

" Jj " 

(b) "Th· 
18 

Same Jesus," Breath of Life Quartet (1977) 

9 

6 

f: " I1j " VIT0 j 6 
" J'j " IV1 VIl0 j Jj 

4 

\;,I 

VJl0 i my chi!' now 

Al,: VII0 j 

'4s . . I 
outhern Sons Quartette, I Love the Lord; and Breath of Life Quartet, Spmtua s. 
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Besides seventh chords (including apparent seventh chords such as the added 

sixth chord), the regular use of ninth, eleventh and thirteenth chords is a new 

development in the neo-jubilee trend. 15 These jazz-style dissonances are generally created 

in one of three ways. Example 5.6 compares the background voice parts in the opening 

phrase or "Mary" with the earlier Swan Silvertones voice parts to show one method for 

creating dissonance. Measures 1-4 of example 5.6b preserve, with slight modification, 

the four-voice structure of the Swan Silvertones performance in example 5.6a. Measures 

5-7 expands to a five-voice texture in example 5.6b. The added fifth voice is dissonant, 

adding a ninth (F) above bass note B. 

. , b _ the root) are called extensions 
. . 

15Ninth eleventh and thirteenth d1ssonanc_es (~ _ovethe basi·c function of the chord . 
InJ""'- T · ' d h"l mamtammg -= -z. he dissonance extends a chor w I e 
Sec Sample, 40-41. 
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~no1"'' r-. . . 
~- Dissonance Through Added Notes 16 

(a) Swan s·1 1 vertones Version 

Tenor 1 
Tenor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

Bh: 

2 

OMa-ryd you weep 
on~ 

I 

t 

3 

o Mar-tha you 
don~ 

bum bum 

(V) 

7 8 

o Mar - tha don~ you moan 

rv1 bum bumbum ba bum 

I 

) 
moan __ (oh_oh_ 

3 
~7 doom_ 

( I~ = j) 

16 te~p" arJfr compare, excerpts from th~ Swan Sih'.ei:tones version of "Mary Don't Y 0~1 
A.KE 6 ve. ~spos<::d a half step down trom the ongmaJ key signature to match that of the 

ision as in example 5.6. 
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(b) TAKE 6 Version 

Tenor \ 
Tenor 2 

Tcnor3 
Bari tone 

Bass 

Tl 
T2 

T3 
Bl 
82 

Bl,: 

9 

IV'' 

2 3 

I 
~ 1~ =r <1~ =n 

7 8 

r \LJU 

A second method of creating dissonance is through reharmonization, as shown in 

the comparison in example 5.7. 

Example 5. 7: Dissonance Through Reharmonization 

(a) Swan Silvertones Version 

9 10 l 1 12 

Tl 
T2 

down in the Red Sea 

~ 
Bl 
B2 ., 

' Bk I (V) I IV"7 3 
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(b) TAi,rr, 
J.~6 Version 

11 12 

dro~Jed in lhe Red 

Bk 
JU J.6 

1'7 (It ~ID) IV17 I 

1'he second . . . . 
tenor supplies the melody in the two mstances of example 5. 7. This melody 

co . 
ns1sts of . . . . . 

a repeatrng Bh rn measures 9-10 of example 5.7a, accompamed by tome 

harmony_ . . 
a Bh chord. The reharmonization at example 5.7b also begms w1th 

Prolongati . . . 
on of Bl, harmony but utilizes a techruque borrowed from the Swmg Era of big 

band jazz in mea· , . 9 . h h d . I . . T . . su1e -a succession of sevent c or s m c ose pos1t10n. o max1m1ze 
the 

effect of th· 
is technique, the melody is put in motion at measure 9 of example 5. 7b. 

1'hus, the repeat" Bl f . ed . I d . 1· h d mg , o · example 5.7a 1s transform mto a me o 1c met at ascen s 

frorn Bh3 to . 
F4 in measure 9 and returns to Bh3 on beat 3 of measure 10. Note the 

Si · tnilari t · , . . 
Y Ill cho1d structures between measure 9 and a passage wntten for four trombones 

Presented . 
together in example 5.8. 
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~: Close Pos1·t · v · · · " - 10n 01cmg m Mary" and Big Band Jazz17 

(a) "Mary" 

1'3 
Pha 

~1 B1 
B2 

..... 

~ a Bi/ AJ,ma7/BI, Bl,mi7/F Cmi7/F Dh 

I 1~7 ~6 
(It HII) 

El,+9 E1,+1 AJ,ma9 AJ,ma9 

I 
V 

E/,+7(.9) 

I 

Bxarn 
Pies 5 8a 

· and 5.8b both show a succession of seventh chords in close position. 18 

The reh- . . " . 
si . . armomzat10n of the opening phrase of "Mary (example 5.7b) illustrates a 

gn,ficant f, . . 
Ill eature in the neo-jubilee trend: reharmonization often alters an original 

elocty. 19 

More reharmonization occurs in the verse of "Mary" along with other 

17 
Transc · · . 

, 8F nption of trombones copied from Sebesky, 21. 

N 19B or more examples of close-position voicing in quartet singing see example 5.5. 

fr~:ed theo~d~er example, see the Breath of Life Quartet adaptation of "If We Ever 
p01 Breath 0 / . . efore" in example 5.22. Compare also "Have Thine Own Way 1:-,ord" 
Ba 1~rd and G Life Quartet, ~Jenty Good ~oom, Chapel S 5276, 1975; and Adelaide A. 

orf; C. Stebbms, "Have Thme Own Way, Lord!", The New Natwnal 
' -5. 
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significant i , .. . . 
eatures. For the f 1rst time m the performance, the vocal texture expands to 

open-posi f . . . . . . 100 
vo1cmg m measures 36-38, shown m the second mstance of example 5.9. 

~D!f'.:::;n. 
~- Reharmonization in Verse 

(a) S 
Wan Siivertones Version 

35 > 

(oh) 

sure - ly would_(ycah_ 

t 

- - bum__:: bum __ bum 

(V) I 

39 40 

Mo - ses stood 

bum bum bum ba bum bum ba 

(V) I 
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T3 
B1 
B2 

(b) TAKE 6 Version 

T1 ~ 1 I 33 

T2 

J 

r 
1 

B, 
r 

J_ 
R 9sus 
IV 

r 
If 

I 

I 

f 

3 4,,...----.... 

:. 

r 
I 

I I 

I 

t --
1 LJ LJa doom doom 

B,9 
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The chord v · · . 
oicmgs m measure 35 of example 5.9b act as a transition to the open-position 

V . . 
o1c1ngs in 

measures 36-38. Measure 35 begins with close position chords on beats 2 
aod 3 that re · , . . . . 

cctll lhe harmomc progress10n and chord v01crngs from the chorus (see 
ex:arnple 5 7b 

· ). The following two chords on beal 4 are in semi-open position, 20 creating 
a srnooth tr · · . . 

ansition m voice leading to the open-position chords of measures 36-38. The 
~~~ . . . . 

gress1on from close to open position is another device borrowed from big 
bad n rnusic as . 

example 5.10 illustrates. 

~Pie ,;; 1 r.. p . . . V . · 21 
~- rogress1on from Close- to Open-Pos1t1on 01crng 

Trps. 

Tbns. 

Bs. 
C6 

Dmi7 Emi7 
G pedal-----D#f Jf(W) 

> 

The . 
gradual pr · · · · · · th t · bo 1· ogress1on from close- to open-pos1t10n v01cmg occurs m e 10m nes o 

the bi b- . . . . . . 
g and Illustration ( example 5.10). The first measure begms w, th close-pos1t10n 

chords and 7 l 'i 
expands to semi -open position for the last chord of the measure (E ( 9 )) . The 

Phrase 
concludes with two chords in open position on beat 2 of the second measure. 

20 :--- - - ---

Close-posf~mi-open-position voicing results from dropping the second highest voice in a 
hon cliord down an octave. See Sebesky 49. 

21 ' 

Transcription copied from Sebesky, 32. 
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Along With the change to open-position voicings in "Mary" comes a displacement 
Ofth e second t , 

enor s melody. Thus, the second tenor's melody in measure 35 of example 
S.9bb . eg1ns · h . 

Wit conjunct motion and leaps up to Bl,4 in the first tenor on beat 2 of 

rneasure36 . 
· The melody remains in the first tenor through measure 38. Comparing 

rneasures 37-3 . . . . 8 of example 5.9b with 5.9a venf1es the displacement of the melody. Note 

how the melod . . . . . 
Y of the words "stand on the rock" 1s a repeating Bh3 in the second tenor of 

exam 1 
Pe5.9aJn · 3 14 · ht·· · Th. . · example 5.9b, the repeatmg Bl, transfers to B, int e lfst tenor. 1s 

1llustr 
ates another significant feature in the neo-jubilee trend: reharmonization utilizing 

0Pen- · . Position v · ,· · · · · h d oicmg often displaces the melody to the uppermost pos1t10n in c or 
structu . 

Jes. To illustrate further example 5.11 shows another instance of melodic 
d' , 
ispJacement . . . 

In open-pos1t1on voicing. 
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~Pie '\ 1 
I. Melodi" o· I . 0 n . . V . . 22 ~- c 1sp acementm pen-ros1t1on 01cmg 

(a) 

(b) 

T1 
T2 
T3 

M: 

With - in a - me with - in 
Lord 

3 

3 

I 

3 

a - me with - m a - me with - in a - me 
Lord Lord 

3 

with -

Some - thing with - m a-me da da with - in a-me some - thing with -

Bxa 

Doom - ba doom 

a13 GB 
doom 

AJP 
I 

r 
doom doom 

cal3> 

3 

d[m doom - ba doom doom 

(G13) AJP (IJ,9) 
IV 

lhple 5 1 Ia 'h · · · f "S h. . h . M " · s ows the begmnmg of the openmg chorus o omet mg w1 t m e as 

Perf orlhed b . . . . 
Y TAKE 6. The melody is a repeatmg Al,3 m the third tenor voice part. 

Bxalhpl . . . . 
e 5. llb IS a reharmonization, in open-position v01cmg, that occurs later m the 

Perfo 
llnance. It shows the two previously identified features of reharmonization in effect 

Bi rst h 
' t e lhelody transfers to the uppermost position, effected by open-position voicing. 

22 .. 
8 0 mething within Me" (TAKE 6) from So Much 2 Say 
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Second th - - . . 
' e 

1
eharmoruzat1on alters the repeating Al, melody. Note how lower neighbor 

tones ( diato . 
nic and chromatic) ornament the Al, melody throughout example 5.11 b. 

Another big band technique adopted in the neo-jubilee trend is "sectional playing," 
Where Voic . . . . . . 

es emulate the rhythmic and melodic rnterplay between sections of a big band 
(i.e., saxo h . . . 

P ones, trumpets, trombones and rhythm rnstruments). TAKE 6 p10neered the 

adaptation of th · t h · · · · · h M·11 B h 
. is ec mque rn black religious quartet srngrng, Just as t e I s rot ers 
introd . 
. Uced the instrumental riff style in the earlier jubilee tradition. Because of its quasi-
JUbiiee-st l , . . 

' Ye approach, "Mary" does not exhibit this feature. It 1s more common rn 

~~ . . . . 
ces employmg a strict jubilee-style approach, as shown rn the compansons rn 

exam l 
P es 5.12 and 5.13. 

~n le 5. 5. 
1 
12 ?: Comparison of Linear Sectional Playing Style in Vocal and Big Band q1 range~J 

(a) 

doomd ba jrrroom ba 
00m doom 

G#9 
A9 Eh~3(11 I) 

3 
do-oom ba 

doom 

N 

do _ oom doom ba doom doom doom doom ba 
ba ba 

Ami9 D 13 

A ·11 9 
fill 

23« 

Bappy "U Get A~ay, Jordan" from TAKE6; and Steve Sample, "Sometimes I'm 
' npubhshed Score, n.d., University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa. 
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(b) 

Sxs. 

Trps . 

Tbns. 

AJ,miV B13010 JJ,13(111) JJ,13(/11 

Bs. 
Ah 6/9 B~J3 (/ 11) ci3 (Ill) D13 c9011) 

Sxs. 

Trps . 

1'bns. 

c1 c,9) B~IJ n9)AJ,13 c,9) 

Bs. 
D/(111) B1n9) Al3C,9)G13c,9) c1c19) 

Example 5 I? 

b
. · - compares a performance by TAKE 6 with a big band performance. In the 
1g b 

aoci performance ( example 5.12b), the sectional playing is linear, alternating between 
saxo h 

P 0 nes a db . . n rass (trumpets and trombones). Naturally, there 1s t1mbral contrast 
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between th - . . 
e two choirs of rnstruments (i.e., reeds versus brass) , and the voicing of the 

bras s spans, .d 
cl w, er tonal range than the saxophones-generally between two and three 

octaves for . - . , 
the b1ass compared to under two octaves for the saxophones. 

The TAKE 6 performance (example 5.12a) recreates big band sectional playing 
through co , . . . . 

ntrast 1n chord v01crngs, tonal ranges and rhythm. Note how the v01ce parts 

generaJJ , , . . . 
Y span cl tonal range of three octaves with the first tenor emphas1zmg A 5, recallmg 

the range of th b . . . d . . . I 
e rass m example 5.12b. Also, the passage 1s voice m open pos1t1on. n 

the · 
11l1dst of th· b . I . . c· h is rass-hke passage comes a sudden change to c ose pos1t1on m t e upper 

five Voice . . 
pa, ts) and, consequently, a more narrow tonal range on beat 4 of measure 6. 

Also, the . . . . 
re IS a change of note values-from eighths and quarters to sixteenths. This 

rnon-. 
,.,entary sh ·f · · h · I 1 t m the musical dialogue effectively recalls the saxop ones m examp e 

5.12b wh·, . . 
' Ich also exhibit a more narrow tonal range and shorter note values than their 

brass c 
ounterparts. 

TAKE 6 also emulates the vertical approach to sectional playing, where contrast in 
chord Voi . . . 

cings, tonal ranges and rhythm occurs s11nultaneously as m example 5.13. 
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~~ Comparison of Vertical Sectional Playing Style in Vocal and Big Band 

(a) 

need 

A13 

3 3 
a - we need oom ba 

cr-109) 

I v'-" 

doom 

IV 

doom doom doom doom 

F# mi7 B~7/F 
Fmi7 

Emi7 A+1c19) 

VI 

Emi6 A13 

II 
N 

in the night 

c13c110 B13sus 
B13 

V 

ba 

24"If 
lJnpubli h d We Ever" from TAKE6; and Steve Sample, "My Favorite Things," 

s e Score, n.d., University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa. 
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(b) 

Sx:s 

1'bns 

Bs. 
Fm;? 

Sx:s. 5 6 

1'bns. 

Bs. 
G~ 7/C 

In exam 
. ple 5.13b, the saxophones are in close-position block voicing, where the chords 
are v . 

OJCed. 

1 
in close position within an octave and the uppermost part is doubled an octave 

OWer.2s s· . 
Imllarly, the upper four voice parts in measure 78 of the TAKE 6 performance 

(ex:ampJe 5. . . . . . . . 
I3a) move rn close-pos1t1on v01cmg (without the octave doublrng). The 

trolllb ones · . 
. provide contrast to the fluid rhythm of the saxophones with syncopated stabs 
1n ev 

"'ample 5 . . . 
. I3b. The simulated trombones rn example 5. I3a (ban tone and bass) also 

25 

and illlita~~~sky (52) identifies close-position block voicing as "the single most popular 
ance band sound of all time." 
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"play" a cont , · . . . . rdstmg rhythm agamst the upper four voice parts m measure 78-steady 
quarter not . 

es against eighth notes. 

In addition to added dissonance and reharmoniz.ation, a third method for creating 
dissonance . . . 

occurs m measure 35 of "Mary," shown in example 5.14. 

~Die,;; 1,1. ·, . . 
~- Dissonance through V 01ce Leadmg 

3 5 

BJ.7 Bl,mi7 IF "Linear" ........____ 
Al,ma 11m Cmi1 IF B,9 

I 

Measure35 . . 
contams a chord resulting from voice leading exclus1vely that does not 

funcr 
Ion according to traditional harmonic syntax. The chord in question is an apparent 

dominant . . . 
seventh buI!t on bass note D. Instead of progressmg to a chord bmlt on G, 

Whose ro t j" . . . . . . 0 Ies a fifth away, 1t moves to a Bl,9 chord. As md1cated m the wman numeral 

analysis m h . . . 
' armony dominates measure 35, which contams the D chord. However, 

When list · . 
enmg to this passage, the D chord, which is the most trenchant chord of the 

measure doe , . . . f I. . . . 
' snot Jar the ear. This is because its construct10n 1s o mear ongrn, as 1t 

contains t . . . . . . . 
wo notes m common with the chords that directly precede and follow it. mne1 

notes 8,
4 

and C4 with the preceding Cmi7/F chord, and C4 and the first tenor note Al,4 with 

th e folio · . 
Wing Bh 9 chord. Also, inner notes E,4 and Gl,3 resolve by step to notes m the 

f Oil owing Bl,
9 

chord. Further still, in the voice leading of the bass, the root of the linear 
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chord (D2 , . . . . . . . 
) completes an arpegg1ation of the Bh tnad, which, as identified, governs the 

harrnon ,. 
Y O · measure 35. 

Example 5.15 shows an earlier TAKE 6 performance (when the groups' name 

Was Allianc ) h . 
e w ere, again, voice leading alone creates dissonance. The roman numeral 

analysis be! . . . 
ow the staff (example 5.15) shows an authentic cadence with dommant 

Preparati o , , . . , 
n as the large-scale harmomc design. The lead vocal s C5 on the downbeat of 

measure 6 repre t h · · · · h k f C · h · h · sens t e arnval of the fmal tome rn t e ey o maJor, w 1c 1s 
Prolonged i . 

or 4 measures. The prolongation is, essentially, a IV -I harmomc 
Progressi , . . . . . . . 

on, as the three sononties labeled "lmear" (m measures 6-7) are m the service of 

IV. Note how the three tenor parts descend chromatically while the lower voices ascend 

chromatic JI . . 
a Y, and all voice parts converge on subdommant harmony (IV) rn measure 8. 

rv · 
is furthe · · · · r embellished by an applied l,ll chord in an rnstance of harmomc retrogression. 

F'inal!y th . . . . . . . . 
' e applied l,IJ 1s umque because, along with its relat1onsh1p to the precedrng IV, 

it is an ap . . 26 
parent seventh chord that resolves lmearly to Im measure 9. 

With fewer voices than TAKE 6, the Breath of Life Quartet accomplishes a 

~~w .. 
e amount of added dissonance through unique chord v01crngs. Example 5.16 

shows t . . . . 
. Wo devices commonly observed in Breath of L1f e Quartet performances that effect 
, ncreased I . . 

evels of dissonance. 

26F 
Of ''I' rn or another example of dissonance resulting from voice leading listen to the end 

on My Way" from TAKE 6, So Much 2 Say. 
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Ex::.n-. I . 
~ llOl f' <:; IC. "BJ . 27 
~- ess this House," Final Cadence, Alliance/TAKE 6 (1984) 

l 

'fl 
dwell_ oh ____ Lord __ 

'f2 ~ 

'f3 

r !_ 
B1 

Lord.__ _____ _ 

B2 

r r r r r 
Cma9/E D ·1 Dmi9Emi9 Fma9 F# /117 E~9 (I I I) fill 

n IV y _____ _ 

l 6 7 

with Thee 

'fl 
'f2 
1'3 

B1 
B2 

Ql3 (!9) 
"Linear" 

\:.I 
Fmi11 0 13010 

·------
(IV"-/ HI) 

'--

I 

27 

Alliance, Something Within, Legacy Records LR 002, 1984. 
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~PJe5 1r.:.. · . 
~· Dissonance m Breath of Life Quartet Performances28 

(a) Implied Bass Notes 

5 

s ure do need now 
Him 

oh Lord_ 
t 

we sure do need now If we 
Him 

Emi11 A1 01 0+1 G'3 C CID G 
J! V V (V'--") IV V I --v---,, 

V 
Tr 9 

12 
T2 

u ~u 
ev- e r a - need -ed the We 

Br 
B2 

Ami7 AH GIB B+7 Cma7 B D#~ Emi9 Dh7(1II) 
I II #II I III# IV v'--" (VI) hll_,, 

28"If 
life Qua t We_ Ever Needed the Lord Before" and "This Same Jesus" from Breath of 

r et, §I?mtuals. 
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(b) Success1· f Ch . . on° ords m Invers10n 

6 

" I'i " VIl0 1 6 

" I11 " 

Bhmi7/Ah Fmi 7/C 
E0 7/Bh 

IV~ VIl0 i I1 
M: VIl0 i 

my chiJ' now 

Bx:arnpies16ash · fh h d. · 1· d h'hf · ows two mstances where the root o · t e c or 1s imp 1e , w 1c rees 

the bass v . . 
oice to supply an additional chord tone. The implied 0 2 in measure 6 (in 

Parenthesi ) . . . . . . . 
s is a vital hnk ma chain of bass fifths that begms m the prevwus measure and 

ends w·th 1 
bass note C 3 in measure 7. The complete chain of bass fifths is E3-A 2-D3 -

0 2_C3. A . . . . 
second implied bass note, E2 in measure 12, agam involves bass movement 

by fifths. Here th · 2 · · · E · I b h · , e music cadences on E , briefly tomc1zmg mmor. n ot mstances, 

the Ii teral b· . . .. . . .. 
ass voice supplies the seventh of the chord. The effect 1s that of a five-note 

chord . 
'Which creates the opportunity for more dissonance within the chord while 

lhainta· . 
Ining essential members of the basic triad. Thus, the chord built on the implied G2 

1n rn 
eaSure 6 (G1

~) contains three dissonances-a seventh (literally sung by the bass) , 

ninth and th . . . . . . 
irteenth - while still providing the third. Similarly, the chord with an implied 

bass note in m , .9 . . . d 29 easure 12 (Em1 ) adds a seventh and mnth to an E mmor tna . 

29 

~ lhusic T~e notion of implying complete chords with essential ch~rd tones is not novel 
oweve/:l . can_be o~served, for example, in the Two-~~rt Inventions of_1 S. Bach. 

Particuia/i 1h u~1que_ m_ the development of the black rehg1o~s quartet trad1t1on and 
Y c a1actenst1c of performances by the Breath of L1f e Quartet. 
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In another Breath of Life Quartet performance (example 5. 16b), chord roots are 
Present but . 

not in the bass voice. The result is a succession of seventh chords in 

inversion. Seventh chords voiced in dose position also shows the influence of big band 
music. 3o 

The earlier gospel period of quartet singing saw the development of more 

consistent! . . . . . 
Y complete cadences with chords contammg at least roots and thirds, and 

authentic d . . . . . . 
ca ences progressmg according to trad1t1onal part-wntmg rules. However, there 

Was a 
preponderance of plagal cadences influenced by the prominence of gospel-style 

varnps. N . . . 
eo-JubI!ee performances continue the trend of fully developed cadences. But 

beca 
. Use gospel-style vamps are not as pervasive in the neo-jubilee trend, there are fewer 

in
sta

nces of plagal cadences. As shown in example 5.17, whether authentic or plagal, 

cadences em I . . . h 
P oy complete chords and fully functional harmonic progressions mt e neo-

jubilee t . 
rend, often incorporating added dissonance. 

Thine ~
0

Similar use of added dissonance occurs in "Plenty Good Room" and "Have 
Wn Way Lord" from Breath of Life Quartet, Plenty Good Room. 
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~noJe.;; 17 
~: Neo-Jubilee Cadences31 

(a) Plagal Cadence 

L 
99 

moa _ oa. _________ _ 

slowly ... _ __ _ _ _ ____ __ _ _ ___ _ ___ __ _ _ ___ _ __ __ _ 

tell Mar - tha not to moa 

r LJ 
Eh9 

LI r 
IV 

(b) A 
· Uthentic Cadence 

13 

100 

- oan 

\:,,I 

Bh9 

I 

we need Him ev - 'ry day and ev - 'ry 

3I"M 
ary" and "If We Ever" from TAKE 6. 
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''1'.-w1ary" . 
is based on the earlier gospel-style performance by the Swan Silvertones and, as 

su h . c , maint · · 
ains Its use of plagal cadences, as shown in example 5.17a. "If We Ever" 

(ex.ample 5 17b) dem t h . d . . . b.l . ( 
· - ons rates an aut ent1c ca ence rn a slnctJU I ee settrng no 

Prominent I . . . 
ead vocal). Along with complete chord structures and ha1momc progress10ns, 

both · 
In

st
ances in example 5.17 incorporate added dissonance as indicated in the 

accompa . . 
nyingJazz chord symbols. 

Bass Voice 

As previously noted (in chapter IV), boogie-woogie influenced the transition from 
Ch· 

Icago S
t
yle Dixieland to Swing in big band jazz. Likewise, the boogie-woogie-style 

Walking b ,, . . , , . 
ass, emulated by gospel-style quartets, developed rnto the swrng-style walkrng 

bas · 
s In 

th
e neo-jubilee trend. Example 5.18 presents a comparison of bass singing in the 

gospel st l 
Ye and neo-jubilee trend that shows the development. 

t)(.;1-
~le , 1 o. D . . .

1 
T d32 

~. evelopment of Walking Bass m Neo-Jub1 ee ren 

(a) "Ch · · 
nstian's Automobile "Dixie Humminobirds (1957) 

' e, 

2 3 

Boom- u U u 
a boom -a boom -a boom-a boom -a boom -a etc. 

C: I boom _ a boom _ a 

32"c 
and "M ,, ~ristian' s Automobile" from Jubilation! Great Gospel Performances, Vol. l ; 

ary from T_AKE6. 
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(b) "Mary, " TAKE 6 (1988) 

T l 
T2 

T3 
B l 
82 

Bf,: I '? 

63 64 

0 Ma - rydon't you weep 

doom 
doom 

I '? 

As is the custom in boogic-woogie, the bass line in example 5.18a outlines a chord - C 

major. Comparati vely, the bass in example 5.18b moves linearly or melodically from one 

chord to the next. In thi s swing-style approach, the bass is freer melodicall y, and since it 

is no t restric ted to outlining chords, it is also free to treat chords as points of arri val and 

departure . Thi s approach is further illustrated in example 5.19. 

Example 5. 19: Swing-Style Walking Bass in "Mary" 

(a) 

T l 
T2 

T3 
B l 
82 

77 

I 

you weep 

t --
r i 

IV 
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(b) 

Ti 81 

T2 

Ma - ry don~ 

T:3 
B1 --
B2 

I IV 

(c) 

T1 85 

T2 

0 Ma- ry don~ you weep 

T:3 
t B1 --

B2 

( I) r r r 
IV 

The three instances of example 5.19 are from the vamp of "Mary." In each 
instance, th . . . . . . . 

e laige-scale harmomc progression 1s I-IV and the upper vOice parts remam 
Uncha 

nged. The bass is different in each case-note, for instance, the descending line at 
exarn 

Pie 5· 19a as compared to ascending motion at 5. 19c. Clearly, as in big band music, 
the sw· 

Ing-stYie approach allows for a more improvisatory performance by the bass 
Voice. JJ 

33 

}
0 ''If We ~or m~:~ examr,les of swing-style walking bass in TAKE 6 performances listen 
rorn Join thve~ Jordan 'and "David and Goliath" from TAKE 6; and "I've Got Life" 
~. Reprise 9 25470-2, 1994. 
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Call-and-Response 

. Chapter IV presented an example showing the contribution of the neo-jubilee trend 

in the deveJ . . . 
opmenL of the clanka Janka nff (see example 4.20b). In this example, the 

ernpJoyment of real words in the riff pattern relates directly to the text of the performance. 

Besides th· 
is development, no new call-and-response patterns have developed in the neo-

jubiJ . . 
ee trend as m the case of the folk-style clanka Janka riff, the instrumental-style riff of 

the jubiJ . . . 
ee tradition or the gospel-style vamp. TAKE 6 performances draw on patterns 

eSlabJished in 1 · d ·1·· · c · h TAKE 6 ear 1er styles, occasionally with mo 1 1cat1ons. ror mstance, t e J 

Perf 
ormance of "If We Ever" uses a modified clanka Janka riff, a portion of which is 

Presented . . . 
In example 5.20. As is customary of clanka Janka ntf s, example 5.20 shows a 

Promine t I . . . 
n ead vocal accompanied by a repeatmg one-measure rhythmic pattern m the 

rernaining voice parts. However the clanka Janka riff is modified in that it only occurs in 
' th e Vers f" .- . . 

e O It We Ever." Traditionally, m contrast to the basic call-and-response 
tech · n1que th I k . . , . 34 ' e can a Janka nff spans an entire penormance. 

34~--- ----

So Mu h As another modification of the clanka Janka riff, "Something within Me" from 
Ianka pc 2 Sa and "Milky White Way" from TAKE 6 both use more than one clanka 

attern t roughout the performances. 
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Exam 1 
~: "If We Ever," Verse, ClankaLankaRiff35 

L 

AJ,/} 

I 

you that need 
know we 

doom 

Variation Techniques 

need Him do do do do 

. Harmonic ingenuity highlights the return of emphasis to group singing in the neo-

Jllbilee tren . . . . . 
d. Mo1eover, harmomc vanat1on tends to take precedence over melodic 

V . 
anation · . 

In iepeated phrases or sections of music. To compare, example 5.21 presents the 
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lllelody fr " 
om If We Ever Needed the Lord Before" as performed in the jubilee sty le and 

neo · b. 
-.JU ilee trend · l h h h .f t· h · · d . · 

variation. 
, respective y, to s ow t es I t o emp as1s from melo 1c to harmomc 

~N-2 I: "If We Ever Needed the Lord Before," Comparison of Melody in Jubilee 
n eo--Jubilee Trend36 

(a) 

Well if cv -e r the Lord be _fore 
1 we need - ed z - we s ure do Him now 

3 -need 4 

I r I 
GJ,: 

1'1 
s ure do dHim now well we s ure do Him now 

~'Vs 
nee 6 7 11eed 8 

1'2 

¥'Em ¥1 r 'r 1 r r ~r r a~r n 3 

V I 

9 l f cv - er the Lord be-fore 
we need - ed l O -

we s ure do_ need -a Him no,\.c.. 
11 12 

I~¥ 
r r tJtJ CJ 

(V, __ ,,) 

oh WC 

y 

well 

¥ 

r 
well need 

WC 

I 

13 Him ev- 'ry dayrzr-- and ev -c - ry hou15 Good Lord wc need_ 

rp ~u --
VI . .._ ___ v__;......,,=-___,/v' I 

36E 

from M A xa1?1ple 5.2I_a was transcribed from an unidentified cassette recording obtained 
on the tr. dnan ~atkins. He suggested that the G<?lden qate Quartet might be the group 
Quartet~pe. Af?-alys1s of the perform_ance_ in_ co1_11panson _with sev~ral ?ther Golden Gate 
IS Janua ecordrngs_ does revt:al striking s1mllant1es. Adnan Watk1i:is,_mterv1ew by ~uthor, 
Quartet Sry .1?94, live interview, Huntsville, Ala. Example 5.21b 1s from Breath of Life 

'~. 
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(b) 

~ ~ ~ ~v -er a - need - cd the ~ord be -fore 

~ J J 1n, ;n, p1J m. 
we sure do___J1ecd Him now oh 

3 4 

1>1J a RJ) ,, u. 
WC 

G: I V I 

sure do need now oh Lord_ we sure do need him now if we 

~ 
Him 

6 7 8 

~ ~ ,~~~. J~ IJ J ~~. ~~ 

R__y 
Cr J 

V v'-" IV V I 
'-" 

9cv- e r a - need -ed the Lord be-fore WC sure do need Ir now_ we 
10 l - 1m 12 

I II I IIJJI IV v'--" VI hll,. 

ll ccd Him hour 

~ 
ev 'ry day and ev 'ry 

J J J li 15 16 

J j j l't I) I 
IV 

V I (IV I II) 

1'he jub·1 . 1 
ee-style melody of example 5.21a is more improvisational and, therefore, less 

repet· Itious th . . . . 
d . an the neo-Jubilee-trend melody (example 5.21b). Note, for mstance, the 
Iff erence b .. 

etween measures 1-4 of the first phrase and measures 9- 12 of the second 
Phrase · 

In example 5.21a. Measures 1-4 end with descending motion to G/,3 while 

i11easures 9-1? . . . . . . 
- conclude with ascendmg mot10n to Gl,4

• Conversely, the neo-Jub!lee 
i11elod 

y (example 5.21b) is nearly identical in measures 1-4 and 9-12. 

f Example 5.22 places the two melodies in their respective harmonic contexts to 

Urther highlight th hit· f . . . . . 
e s to emphasis from melodic to harmomc vanat10n. 
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.£:Xample 5. 22: "If We Ever Needed the Lord Before," Comparison of Harmony in 
Jubilee Style and Nco-Jubilee Trend 

(a) 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Dl,7 
V 

9 

GI, 
I 

14 

Bmi7 

I 
11 

a 
I 

VI...__ __ v_._...,, __ -J/V' 

180 

., 

12 

A!,7 

(V '--" ) 

Gl,/BI, 

GI, 
I 

we need . -

·, We 

Gl,doom - a doom-a dootn-a 

I 



(b) 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
82 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

Tl 
T2 

Bl 
B2 

r.\ r.\ l 

If 

5 

Emi1~ 

G 

I 

A7 D7 

J!___3 V 
V 

u ~u 
cv - e r a - need -e d the 

G Ami7 
I II 

Cma7 AmilC 

G you knoww c 

Ami7IG 
~ 7 

o+7 G'~ C 
V 

'-" 
IV 

do 

A#1 GIB B+7 Cma7 

IID I rm IV 
LS 

1 11 J-'1 

o\\sus D7 G 
D7sus c+(add 9) 

~ I 

181 

V 

CID G 
V I 

B D#1 

D7 G 

I 
8 

12 

Emi9 0~7(1 11 ) 

V.__..,, (VI) l,ll_,, 
'---

l 6 

.........--- l 

C GIB Ami(add11 ) 

IV I II 



In example 5.22b, when the melody of the first phrase repeats, the harmony is different. 

Measures l-4 · , . . . . . 
ProJect a prolongation of tome harmony w1 th the progression I-V -I. 

Conversely, measures 9-12 move away from tonic, cadencing on submediant E in 

111easure 12-an 1·llt1s• ., t· t· "h . . . "Th . h 1· I . . 
lia ion o · armomc vanat1on. e sw1tc rom c ose-pos1t1on 

chord Voic· . 
tngs m measures 1-4 to open position in measures 9-12 further highlights the 

har1110 · . . 
ntc vanation. Comparatively, example 5.22a shows "melodic variation" between 

111easu , 
res l-4 and 9-12 while the harmony is essentially the same, projecting the GI, tonic 

cho
rd

· Only measure 12 is different, moving to a dominant seventh chord. 

As a result of more use of jazz-style dissonances, neo-jubilee performances often 

employ cho d . . . . 
. r: vo1cmgs associated with big band music, which usually places the melody 
In the u . . . . 

Ppermost position (first tenor). 37 Eleventh and thJrteenth chords, which Sebesky 

labels as "h. . 13 . 
igher number chords," occur frequently m example 5.22b. Note the D 11sus rn 

lllea sure 3 E ·11. 10 11 > . 12 ' m11 m measure 5, ai3 in measure 6 and the DI, m measure as 

exa.r . 11
Ples of higher number chords. As a result, the top voice (first tenor) carries the 

lllelocty th . . . . 
roughout example 5.22b. Conversely, the JUb1lee-style performance exh1 bits 

less harm . , . . . . . . , 0nic complexity and variation (example 5.22a), and the second tenor supplies 
th e llleloct . . . . . . . 

y. Also, the melodic contour 1s freer, frequently crossmg the fJrst teno1 
through 

out the performance. 

37E 
J,azz_in The xamples illustrating the most popular ch~r~-voicing tec~~iques for ins~rumental 
sem1-o~~t_emporaryArranger (e.g., close-pos1t1on block ".01cmg, open-pos1t1on, 
Sebesly n

1
posit1on, clusters etc.) consistently place the melody m the top v01ce. See 

, 6-52. 
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The Breath of Life Quartet's "If We Ever Needed the Lord Before" is unusual in 
that the f ., . . 
. 

11 SL tenor cam es the melody for the entire performance. 38 What is more common 
is to reserv . . . . . 

e placrng the melody m the top voice part for predetermmed phrases or 

sections most ot'L · h f h · · · S h · h · "M " d ' en m t e contexl o · armomc vanatwn. uc 1s t e case m ary an 
can be ob . . . . 

served Ill the harmomc conslmct10n of the vamp. 

In the biparLite vamp, shown in example 5.23, the opening vamp (example 5.23a) 
IS at 

Wo-mea, · h · · t· h · sure repealing riff based on I- IV, the basic armomc progression or t e 

Perfor""an 
" 1< ce. 

Ex¾l I 
~: Opening and Closing Vamps 

(a) 

6 1 62 

drm doom doom 
doom 

a9 
IV(!? 

on th 
38

1:he same is true of the TAKE 6 performance of "If We Ever," which is based 
e earlier B - h · · reat of Life Quartet version. 
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(b) 

TI 
T2 

T3 
B1 
B2 

77 

t --

Fmi"F1,9(111) 
r r 

B9 

I IV 

The riff tha . . . . . 
t compnses the openrng vamp (example 5.23a) 1s denved, essentially 

unai tered f . .. . . 
' rom the fmal phrase of the chorus. The chords employ tradJt10nal quartet 

Voicin 
gs (close position) with melody in the second tenor and with an added fifth voice. 

The riff that comprises the closing vamp (example 5.23b) is a harmonic variation 
of th f" e Irst ··ff . . . . . 11 · Though the underlymg harmoruc progress10n remams I-IV, the 
refr 

arrnonized riff redefines the I in measure 61 as applied dominant of IV in measure 77. 

Purtherrnore th t · · · · 77 · 1· d b , e onic Bh chord, as an apphed dommant m measure , 1s trans orme y 

har . rnon1c sub t· . .· . . . . s 1 tution. First, a II- V progress10n subst1 tutes for the Bl, chord m measure 

77- This c . . . . 
reates the following chain of bass fifths: F-Bl,-B. Second, a tntone 

SUbstitutio . . . . . 
n foi Bl, m the cham effectively alters the cham to F-(B)-B. 

The harmonic variation of example 5.23b contains more dissonance, creating 

higher nu . . . . . . ·' mbe1 chords on beats 2 and 3 of measure 77. Consequently, the second tenor s 

rnelod i . . . . . . . 
Y n the openmg vamp (example 5.23a) 1s transfeITed to the top voice m the closmg 

Varn ( 
p 5·23 b) projecting a repeated Bl,4• Example 5.23b also shows another significant 

featt ~~t . . . . 
a ed to higher number chords. Along with the melody placed m the top VOJCe, 

the ch ords ch . ' ange from close position at 5.23a to open position at 5.23b. 
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The melody of example 5.23a is different from that of 5.23b. Sung by the second 

tenor, it begins on Dl,4, is prolonged by upper neighbor note B4, and finally descends to 

Bl,3· . 
in measure 62. This raises the question as to how it is determined that the repeatmg 

Bl,
4 

in the top voice of example 5.23b represents a transfer of the second tenor's melody 

from example 5.23a. The answer lies in the passage of music from which the closing 

Varn d .· 
P e11ves, shown in example 5.24. 
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fuample 5. 24: Origin of Closing Vamp 

Tl 
T2 

T3 
BJ 
82 

Tl 
T2 

T3 
BI 
82 

Tl 
T2 

T3 
Bl 
82 

Tl 
T2 

T3 
Bl 
B2 

...,. 
8, 
I 

35 

__L_ 
EJ,9sus 
JV 

39 

I 

r 
doom 

' 1 LJ 

40 

Cmi~B, 

3 

LJ,a doom 

E,9 

doom 

1'\l, 

Exampl e 5.24 shows the first phrase or the verse in "Mary." The melody for the entire 

phrase emphasizes no te Bl,. The phrase begins with traditional quartet voice parts. The 
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second tenor carries the melody for the first three measures (measures 33-35), 

e mphasizing Bl,3
. When the voice leading moves to higher number chords in open 

position in measure 36, the melody moves an octave higher to Bl,4, transferred to the top 

voice for measures 3Er-38. When the voice leading returns to close position chords at 

measure 39, the melody returns to the second tenor, continuing to highlight Bl,3• The 

progression of open position chords, with melody in the top voice (measures 36-38), 

provides the music for the closing vamp. Thus, harmonic progression and voice leading 

arc essentially identical between measures 36-38 of example 5.24 and example 5.23b, 

supporting the melodic displacement in the closing vamp. 

The harmonic variation continues in the closing vamp, as illustrated in example 

5.25. 
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Bx~ 
~:Rh t . Y hmic Reduction of Cl · V osrng amp 

Ph~"- i. 
?7 

1i 11,;s .Eb 7(b1) f;b 13 [!f>7/h) 8b 7{tt'tj 
"JZ ______,,. 7 II I 



Four phrases comprise the dosing vamp. Each phrase is four measures long. Except for 

the bass line , the riff established in measures 77-78 is the same at the beginning of each 

phrase. In measures 77-78 (first phrase), the bass approaches subdominant B by 

stepwise motion. In measures 81-82 (second phrase), bass movement by fifth substitutes 

for the stepwise motion of measures 77-78. Though the upper voice parts remain the 

same, the change in bass line affects the character of the harmonic progression, reflected 

in the jazz chord analysis (example 5.25). The bass line of measures 85-86 (third phrase) 

is a conflation of the bass in measures 77-78 and 81-82. Here, tritone substitution (Fl,) 

breaks up the bass movement by fifths, to approach subdominant B by half step. The 

bass in measures 89-90 (fourth phrase) returns to the original motion of measures 77-78. 

Of course, the underlying harmonic progression, I-IV, is maintained in each two-

measure group. 

Harmonic variation in the latter half of each of the four phrases is more striking. 

Changes in the second tenor and bass voice parts create most of the variation, along with 

an extra chord, which is added to the ends of the second and third phrases. The A\,
1
~ 

chord at the end of the second phrase is an extension of the chain of firths that spans 

measures 83- 84- F- (H)-B-AI,. Of course, the bass note Fl,
2 

in measure 83 is a 

tritone substitution for Bl, in the chain. The chord added to the end of the third phrase is 

built on tonic note Bl,, extending the basic two-chord progression to 1-1 V -1 i 11 measures 

87-88. 

Rhythmic variation complements harmonic variation in the closing vamp. Example 

- c o I Y mtc vanat1on that parallels and, consequently , highlights the 5. ?6 shows ·t pattern f -h th · · · 

harmonic variation. 
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\0 
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Example 5. 26: Rhythm Analysis of Closing Vamp 

Ph,.CIJ,~ 1 

77 
{) 

( ) 
F ,, ,,,, 

l'r1ct·ry Jo"'f yw, weep 

r1 fl n) 
F l, 9~ 11) I t:b ,/ 

Phro..,e_ 'l 

---0 "\:_q cbn>f yo<J w "? 
"

1 
1 1 1 n n.1 

1, l//1\11 
r 5b'!..,1 B1,t1 cb 9 

~r4)t 3 
~ 

?> I 
I I 

F . /1 
"11 

Ph,"'-.\, 'I 
0 

r
5'j} ), 

,- f/ 
,- "1 I 

fr1ny JnYo~~ rep 
1111\'! 

8bt7 Fb 1(111) Eb9 

r'Ylo..rJr JonJt Yo"- '··Hff n 901 
I I I I' ( 
F'f (:ff11 ) cb<t -

C) 

79 J 
7 ' 

JI 
FM't 

D 

s3 I 
I I• 

r .II ,-,.,, 

0 

n I 
I I, 

nb/3 

/\'1~ - ry don 1f you,_ "-"! (f n neo) 
I I ) ) ; 

B'" r''(:;) "'\ 

\ ' Mo..- ry dori1f weet 
Jl ( B\y ) 7 t, 7 ( 

F"~''irP(:'i) ,Y/'iJ A&\ 
Tr1.:1.-ry clon1+ wee.p n $\{ I ~ 

o .SvS 
I I ! \ I ( ( 7 I~ 

Bh' (••J 8; '' El 7 (#1) 617~'1 

'ii 

l 
o M~ .Aon'f f"' 1..Jte_p 

1 , 1 n <,12.1 
I I I ~I (, 

, 11 .J.",Y#i/) ~b ,.h7(/// £b 7 lff'f) F ,,,,,, r· /ro/ fb ,-- 111 L' 

w 
8 
~ 

yi 

N 
0 

~ 
'< .... 
~ 

8 
J>, 
::s 
f::.. 
'< 
~-
r:r, 

0 -, 

Q 
g, 
::s 

(JO 

< 
p.) 
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Except for the fourth phrase, the rhythmic pattern is the same at the beginning or each 

phrase or example 5.26. Most or the rhythmic variation occurs in the latter half of each 

phrase, which, one may recall , is where the more striking harmonic variation occurs. 

Chord symbols are provided in example 5.26 to show the relationship between rhythmic 

and harmonic variation. 

The first phrase or example 5.26 (measures 77-80) contains two statements of the 

phrase "O Mary don't you weep." The only difference between the two statements is the 

placement of the first word "O." It enters a half beat earlier in the second statement 

(measure 79). The latter statement of "O Mary don't you weep" in phrases two and three 

extend progressively, which the arrows point out in example 5.26. Note how the word 

"weep" on beat l of measure 80 (first phrase) comes on the upbeat or beat 3 in measure 

84 (second phrase). It occurs even later in the measure at the end of the third phrase 

(measure 88). Likewise, the position of "don't" shifts from beat 4 in measure 79 of the 

f"irst phrase to the downbeat of measure 84 in the second phrase and maintains this new 

position at the end of the third phrase. The word "you" is dropped rrom the phrase "O 

Mary don't you weep" at the end of phrases two (measure 84) and three (measure 88). 

Finally, the fourth phrase (measures 89-92) repeats the rhythmic pattern of the first 

phrase. However, the rhythmic variation between the two halves or the first phrase 

reverses in the fourth phrase. Thus, the syncopated "O" or the latter half or the first 

phrase (measure 79) comes at the beginning of the fourth phrase (measure 89) . 

These harmonic and rhythmic variation techniques, prominently featured in the 

vamp, serve to highlight the return of emphasis to group singing in the neo-jubilee trend 

of quartet singing. 

As another example of harmonic variation, example 5.27 shows a portion or the 

chorus from TAKE 6' s performance of "If We Ever" harmonized three ways. 
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Example 5. 27: Harmonic Variation in "If We Ever," TAKE 6 (1988)39 

(a) 

Tl 
T2 
T3 

T4 
Bl 
B2 

(b) 

Tl 
T2 
T3 

T4 
Bl 
B2 

Bl,mi9 

I 

Bl,mi9 

I 

39TAKE6. 

192 

now_ 

AJ,/C c+1 <19l Ilma9 C13sus Fmi9 

Gf.9011 > /DI, C7(1 11) 

Im IV V '-A VI 

r 
D1,ma9 C'3sus Fmi9 

Gl,9011) /DI, c7(1'') 

IV V'-A VI 



' 
I 
I 

I (c) 

Tl 
T2 
T3 

T4 
Bl 
82 

ev-cr a- necd - cd Lord 
the ~ --

Bmi9 Emi9 

I (II'--"IV) 

be - fore_ _ we sure do need Him now_ 

~Ui r 
Emi 11 Ct709> Dma9(add 6) Cif3sus Ami 11 

C#7(t'') 

IV VI 

The large-scale design in each instance of example 5.27 is I-IV - VI. However, the 

approach to IV in the design is harmonically different in each case. In measure 10 of 

example 5.27a, rrrn precedes IV. In the second instance (example 5.27b), an applied II

V progression precedes IV. The operations in examples 5.27a and 5.27b combine to 

produce harmonic progression in example 5.27c. Thus, II from the II- V progression 

(example 5.27b) moves through Im (from example 5.27a) to finally cadence on IV in 

measure 119. This form of developmental variation recalls the same type of variation 

applied to a single voice part as melodic variation, examined in chapter II. There, a voice 

part moved by step in one instance, by skip in a second instance, and culminated with 

both diminutions in a third instance. 40 The employment of this concept, first as melodic 

variation in the folk style, and then as harmonic variation as in example 5.27, clearly 

demonstrates the development of variation techniques in black religious quartet singing. 

40See example 2. 15 in chapter II. 
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Meter and Rhythm 

A significant feature of big band jazz in the Swing Era is the emphasis on every 

beat in the measure. This is readily apparent in "Mary," signaled by a walking bass in the 

vamp, which stresses four beats per measure in common-time meter. Also, neo-jubilee

trend performances continue the trend of inf using earlier quartet performances with 

swing-style rhythm characteristics. Such is the case in the Breath of Life Quartet 

adaptation of "Ir We Ever Needed the Lord Before" where a four-beat rhythmic feel 

replaces the two-beat feel of an earlier jubilee-style rendition (compare examples 5.21 and 

5.22). 

Likewise, swing eighths are prevalent in neo-jubilee-trend performances. "Mary" 

clearly demonstrates this feature as do several other performances discussed in this 

chapter such as "If We Ever (Needed the Lord Before)," performed by both TAKE 6 and 

the Breath of Life Quartet, "This Same Jesus" (example 5.5b), "Something within Me" 

(example 5.11) and "Get Away, Jordan" (example 5.12a). 

Summary 

The neo-jubilee trend of quartet singing marks a return of emphasis to group 

singing. Performances by TAKE 6, the most notable vocal group of the neo-jubilce trend, 

fall into two categories, both of which emphasize group singing. One is a strict jubilee 

approach where the single objective is the even blend of group singing. The second 

category recalls the transitional quasi -jubilee style that preceded the gospel style. This 

approach incorporates a prominent lead singer, although group singing remains 

paramount. "Mary," the primary piece for analysis in this chapter, is representative of the 

quasi-jubilee approach. 
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The return or emphasis to group singing is evident in the way threads of harmonic 

development continue to evolve. One such thread is the development of variation 

techniques. In neo-jubilee-trend performances, emphasis on harmonic variation in 

repeated phrases or sections of music represents an extension of the melodic variation 

within a single voice part common in earlier styles of quartet singing. Several instances of 

harmonic variation occur in "Mary," most notably in the vamp. 

The continued proliferation of swing-style big band characteristics in the neo

jubilee trend encourages development of other musical threads. One such thread is the 

development of chord structures and added dissonance, which shows a new penchant for 

the regular use of jazz harmony, including ninth, eleventh and thirteenth chords. As 

shown in "Mary," there are generall y three methods for creating these jazz-style 

di ssonances. These include the employment of added notes, reharmonization and voice 

leading that creates linear progressions. 

Chord voicings often emulate those associated with big band music. "Mary," in 

particular, uses close-position voicing of parallel seventh chords, and higher number 

chords in open-position voicing with melody in the top voice. Other TAKE 6 

performances emulate the contrast and interplay of choirs within the big band ensemble. 

Finally, the boogie-woogie-style walking bass, emulated by gospel -style quartets, 

develops into the more melodic and improvisational swing style of bass walking in the 

neo-jubilee trend. In "Mary," the bass sings homophonically with the other group voice 

parts in the chorus and verse. It switches to a walking pattern in the vamp where the lead 

singer is more improvisational. This parallels the tendency of the bass player to reserve 

the walking bass for improvisational solos in instrumental jazz performances. 
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CHAPTER YI 

CONCLUSIONS 

Threads of Harmonic Development 

Six threads or harmonic development have been identified and traced to show their 

evolution through the black religious quartet singing tradition. These threads of 

development fall into three categories: threads that show continuous development through 

the entire genre; shorter threads that do not span the entire genre and; fragmented threads, 

where there is a caesura in the development that picks up again later in the evolutionary 

process. 

"Number and function of voice parts" is a thread that shows continuous 

development throughout the tradition. In the concurrent folk and jubilee styles, quartets 

generally consisted of four singers that adhered to traditional quartet voice parts. With the 

shift of emphasis to lead singing in the gospel style, quartets added a voice part to 

maintain a four-voice structure as accompaniment for a prominent lead singer. Many 

quartets employed two lead singers, expanding the vocal texture to as many as six parts. 

With the return of emphasis to group singing in the neo-jubilee trend, TAKE 6 redefined 

roles in the six-voice texture with two approaches. In the quasi-jubilee approach, a five

voice background that often employs jazz-style harmony accompanies a prominent lead 

singer. In the strict jubilee approach, all six voices serve to create jazz-style chord 

structures. 

Another thread that shows development throughout the genre is "the role of the 

bass voice." Often nonfunctional in the folk style, functional bass parts appeared more 

orten in the latter half of the jubilee period when the Golden Gate Quartet popularized the 

pump bass technique, which emphasized chord roots on the strong beats in the measure. 
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Boogie-woo . . . . . . . . 
gie influenced the begrnnmg of walking bass parts m the gospel penod, 

Which em h- . 
P asized chord roots and outlined chords with the boogie-woogie bass pattern. 

Developme t . . . . . . . . 
n In the neo-Jubdee trend 1s charactenzed by more melodic walking bass parts. 

"Variation techniques" is yet another thread of development that spans the black 

religious quartet tradition. Melodic variation within individual voice parts in repeated 

sections of . . . . . . . 
music was the pnmary form of vanat10n m the folk and Jubilee styles. 

Pro · 
minent lead singing added a new dimension in the gospel style- textual variation. 

Then When the h · · h · b.1 d · h emp as1s on group singing returned m t e neo-Ju I ee tren , wit a 
Predilecti t . . . . . . . . . 

on or Jazz harmony, melodic vanat1on m md1v1dual voice parts evolved to the 
form of fr . 

armornc variation. 

Shorter threads of development include "meter and rhythm," which shows 

development through the gospel style and not in the neo-jubilee trend. Cut-time meter is 
domina t · . . . . . 

n in the folk style as well as the even distributwn of eighth notes. Cut time 1s also 
then . 1

eter of choice in the jubilee style, but there are also performances, such as ''One Day 

When the Lo d w· . • I t·. ( ·1· . r ill Call Me," that begin to incorporate the swmg I ee o Jazz ut1 1zmg 
Uneven d. . . . . . 1st

nbution of eighth notes). Common-time meter replaces cut time m the gospel 
style. Als . . . . , 0

, there is more consistent use of swmg eighths marked by the occas10nal 
boogie-w . 

oogie style walking bass. 

There is also development of "call-and-response techniques" in the three 

establish d . . . . . . , 
e styles but not m the neo-Jubdee trend. New call-and-response patterns 

deveJo d. . . . . . 
. pe In each of these three styles. The clanka Janka nff, for mstance, was evolvmg 
in th 

e folk t I · · · · b.l d . . s Ye dunng the time the narrative style was developmg m the JU I ee tra 1llon. 

Both riff sty! • . . . . . . . . . , 
es I eatured a lead smger accompamed by the remammg v01ce pai ts ma 

repeatin .f . . . , . , 
g n f pattern. And both represented early mamf estat10ns of the gospel-style vamp 

that folio . . 
Wed. Also, the instrumental-style riff developed among Jubilee quartets as 
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another C . 01 
m of call-and-response. The gospel-style vamp represented the culmination of 

riff develo · . . . . 
pment m quartet smgmg. It was designed to showcase a VIrtuos1c lead 

Performance and et··e t . 1 1 · . h. hl . . . 11 c · an emot10na c 1max ma ig y improvisatory settmg. 

"Chord structures and added dissonance" is an example of a fragmented thread of 
developm -

ent. In the folk style, chord structures were often incomplete and the seventh 
Was the o l . . . 

n Y iegularly added dissonance. Chord structures were more consistently 

complete in th - . b·1 . 
e JU i ee style. And along with regularly employed seventh chords, the 

added sixth h 
c ord evolved into a common sonority in the jubilee style. The development 

~~ -. . structures shows no innovations in the gospel style when lead singmg became 
~~. .. 

P0mt. Development resumed in the neo-jubilee trend when group smgmg 
returned t . . . . 0 piommence. Regularly employed dissonances expanded to mclude Jazz-style 

~~-. . . 
Y Includmg ninth, eleventh and thirteenth chords, and open- and semi-open-

Position cho ·d . . . . . . . 
i voicmgs became common, contrastmg the consistent use of close-posit10n 

Voicin · 
gs m earlier styles. 

Influence of Big Band Music 

The influence of big band music on the black religious quartet tradition is 

Profound Th · · · · h · S 1 · e way big band jazz evolved from New Orleans Dixieland to C icago ty e 
I)·. 

ix:1eland to Swing is reflected in many of the threads of development. For instance, bass 
sin · 

ging in the jubilee style began imitating the tuba sound associated with New Orleans 

Dixieland · . · · · · f Ch· " Whlle pulsmg on the strong beats of the measure m the trad1t10n o 1cago 
s~e~. . . ... 

xieland. Then,just as boogie-woogie helped usher m the Swmg Eia, likewise, 

gospel-st 1 · · · · · · h h' · c -d Y e bass smgers turned to a boogie-woogie mfluenced style, whic emp ctsize 

every be, t . . . . . . ' E . 
a 10 the measure and encouraged swmg eighth notes. Fmally, the Swmg ra saw 
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the development or a linear walking bass style, which is another pattern of development 

rellected in bass singing or the neo-jubilee trend . 

In big band music, the heterophonic playing style of Dixieland jazz evolved into 

the vertical and sectionalized style of Swing. The same is true in the development of 

quartet singing. The instrumental-style riff from the jubilee tradition, consisting of layered 

riff patterns, is akin to the heterophonic style of Dixieland jazz. Additionally, in the neo

jubilee trend, TAKE 6 emulates the sectional playing style of swing bands through 

contrast in chord voicings, tonal ranges and rhythmic figures. 

The way big band music moved from a two-beat rhythmic feel to a four-beat feel 

in the transition from Chicago Style Dixieland to Swing, is reflected in the transitions 

from folk and jubilee styles of quartet singing to the gospel style. The transcriptions in 

this dissertation mark the development with a change from cut-time meter in folk- and 

jubilee-style performances to common-time in gospel-style performances. Accompanying 

the change of meter was the shift to swing eighths, again parallel to the development in 

big band music. 

Other Stylistic Influences 

The influence of barbershop music is significant for two reasons. First, the 

employment of swipes, barbershop sevenths and the !,VJ encouraged complete chord 

structures in the jubilee style. Second, it introduced new harmonies that served as 

transition to the jazz-style dissonances of the neo-jubilee trend of quartet singing. 

The emergent composers of black gospel music introduced the recitative-and-aria 

song style to black religious music in the late 1930s. Consequently,jubilee-style quartets 

adopted the technique, which served two purposes. First, the slow, non pulsed style 

highlighted barbershop devices in recitative-style introductions and endings. Second, the 
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slow· 
introductio d . . . . 

ns an endmgs added vanety and contrast to the formal structures of 
quartet r 

per, ormances. 

Toward a Method of Arranging 

This study lays the groundwork for developing a method for arranging in the 

black religious quartet t 1 · h · · 1 I 1 1 ·d ·f· h s Ye-a project t 1s wnter pans to pursue. t c ear y 1 ent1 1es t e 
struct Ure oft d. · 

ra It1onal quartet voice parts. It also identifies the most commonly added 
diss0 nances and -1 · - . . . . 

out mes three methods for addmgJazz-style dissonance-addmg notes to 
an estab1·, 

ished four-part arrangement, complete reharmonization and voice leading dictated 

by linear progres . Al . . . . t· . . r 
f' sion. so, it suggests optwns for the tunctwn o voice parts m iour-, 
ive- and . . . 

six-voice textures, and explores variation techniques in quartet a1rnngmg. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

The scope of this dissertation is limited to group singing that is a cappella or 
harmonicalJ . . . . . . 

Y Independent of mstmmental accompamment. The contempoia1y gospel style 
Of , 

quartet · · . . . . . 
singmg, which followed the gospel style, utilizes full mstrumental 

accomPani . . . . . . . -
ment and, therefore, lies beyond the scope of the present mvest1gat10n. Anothe1 

SllJdy In . h . . 
ig t examme mstrumental harmonic development through the contemporary 

gospe1 . . _ 
Penod, the beginnings of which can be observed as early as m the folk style of 

quartet · -
. singing. Also, many groups perform both styles (i.e., a cappella and with 
instru 

mental accompaniment). A study comparing the musical adjustments that such 
groups m . . .. 

US
t make to alternate between the two styles or how one style affects the 

approach. . 
10 the other style would also be a worthwhile endeavor. 

Perhaps another study could examine precursor groups of the folk and jubilee 
St I yes, Whi . . . . . . 

ch Would mclude analyses of quartet smgrng m the mmstrel shows of the 
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1800' I 

s. Also, black college quartets, which consisted of formally trained singers, were 

Perforrnin . . . . 
g iegularly at the turn of the century and simultaneously followed a different 

lrend of de . . . . . 
veJopment than the commurnty-based quartets of the day. 2 Exammmg the 

difference b . 
s etween the two trends would be valuable. 

There is renewed interest in the black religious quartet tradition as evidenced by 

the Jar e . . . . . . 
g number of recently reissued recordmgs listed m the discography of this 

dissertati . . . 
on. Unfortunately, this interest has taken hold more rn other countnes than m the 

lJ . 
nited Slates-its birthplace. It is hoped that this investigation will reinvigorate it') 

Presence th . . 
roughout the world, spawn more theoretical scholarship and encourage its 

accepta 
nee as an art form. 

1 

Buchanan, 38. 
2 
Allen, 4. 
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T1 
T2 

APPENDIX 

TRANSCRIPT! ONS 

"I'm Praying Humble," Mitchells' Christian Singers (1937) 

5 6 

* Th 
blue ~;-ird 0/ the Ionic chord ( C in lhe key of Ah major) is consislenlly performed as a 

e ( lowered) throughout the baritone voice part. 
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77 
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"Qne Day When the Lord Will Call Me," Southern Sons ( 1942) 

Rccitntivc-likc, with much 

lGid 
feeling l 2 3 

Tenor 1 

Tenor2 E===~==~=============±~~~t=i=j~t=tt==~=t=====c~====t=====l 

5 6 7 

by my name __ _ 

l 9 10 11 

(one day) 

- I 
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21 

Slcudy pulse J= 124 
17 

day) 
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One day when si n 
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Lead 1 

Tenor l 
T enor 2 

Baritone 
Bass 

L2 

L I 
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B2 

"Marv Don' t You Weep," Swan Silvertones (1959) 

Gospel-Swi ng J= 116 

Oh I'm s in g- in 'Ma - ry 

3 4 
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17 
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